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IMPROVING HIGHER EDUCATION IN KENTUCKY
Thanksgiving was the beginning take tremendous insight. I hope
)f the holiday season when so many those entrusted with this responsiJf our religions have celebrations bility will see themselves as memmd when we usher in a new vear. hers of a team of other participants
fhe coming new year is a cntical in this mission.
Jne for the commonwealth's higher
A critical 17oup in insuring that
~ucation insoruoons.
reform beneftts our citizens are the
Reform is state law. but now presidents of the universities.
~omes the important time of insur- These professionals have been
mg that our hopes will become re- hired by governing boards to meet
ality. In order to enhance the sue- stated goals and objectives. The
cess and objectives of reform. co- CEOs are accountable to their
)peration and mutual respect and boards and the faculty, staff, studiplomacy must be the "watch dents and citizens they serve. All
.,;ords" for all who influence the presidents have identified with the
outcomes of reform of post-secon- objectives of reform and must be
dary education.
seen as a critical group if reform is
The newlv created Council for to be enhanced. The CPE must not
Postsecondarv Education has new be seduced into a position of ignorand expanded authority. but wnh ing the vital role presidents will
that new authonty must come a re- play in reform. It was the lack of a
alization that we are seeking to 1m- strong sense of togetherness and
prove higher education in Ken- mutual respect that led to probtucky. not totally redefine a system lems between the defunct Council
that has served the commonwealth on Higher Education and its staff
well for so many years. Granted, with the university presidents. By
there are weaknesses in our insti- the fall of 1998. four of the eight
tutions. but they are not complete- campus-based presidents and the
ly broken. Being able to find and first president of the commuruty
protect what is good and help in and technical colleges will have
1mprovmg what is not so good will less than two years experience at
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their institutions. What a wonderful opportunity for cooperation,
and we must seize it!
The Governor was a spearhead
for change, with a big suppo11ing
cast to insure the passage of the
reform law. The danger facing the
executive branch is the temptation
to direct the details of reform. Like
any law. time will prove what
works and what doesn't. The executive branch must be patient and
allow the CPE, the presidents and
the yet-to-be-hired president of the
CPE to shoulder the responsibility
of change. It took political coura~e
to get us where we are. but it Will
take diplomacy and leadership to
move us forward.
The ultimate responsibility for
the future of reform rests with the
General Assembly. In my nearly
six years in the commonwealth, I
have never doubted the legislature's will and courage to support
higher edut at1on. Th.ts reform was
not easily passed. but it did pass. I
hope that each representanve and
senator will now have panence as
we professionaJs try to make it
work. As with KERA. this new re-

ev, pres1·dent '
of EKu dies
.A-

Led university for
16 years; served
in state senate
By Sheryl Edelen

RICI IMOND - Robert R. Martin, former Eastern Kentucky University president and two-time srate
senator, died Saturday at a Richmond hospital after battling pneumonia. He was 86.
Martin, EKU's sixth president
and its first alumni leader, began
guiding Eastern through 16 years
of growth in 1960 with a "Think
Big'' philosophy.
"Kentuckv and the nation have
lost an extraordinary leader in the
field of higher education.'' EKU
President Hanly Funderburk said in
a statement yesterday. "Dr. Martin
was one of the architects of the
comprehensive regi~nal university
c?ncept, and he presided over a penod of unprecedented enrollment
growth and campus development."
Martin was elected state superintendent of public instruction in
1~55 and ~as appointed commisstoner of fmance by Gov. Bert T.
Combs in 1959.

tor and friend.
"He didn't wait for anyone to go
out in front, and then decide to follow. He led the way," said Doran.
Longtime friend James Chenault
~aid \lanin's brand of leadership

wasd1~=~~~~~t ::!t:rnr;t:1:1~1adison County Circuit Court judge,
said he and Manin became friends
more than 30 years ago, when Martin took over the Eastern president.:\' from \V.F. O'Donnell.
· ·'When Bob Martin came to
Eastern. he was the right person at
He also was a teacher a nd prin- the right time," Chenault said. "He
cipal in Mason County before be- was everv bit a leader. and he had
coming president of Eastern.
the courage to stand up for his conMartin led the school - then \·tctions."
known as Eastern Kentucky State
"Kemuck~- lost a great citizen
College - to Unt\'ersity sta tus in \\·lwn Bob ~damn passed away," he
966
I u· d 1~.! . . I d h.1 f
~aid.
n er • anm s ea ers P rom
Eastern football Coach Roy
1960 to 1976, enrollment jumped f\ idd said Martin. who hired him 34
from 3,000 to 13.000. and the col- vears ago, was firm. but fair.
lege added about $100 million in
"He used to get on my butt
new buildings and other facilities. some,'' Kidd recalled. "But I knew I
The school also added degree could always count on him. If I
programs in law enforcement and needed something, he would always
nursing, master's degree programs come through for me."
in dozens of fields, sixth-year spe1'oy Martin, Robert Martin's
cialist degrees, a joint doctoral pro- nephew, said he will remember a
gram and more than two dozen as- jokester.
sociate degrees.
"He was pretty straight-laced beMartin's unrelenting drive for fore the public eye, but in small
progress is one of the things his groups, he had a heck of a sense of hu-friends and colleagues say they will mor:· said Roy Martin, of Richmond.
remember about the Lincoln County
"'He had a certain way he used
native.
to aggravate all of us when we
He loved Eastern a nd its stu- were kids," he said. "And he was aldents, they said, and wouldn't h~i- ways making some kind of (funny)
tate:~ _make the ~tra ~ffort to im- remark."
prove hfe at th~ umversity.
Martin retired from Eastern in
· ~Bob ~ n ~~ m~y great 1976 and 'began looking for other
cha~ters m hts l_1fe," said fo!111er challenges. A year later, he won a
G.ov. Ned Breathitt. A~ pre~ident seat in the state senate. He served
of ~tern K~ntucky University, he two terms in office as a representawas: re~ponsible for th ~ greatest tive for the 22nd District and
growth_ 10 that school's history.'.'
served on several committees'_ in. · ~ettr~ Morehead S tate Umver- eluding the Education Committee,
s1ty;Pres1d~t Adron Doran rem~- of.which he was vice chairman bared Martm as a leader, competl- hefore retiring in l986.

'
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form will encounter some bumpy
roads, but it eventually will pro,,.1de
a smooth journey to our educauonal objectives.
These four groups - the CPE.
university presidents. execuuve
branch and the legislature - each
must play a major role if reform 1s
to be successful. No single group
can make reform work: it takes all
of us. The person selected to lead
CPE must realize that all elements
are important, qnd he or she must
have the courage and respect to
bring these groups together for
the good of the commonwealth.
This leader must forge a team
mentality among these groups. lf
this occurs. our goals and objectives are attainable.
As we enter this holiday season, all of us need to take stock 01
how blessed we are to ha ve th1!:.
great new opponun1ry 10 funher
improve the edu1..a1ional future oi
our state.
Dr. RONALD G. EAGLIN

Pres,ae"t
Morehead State Univer5 ' -J
Morenead. Ky -t035 i
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Retired EKU President Robert Martin dies
itrotig leader
;purred changes
;till being felt
yBOBJOHNSON

he Courier-Journal
Dr. Robert R. Martin, who guided
astern Kentucky University as presicm1 for 16 years during his long ca~cr in government and politics, died
aturday in Richmond after a bout

ilh pneumonia. He was 86.

1

··11e was an educational statesman.
le was a slrong Jeader, and he had
ery deep convictions," said Dr.
.dron Doran, a longtime friend, potical ally and a former president of
forehead State University.
"He knew what he was doing - he
new how to build Eastern Kentucky
nh'crsity," Doran said.
tl.lartin's impact on education in
1

cntucky continues even today.
"Kentucky an_d the nation have lost

an extraordinary leader in thefield of
higher education," EKU's current
president, Hanly Funderburk, said in
a statement yesterday.
Martin and Doran, the former
president of Morehead State University, were the last of a breed of politically adept university presidents who
banded together to defend their
schools and compete for money
against the ~iants of the state system,
the University of Kentucky and, later,
the University of Louisville.

"lie knew how lo be a leader,"
said former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
Breathitt, who relied on him after
Breathitt became governor.
"He served a long time (as EKU
president) and never had a serious
challenge to his leadership," Breathitt said. "He got people he wanted on
his boards .... I just appointed who
he wanted."
Martin, who graduated from what
was then Eastern Kentucky State
Normal School and Teachers College
in 1934, at the height of the Great
Depression, also was Kentucky's superintendent of public instruction,
state finance commissioner and a
state senator. While superintendent,
he managed Bert T, Combs' 1959
campai~n for governor.
Martin's career took him from his
first classroom assignment, teaching
history in a small Mason County high
school, to the presidency of the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities in 1971.
Martin headed Eastern from 1960
to 1!171i, when enrollment grew from
about :i,ooo students to more than
13,000. More than $110 million
poured in for new facilities there, and
Eastern's 26 fields of study grew to
more than 200. With crime a major
national issue, Mc,rtin :::::i.w that Congress would spend heavily to fight it,
and the school got grants that led to
the establishment of its College of
I .aw Enfnrccnw!ll.

Dr. Robert R.
Martin headed
the American
Association of
State Colleges
and Universities
in 1971 after
starting his

career teaching
in a small
Mason County
high school.

"I would he happy today if every
university in the stale of Kentucky
had a president like Bob Martin,"
said former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, who
often sought Martin's counsel though
Martin was a Democrat and Nunn a
Republican.
.
A key development in Eastern's expansion was the state's decision in
1966 to elevate regional colleges to
university status. Until then, they did
little more tljan train teachers.
Martin was born Dec. 27, 1910, one
of the eight children of Frank and
Annie Frances Martin, who worked a
farm near McKinney in Lincoln
County. By the time he graduated
from Stanford High School in 1930,
the family had been wiped out by the
Depression. They moved lo a rented
farm in Madison County, not far
from Richmond, so he could commute to Eastern. He raised tobacco to
pay his expenses and in his senior
year, as class president, he lived in a
dormitory, supported by a $4-a-week
part-time job.
Graduation put him back on the
farm planting tobacco because jobs
for new teachers were scarce. Eventually, he found one, teaching history
at Sardis High School in Mason
County for $80.60 a month.
After 41 months in the Army Air
Forces as a weather forecaster in
World War 11, Martin returned to .
Kentucky as a school principal. In
HJ-18, he joined the.stall! Department
of Educnlion in Frankfnr1.

Doran, who had been an influential
In April 1976, close to his 16th anniversary as president, Martin anlegislator, joined the department a
few years later and was named presinounced his retirement. Although he
dent of Morehead State Teachers
could have served four more years
before mandatory retirement at age
College in 1954.
Martin, wlio specialized in school
70, he said the school needed more
vigorous leadership. Martin was sucfinance, was named head of the deceeded by Dr. J.C. Powell, a longtime
partment's Bureau of Administration
associate.
·
and Finance. He played a role in
A year later, Martin was elected to
drafting the minimum-foundation law
the state Senate from the 22nd Dis- for years, the state's standard for
trict, which comprised Madison, Jesschool finance - which was passed
samme and Mercer counties. He
by the 1954 legislature. A year later,
served two terms and in 1986 during
he made his first race. easily winning
his last session, helped I~ad the
the office of superintendent.
movement to make the superintenMartin's role in Combs' campaign
dent's office appointive rather than
prompted criticism from Gov. A.B.
elective. Martin argued that no other
"Happy" Chandler, who said Martin
r_eform could do more to help educaought to resign; Martin ignored him.
tion, although the proposition was reMartin was Combs' finance commissioner through the governor's jected by the voters.
Breathitt remembered Martin as a
first legislative session. The session
passed a 3 percent sales tax and fi. friend who "fed you to death" when
nanced some of the greatest changes you visited his home in Richmond.
And he recalled Martin as a public
in state history in education, roads
servant who "improved education for
and development of state parks.
On April 14, 1960, barely five the young people of kentucky at all
months into Combs' term. Eastern ·s levels .... That's his great monument
board of regents named Martin as - improved edcuation."
the new president, succeeding Dr.
W.F. O'Donnell, who had retired. The
formidable team of Martin and Doran
was in place. The personalities complemented each other perfectly.
Doran, the polished operator, enjoyed the limelight and tended to be
the more visible of the two, although
it was hard to miss Martin, a physically imposinl( man who preferred to
operate quietly behind the scenes.
Courier-Journal reporter Richard
Wilson, who covered higher education, wrote: "If the two men were orchestrating a parade, Martin would
be satisfied with planning it flawlessly. Doran would insist on being the
grand marshal.·•

Martin held a master's degree from
the University of Kentucky and a
doctorate from Teachers College of
Columbia University. He was married
to the former Anne Hoge of Frankfort in 1952, who died before him.
They were members of First Presbyterian Church of Richmond.
Martin is surviv~d by a sister, Mrs.
G .B. Long of Cape Coral, Fla., and
several nieces and nephews.
Visitation will be from 5 to 9 p.m.
tomorrow at Oldham, Roberts and
Powell funeral home in Richmond.
The funeral will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday at the church, with burial in
Richmond Cemetery.
..
Information for this story was also
gathered by stall writer Joseph Gerth
and The Associated Press.
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Tuition
hikes
'
challenge
higher
education's
credibility
By MARC NORTON
The Courier-Journal

T

HE COST of going to college just got
a lot higher in Kentucky.
On Nov. 3, the state Council on
Postsecondary Education put
through stunning tuition increases - 22 percent over the next two years at the University
of Kentucky and the University of Louisville.
The increases are somewhat smaller at other
Kentucky schools, but these are the second
round of double-digit increases in three years.
Council member Ronald Greenberg of Louisville calls the increases modest, but they are
huge considering that inflation is generally under control elsewhere in the economy.

For a student startmg at

Marc Norton

across the room.

UK or the U of L next fall,
tuition for four years goes
from $9,600 to $11,560.
That's 1,960 more - not
including room. board,
books and other expenses.
One then would suppose that outrage is rippling through every Kentucky household with a
college-bound kid. Dogs
are being kicked, 1V remote controls thrown

Well, not exactly.
This story actually begins with the way the
Congress and President Bill Clinton spent last
summer. They came up with tax credits for college tuition. The Hope Scholarship is part of
th_e package - sold as a way to put college
withm reach of a lot more youngsters.
Indeed, over the next four years, tuition
payments for UK or the U of L can generate
tax credits of $4.184.
Thus, through the miracle of tax law, Kentucky's tuition increase disappears. In fact,
the after-tax cost of tuition at UK or the U of
L drops to $7,375-'- down $2,224!
So what if the state universities spirited
away a large chunk of your tax credit. Everyone comes out ahead.
Well, not exactly.
To claim a tax credit, one must owe federal

income truces. Lower income people for sure

"rich'' get another dose of income redistribution, but. basically, it's all for
the best.
Well, not exactly.
Perhaps higher education has become a little too shifty-eyed for its
own good. For example:
■ The Council on Postsecondary
Education made off with a chunk of
your tax break - and it'll get more of
rt when tuition is set again. That dynamic was politely left unmentioned
as council members voted to increase
tuition. But the council is composed
of responsible adults. and they are
not uninformed about new tax laws
and the opportunities those laws may
present ls this about education or
money?
■ Kentucky's tuition-setting formula has the earmarks of a masterful
deception. Kentucky reviews tuition
at 11 comparable"iiniversities in other
states so-called benchmark
schools. When the schools raise tuition, the formula calls for Kentucky
to raise tuition, too.
Reasonable? Not exactly.
That's because many of the benchmark schools set their tuition the
same way. So Kentucky's tuition increase then prompts the other
schools to raise their tuition. And
that opens the way for Kentucky to
raise tuition again.
You see the effect. And, notice that
the cost of running a university - or
a reasonable estimate thereof doesn't figure in at all.
The formula - it would have to be
a formula to suit academia -translates into little more than charging
what the market will bear.
·
Is this about education or money?
II Some colleges have taken the tuition game to other levels. They inflate their tuition (call this the sticker
price). Then, they give lots of scholarships (lowering tuition to, say, $500
over invoice if the sales manager will
approve it). If parents aren't wise to
the game, they pay sticker price and
the college chalks up extra revenue.
If the parents negotiate, the college
all
usu y gets the tuition it wanted, and
Mom and Dad and Grandma feel
good because little Janey got a discount-uh, scholarship. Is this about
education or money?
1!1 Some colleges, according to The
Wall Street Journal, use computer
pro~ adapted from the airlines
to fill their slots with a mix of stu-

enue. ls this about education or money?
■ And then there's the research
imperative. You've heard it expressed: Publish or perish. Research,
of course, can mean extra revenue
from a plethora of federal and private
gnl?ts. _And it can bring prestige which_ m turn can coax extra money
from llllpressed patrons of the university. Simply put, research brings
incremental income. ls this about
education or money?
One simply does not hear, "Teach
well or perish."
'
. Cert~y. ~ye-opening, life changmg teaching IS worthy of prestige but it brings no incremental income.
It seems clear that one core belief
in the education culture is that there
can never be enough money.
But times - and cultures change. Just ask Ford or IBM or hundreds of other companies.
After prolonged periods of denial
and business as usual, Ford and IBM
crashed head-on into the need to refashion their culture, return to their
core business, rigorously attack
waste and focus intensely on the
needs of their customers.
In higher education, it's still business as usual.
But when the money comes easily,
the nuss1on can get fuzzy. Tuition
can be set cartel-style. Research,
much of it mediocre, can be rewarded at the expense of inspired teachmg.

The essence of the university is to
prepare a new generation in an atmosphere of academic honesty in the
pursuit of truth.
_When charging what the market
will bear and· other money-minded
artifices hold center stage on our
camp~ higher education is more
expeOS1Ve yet cheapened at the same

time.

·

Are these the values we want to
transmit to the next generation?

Well, for me at least, not exactly.

The writer is an editor at The Cou. .J
ner oumaL He holds two academic
degrees and credits his modest suecess in l"e to higher educatio'n. Hi's
••
brother is a college professor. His
daughter is a re~en_t graduate of the
Umvera,ty of LoWS\/Ule, and his son is
a freshman at the-Univeraity of Kenlucky. He is working with his alma
mater, the Univeraity of Memphis, to
endow an annual award for good
teaching.
Saturday, November 29. 1997
I understand that the money has
starred to tlo\v to the n•gional universities. Why has Patton singled
out our community colleges? Does
our governor hold a grudge? Is Patton withholding funding because
SACS dared to find problems with
his governance model for our community colleges?
I hesitate to recall this painful
memory for Governor Patton, but
· this seems to be most appropriate. A
visitor at ACC, having just heard
Patton's plan for our community colleges. asked some very pointed questions. Not liking the answers, this
gentleman reminded Patton that hat
he was the servant of the people of
Kentucky, not their master.
"Governor, you are a sort-timer,"
he said. Although I had a fair idea of
what it meant, a person seated next
to me explained that a "short-timer"
was a person who only. had a short
time left to work, or serve, usually
due to retirement - a person on his
way out. It certainly fits.

Tile Daily Independent. Ashland. Kentucky.

Colleges don't get
promised money

pay sales taxes, gasoline taxes and many other taxes. But most pay little or no income tax.
For large families with moderate income,
small families with small income and for the
student working her way through college, the
Hope Scholarship and the other tax credits
ar~. essentially an emp~ promise. Kentucky's
tuition mcrease plugs directly into their wallets.
The same happens on the other end of the
spectrum. The tax credits begin to phase out
at $80,000 of income for a married couple
and disappear at $100,000.

When Governor Patton came to
Ashland Community College last
sprmg to unveil his post-sccondarv
education improvement plan. he ·
said he would give our community
colleges $11.7 million. House Bill 4.
the funding legislation for Patton ·s
plan, states. " ... provide a general
fund appropriati,m of $11,768,700 in
19~7-9~ to address the equity funding
obiectives for the community colle~es and for administrative costs

Two people go to college to forge a better
life, they marry, have children, keep two jobs,
and save for the kids' college educations and
for retirement. Suddenly, after years of hard
work and discipline, they are, in the eyes of
!he tax code, "rich." And ready to be penal12ed.
They won't get the $4,184 in tax credits.
And because they are in the 34 percent tax
bracket (28 percent federal plus 6 percent
state), they must earn $3,000 more before
taxes to cover the tuition increases. At the
hands of a new tax law and the tuition-setters, the penalty is $7,124.
Still, the great middle group of families will
get the tax credits. The poorest students will,
one hopes, get more financial aid or a longer
period to pay off their loans. The industrious

Patton signed House Bill 4 on May
30. but the community colleges have
yet to see one cent of this money. It
seems this money is to be withheld
until the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS) approves the new governance model
for the UK Community College System.
I searched House Bill 4 from top to
bottom, and SACS is not mentioned
e_ven_ once. So what is Patton's justif1cat1on for withholding badly needed funds from our community colleges?

How ironic.

ucui..;:, LUlllL UlUI,;.:» Ul lUC WUi:,L I cv•

John e. Mcclanahan Jr.
. Ashland
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t\.ccreditor
next hurdle
for KCTCS
ly Holly E. Stepp
ERALO-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

When Gov. Paul Patton signed the Postsecondary
:ctucation Improvement Act into law last May. it stand the transfer of the state's community colleges fr9m
1e University of Kentucky to a new governing board
mt would include Kentucky Tech.
But that proce_ss could hit a srumbling block next
:eek when the new Kentucky Community and Techni.1I College System board will be studied by a regional
,liege accreditation group.
The new board must meet the standards of The
<JUthern Association of Colleges and Schools. or SACS,
efore SACS acm,dits Kentucky's 13 commnnity colleges.
And if SACS doesn't ·give the new system a stamp
f approval, it could mean legislators may need to
mend or tine tune the higher education reform law.
"We are hopeful that SACS will look at the entire
mcept of (the legislation) and see what its intent and
oals are," said James Ramsey, chainnan of the KCTCS
,msition team.
But Ramsey did allow that some of the changes
ACS recommends, whether they approve the governing
vstem or not, could require changing the legislation.
Accreditation is a statement ihat a college or uniersity meets certain standards of excellence. It is
,quired by most states for colleges to award degrees.
"he Council on Occupational Education, the accreditaon organization for technical schools, has already aproved the change in governing structure, clearing the
:ay for the transfer of the tech schools.
Ramsey told the board's regents on Monday that a
,ct-finding SACS team had concerns and questions
bout the University of Kenrucky's involvement in
overning the commnnity colleges.
The higher education reform act called for the UK
ame to remain a part of the community colleges but
ave most of the oversight authority to the community
nd technical college board. UK will continue to own
1e colleges.
"Some of the concerns stem from the buildings and
:hich governing board would approve construction
nd other maintenance," Ramsey said, adding that the
ACS committee also questioned the lack of policies for
1e system.
SACS has three options to consider when it meets
ext Sunday in New Orleans. They can approve the
ew governing structure, deny it or defer making a deision and ask for more information.
Tom Benberg, associate executive director of the
-ACS Commission on Colleges, said an approval of "the
overning structure would only be an approval of the
oncept. "If the change were to be approved, we would
end out a substantive changes committee to work
hrough the details," Benberg said,
··
Benberg declined to discuss the concerns SACS
nay have about the new governing structure.
· '
Waiting on SACS to make a decision also means
hat faculty and staff of the community colleges have to
vait on raises promised last summer.
The regents on Monday approved salary increases
,r community college employees. The staff members
,ill receive a 7 percent raise, and the faculty will reeive 5 percent.
The pay increases will total about $4,3 million, but
lamsey said the board shouldn't release the money nnil SACS takes its decision.
"The money was allocated to KCTCS and right
ow the colleges are still part of the University of KenJcky," he said.
·

1
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Community college
raises, bonuses
have rankled some
FRANKFORT (AP) - Nine
Kentucky community college
;iresidents are getting raises of
l 6 percent or more this vear.
The presidents' raises we1:e in,:luded in two general pay inl't'eases for college staff and
are in addition to $5,000 indi,·idual bonuses the presidents
received.
That has rankled a union for
faculty members, whose raises
were smaller, and some legislators said it seemed unfair.
"The issue is whether the
presidents, having gotten this
S5,000 bonus nobody else got.
,hould have received a raise
, ;n top of that," Rep. Harry
:v!oberly. chairman of the powerful House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee. said
Wednesday.
Mobel"ly, D-Richmond, said
lie thinks the answer is no. A 7
riercent raise on top of the
oonus "is disproportionate and
·.,nfair compared to what the
··acuity and the teaching staff
,eceived." Moberly said.
The board of regents of the
'<en lucky Community and
Technical College System.
meeting Monday in Elizabeth:own. approved raises of 5 percent for faculty and 7 percent
for staff.
"The vote was to include
them because vou have to have
good presidents, and to get
good presidents you have to
pay them a faii" wage," board
spokesman Bryan Armstrong
,aid.

But state Rep. Mark Treesh.
R-Philpot, who is on Moberly's
committee and represents part
of the Owensboro area. said it
is equally difficult to attract
and retain staff and faculty because of salaries.
When the new budget year
began July 1. faculty got a 5
percent raise, and staff, including presidents, got 3 percent.
Raises approved Monday
brought faculty and staff raises
to 10 percent for the year.
Between the two general
raises, however, eight of the 11
current presidents got $5.000
bonuses from the University of
Kentucky, which soon will
cede control of the community
colleges to regents of the newly
created system. A ninth president, Len O'Hara of Paducah
Community College, got $4.485.
Two others - Jacqueline
Addington of Owensboro Community College and Angeline
Dvorak of Ashland Community
College - were hired after the
bonuses.
Presidencies at the Lexington. Maysville and Madisonville campuses are vacant.
The presidential salaries
now will range from $85,600 for
Addington and Dvorak to
Sl05. 791 for Richard Green of
Jefferson Community College.
The average salary for a fnlltime community college faculty member is $35,768, according to the Kentucky Council
on Postsecondary Education.

Lexington Herald-Leader
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UK in Internet slow lane
.-\ recent article detailed the expansion
11i the Internet facilities mto L'niversity oi
Kentucky's dorms. However, the writer
failed to bring up a very important problem in UK's implementation: not enough
bandwidth for what presently exists, much
less with additional computers clamoring
for access.
They have connected us at speeds that
are slower than I could get from a five-year
old modem. Imagine how you would feel if
all Lexington had to run off one small water pipe, Sure, everyone has a hookup, but
there's so little water to go around, nobody
ever gets enough.
UK's done the same thing. Everyone's
connected, but the speeds we get are
abysmally and unacceptable slow. UK
needs to concentrate on making what they
already have work properly before they
spend millions studying stadiums or
adding more compnter centers.
Kenn Sebesta
Lexington

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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Community college changes questioned:
Accreditation board raises concerns about UK role
LEXINGTON (AP) - Kentucky's new system that
lumps community and technical colleges under one board
with fewer ties to the Univcrs ity of Kentucky goes under
the microscope next week as
tlw Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools meets 'to

,_
OJ

0)

discuss its accreditation.
To gain the association's
necessary approval for the
state's 13 community colleges,
the 1lclicatc legislation that
created the system earlier
this year might have to be
changed, said James Ramsey,
chairman of the Kentucky

Community and Technical
Colleges System transition
team.
A fact-finding team from
SAC has concerns and questions about the University of
Kentucky's involvement in
governing the community colleges - something that was

vital to the passage of higher
education reforms during a
special session in May Ramsey said.
"Some of the concerns stem
from the buildings and which
governing board would approve construction and other
maintenance," Ramsey said.

adding that the SACS committee also questioned the
lack or policies for the system.
SACS has three options to
consider when it meets on
Sunday in New Orleans. It
can approve the new governing strnt'lurc. deny it or defer
makin!( :i decision and ask for
more information.
.
An approval would only
mean the concept of the governing structure had been appro\'ed. said Tom Benberg, associate executive director of
the SACS Commission on Colleges. He declined to specify
what concerns SACS might
have.

"II' thl' change were to be approved. we would send out a
substantive changes committee
to work through the details,"
he said.
Aecredilation shows that a

college or university meets
certain standards in , its finances, resources anp µianage,
ment. It is required by most
states for colleges to m,r,ard degrees and by the U.S. Department of Education for participation in student assistance
programs.
.
Kentucky's technical schools
and the governing structure already have been accredited by
the Council on Occupational
Education. But if SACS refuses
to approve the systeni for the .
community colleges,. legisla- ,.,
tors could be forced to rewrite ;
the higher education reform /
law,.Ramsey said.
·
"We are hopeful that SACS
will look at the entire concept
and see what its intent and
goals are," he said.
While SACS decides on the
accreditation issue, faculty
and staff of the community colleges will have to wait on their
raises promised last summer.
The regents on Monday approved salary increases for
community college staff members of 7 percent and faculty
members of 5 percent, but
Ramsey said fli;e board
shouldn't release the irioney
until SACS takes action..
"The money was allocated to
KCTCS,. and right now the colleges are still part of the University of Kentucky," Ramsey
said.
·
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Wait to pay
'98 tuition,
colleges say
ly Pam Kelley
-'llGHT-RIDDER NEWS SERVICE

It seems like unusual advice but colleges ac-ross the
ountry are giving it: Don't pay that spring tuition bill
usr vet.
Students in their first two years of college can take
,dvanrage of a new federal tax credit that can save them
1p to Sl,500 a year but only if they wait until Jan. 1 to
,ay their spring semester bill.
So a host of schools that normally require December
,ayment are advising students to hold off. For many
mending low-priced community and technical colleges,
he tax c-redit will translate into free or nearly free tuition.
University of Kentucky fees are due Jan. H
Dubbed the Hope Scholarship Credit, the program
~oes into effect Jan. 1. Students or parents - depending
,n who pays the bill - can receive a credit on their 1998
,axes for up to $1,500 of their 1998 tuition and fees.
The tax credit, introduced in the 1997 tax law, benelits those with adjusted gross incomes of $50,000 or less
who file singly, or up to $100,000 if filing jointly.
Spring semester will be the only chance for sophomores to take advantage of the credit, since it's limited to
;rudents in their first two years of college.
For colleges, the bad news is that they're going to
have to go through this again when the government's
new Lifetime Learning Credit takes effect July 1.
That program, worth up to $1,000 a year, is similar to
the Hope credit. but can be used by any college student.
You don't have to be a freshman or sophomore. and you
qualify even if you're taking only one course.
But like the Hope program. the Lifetime Learning
Credit can be used only for pa}ments made af1er the prol,'!'alTI goes into effect.

he Daily Independent. Ashland. Kentucky.
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Universities fighting
for right to use 'Ohio'
By David Adams
XNIGHT-RIDDER NEWS SERVICE

AKRON, Ohio - Ohio is worth
fighting for. Just ask Ohio State
Universitv.
Believe it or not, the Ohio State
lluckeyes a~d the Ohio Universitv
Bobcats are in a tug of war ove·r
the use of the word "Ohio."
[t seems that in 1993. Ohio Uni,·ersity crept to the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office and registered the
name "Ohio." That gave Ohio University the exclusive right to use the
name commercially in connection
with sporting and entertainment
events and on licensed merchandise.
"We want to be known as Ohio,
and we don't want anvone else to
be known as Ohio." Jolin Bums, director of legal affairs ior Ohio Uni\·ersitv, said last week.
Ohio State officials say they
knew nothing of their downstate rival's move until last vear - and it
came like a blitz from the blind
side. Ohio University casually suggested that Ohio State might want
to do something about its cheerleaders' uniforms.
You see. they said, the "Ohio"
on the shirts is technically a trademark violation.
"I frankly thought it was a joke,"
said Virginia Trethewey, vice president of legal affairs for Ohio State.
But no one is laughing now in
Columbus. where football fans fill
Ohio Stadium. watch the marching
band form Script Ohio, sing the
school's alma mater, "Carmen Ohio"
and pull for the home team along
with those scofflaw cheerleaders.
The universities are trying to
work out their differences. Still. big,
proud Ohio State is angry and embarrassed to find itself battling
much smaller - but equally proud
-- Ohio L"nivernity over the issue.

After decades of dodging Ohio
State's monstrous shadow, Ohio
University officials can take sweet
revenge knowing they have their
counterparts in Columbus muttering a four-letter word.
"We never registered Ohio bemuse, frankly. we never believed it
was ours to own, nor was it necessary to ha,·e exclusive use of the
name of the state," Trethewev said.
"For 100 years, it seemed to have
worked very well for both of us."
Why, she wonders, didn't Ohio
University officials tell Ohio State
what they were doing?
In Athens, they wonder why
Ohio State would expect them to.
"They may not pay attention
down here, but we've had Ohio on
our unif01ms since 1896," said Ohio
University's Bums. "We didn't
think we owed them the courtesv of
registering our own name."
·
While the whole situation mav
smack of ivory tower silliness a lot
is at stake.
'
For one thing, use of "Ohio" on
licensed merchandise could means
hundreds of thousands of dollars
from_ the sale of sweatshirts, hats,
T-shirts and other collegiate merchandise.
Ohio Universitv officials have
made it clear that· they have little
objection to Ohio State's use of
"Ohio" in historic traditions, such as
its alma mater, the name of its stadium or its marching band formation_s. Their concern, Bums said, is
settmg ground rules for future uses.
Ohio State this year filed a request with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office asking for more
time to study the issue.
Both sides agreed to keep talking until Dec. 17. If no compromise
1s reached, the universities could
wind up in court.

Sue Bennett students say farewell
LOI-year-old
:..ondbn college
Nill close today
ly ALLEN G. BREED
.HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

When Shelby Burkhart
:ame from Northern Ohio to
1ttend Sue Bennett College
ast year, she figured she was
naking a four-year commitnen t. Now, the sophomore
111d her classmates find
hemselves starting all over
,gain.
The tiny school in London
,s shutting its doors today,
most likely for good. The
angst of Tuesday's final
exams was intensified by the
sadness of people who
thought they would be together a few more years.
"People are leaving," said
Burkhart, 20, a sophomore
business major from Holgate,
Ohio, near Toledo. "There's a

lot of address exchanging and
hugs ... It's really quite sad."
The 101-year-old liberal arts
college is closing after losing
its accreditation and the state
license that allows it to confer degrees. Without those,
the school could no longer
offer students financial aid.
Josh Brigman, 21, a junior
from across the state in Ohio
County, is angry at having to
shift gears just a semester or
two from graduation. He said
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools should
have given Sue Bennett more
time to get its affairs in order
before pulling accreditation.
Students normally would
have returned from Thanksgiving break to cram a week
or two for finals. But college
officials decided to end things
a little early after the Council
on• Postsecondary Education
voted earlier this month to
pull Sue Bennett's license.
"It's been tough," President
Jim Cheek said.

Sue Bennett. which is affiliated with the United Methodist Church, owes S2 million
to creditors, including the Internal Revenue Service and
its own endowment. About
$1. 7 million of that debt
comes from the school's policy of deficit spending.
SACS' Commission on Colleges visited the school in the
spring and cited continuing
problems with its finances, library resources. and planning and evaluation.
The school had 319 students in September, when
SACS yoted to pull its accreditation. By the time the
· council voted to revoke the license, there were 258 enrolled.
Registrar Kathy Webb said
85 students were graduating
this week, and about another
125 had filled out applications
to have their transcripts
mailed to other schools.

_::.•ungrnn Herai □ ·Leoue,
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UCLA must pursue diversity
without regard to race, sex
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST

LOS A:\GELES
·•You han· to di::-;tinguish between
means and ends."
Albert Carnesale
i
said. "\Vhat"s important here is the end.
diversitv. Affirnmtive action is just one meclns to that
end.""
Carnesale is the new chancellor of
the Universitv of California at Los Angeles, a great" public university in a di,·erse city. He moved here in July from
Harvard. where he was dean of the
Kennedy School and then provost. He
arrived _at a turning point for affirmative actKm in California.
A riew policy of the regents of the
Universitv of California, effective this
year at the graduate school level. forbids giving preference in admissions
on the basis of race or ethnicitv.
Proposition 209, which has jusi gone
into effect, makes that a rule for all
state institutions.
As a result of the regents' poliq•,
the number of Hispanic and black students at the UCLA Law School has
dropped sharply. Last year 10-1 blacks
were admitted. this year 21. Of the 21.
only 8 enrolled. (At lloalt Hall. the
Universitv of California Law School at
Berkeley.· none of the black students
admitted this year actually came.)
To "Ai Carnesale, figures like those
- and ,vhat they indicate may happen in undergraduate admissions ~

reprt'Sl'llt a profound challenge. He
outlinl'd threr reason::-; he bl'lievcs c\iwrsil\· is ,·ss,·ntial lo UCL\ fulfilling
it:-: n.•;pnnsihilitiL~.
"Fit~,:· \w said. "Wt' ha\'t> to pro\"icle 1\w be:-.r pos:-ibll'. education for
!lllf student::-;. :\ml I ha\'e no doubt
that education is markedly adranced
b,· diver:-:itv
b('t'illl~t• student~ learn
(1:om each ;1ther. Teaching foreign policv at I larvarcl. I saw it at work. The
di°ffercnees in perspectives were so informatin•.
"Second. it is our re:-::ponsibility to
prepare leader:-- for all segment~ nf our
society. \Ve are a public uni·;ersity.
And the way to do that is to provide
high-quality education for potential
leaders in all groups.
"Third. one of the things that sl'ls
the United State::-; apart is acce:-,.::- to social and economic mobility .. \nd the
kcv to that is education. (;o around
thC table at a meeting of bu~incss
leader~. and half the stories vnu hear
will have violins playing in ihe background."
If Carnesale feel:,. strongly about
that. it i~ because his own story has
plenty of violins in the background.
He wa:-- brou;..rht up in a New York
Citv tenement near Yankee Stadium.
the' son oi a taxi drh-cr. and then liYed
the ,\nll'rirnn dream: Bronx High
Sch1>1>I c>f Science. nuclear engineer.
adYi!->L'r to pre:--idcnt:-- on arms control.
"\\'hat can we do to maintain din•r~ity now?·· he asked. "\Ve can t'I1·
courage minority students \\'ho~e
ll'corcls make liwm digibh.· to apply.
and then encrnll'age tho:,;e admitted to
enroll. \Ve have to make sure people

know thev're welcome. In fact. the
megsag:e i's that·they'rc \Vanted.
"In the medium term. we ha\'e to
get more minorities eligible. It meang
we have to be much mon• en~ag:ed in
the high schools.
"In the long nm, there has to be
:--omething like equal opportunily for
all kids to get a good education in thi::country. Better-off people will always
have an advantage, but equal opportunity should be a goal, an aspiration."
The passage of Proposition 209
may make people think that California
now requires the univer::--ity to admit
students solely on the basis of academic scores. That is not ::-;o. In fact, the
rules require that at least 2:1 percent of
each class admitted retlert qualities
apart from school records and te:-t results.
"\Ve use affirmative action all the
time," Camegale said. "It is not bv
looking at academic merits alone-that
we have a football team with a 9-2
record, going to a bowl.
"In going over applications for admission, you notice that applicants
come from different countries, or this
one plays the cello. or that one i~ a
published poet or has ovt•t-come }...'1-eat
personal obstacles in her life. We
MAY notice all those things -- hut
not race or ethnicity or gender."
The fact is that. in California and
everywhere. values apart from test
scores d<> figure in university admis~ions poliLies
and !'should. A :--oriety
that has prospered in di\·ersity cannot
want monochrome higher education.
NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERI/ICE
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St. Catharine
will expand
to four-year
institution
By Jack Brammer
HERAU>lEADER STAFF WRITER

While one private college in Kentucky closed its doors yesterday, another one announced plans to grow
to a four-year institution, double the
size of its campus and finish an $8
million building project by the year
2001.
"We're reaching into the next
millennium," William D. Huston,
president of St. Catharine College
near Springfield, said yesterday of
his school's expansion plans.
The 66-year-old Catholic CCH!ducational liberal arts college will pay
for its expansion on a "pay-as-wego" system, Huston said. It has 380
students - 220 of them on campus
- and is Kentucky's last private
two-year college. The state had seven in 1985.
"For all this to happen, new and
creative sources of funding must be
obtained," Huston said.
"St.

Catharine College is no stranger to
miracles."
The school is counting on "the
generosity of a lot of pecple far and
wide," said the school's first male
president. who succeeded former
Gov. Martha Layne Collins as leader
of the college in February . The institution will have to raise an extra
$2.5 million a year for the next four
years to meet its goal Its regular annual fund raising nets about
$250,000 a year.
The college has hired a full-time
fund-raiser to coordinate the efforts.
St. Catharine College originally
was funded by Dominican nuns who
staffed it for little or no pay. The
Washington County school, about 55
miles southwest of Lexington, today
employs about 45 faculty and staff
members, of which less than 5 percent are priests and nuns.
While St. Catharine is thinking
growth, Sue Bennett College in London is writing its epitaph.
The 101-year-old liberal arts college, which is affiliated with the
United Methodist Church, closed
yesterday after losing its accreditation and the state license that allows
it to confer degrees. Without them, it
could no longer offer financial aid to
its students.

Sue Bennett, with 258 students,
owes $2 million to creditors, including the Internal Revenue Service and
its own endowment.
St. Catharine's expansion is contingent on the acquisition of about
50 acres just west of the existing
campus on Ky. 150. "We're in the
process of talks on the land, and I
hope to have some sort of commitment on that within the next four
weeks," Huston said.
The construction and renovation
plans include work on Bertrand Hall
men's dorm, new men's and
women's dorms· for about 300 students, a science and allied health
building, a soccer field, a baseball
field, a classroom building and parking facilities.
"This is a positive, visionary and
progressive move for St. Catharine
College and the surrounding com•
munity," said John Turner, chainnan
of the school's board of trustees.
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.Class of '98 shouldn't have trouble finding jobs
_. C}iW kloH
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST

College seniors had extra reason
to give thanks this Thanksgiving.
Because of the strong economy
and labor shortages in most fields,
"'
the Class of '98 appears to have the
best job outlook of any graduating
class this decade.
Employers say they plan to hire a
lot more new grads this year and are prepared to woo
them with substantially higher starting salaries.
Overall, employers plan to hire 19 percent more
grads from the Class of'98 than they did from the
Class of '97, according to a survey of more than 400

employers by the National Association of Colleges and

Employers, which tracks campus recruiting activity
throughout the year.
Manufacturers plan to increase their college hires
nearly 36 percent; service employers plan a 16 percent
increase. Governments and non-profit organizations
expect to increase hiring 2.6 percent.
Only 3 percent of the employers surveyed said they
plan to scale back their hiring this year. Nearly 70 percent of employers plan increases.
Starting salary offers to bachelor's degree candidates are projected to increase an average of 4.(i percent. which is a percentage point higher than last
year's average incrca~c.
The sm-gc• in demand for new grads in all disciplines stems from the growing economy and the labor
shortages in most inrlu~tries. The labor market is so

tight that new grads are being sought for positions
that traditionally have been filled by more seasoned
workers. "Some of the respondents told us that they
would prefer to hire experienced workers, but can't
find any," said Marilyn Mackes, executive director of
the National Association of College.s and Employers.
As an indication of how strong the job market is for
grads in all fields, the percentage increase in starting
salary offers for liberal arts majors is expected to
exceed the increase for computer majors: 6.5 percent
versus 6.3 percent.
Nevertheless, starting paychecks will be much higher for computer grads, who have long been in hot
demand. Offers for computer science grads with bachelor's degrees are projected to average $:lS,475; and for
computer engineers, $39,593.
By contrast. offers to liberal arts grads are project-

ed to average $28,875.
Engineering majors are once again expected to
receive the highest offers: $43,762 for chemical engineers, $40,397 for electrical engineers and $39,105 for
mechanical engineers. Those starting salaries would
represent a 4 percent increase from those made to the
Class of '97.
Business school majors are in the middle of the
salary spectrum. Salary offers to accounting majors
are projected to average $31,505, up 3.6 percent; business administration, $29,784, up 5.5 percent; economics
and finance, $32,007, up 3.8 percent; and marketing,
$29,734, up 3.9 percent.
Many students are likely to end up relocating to the
South or the West. Those are the regions where companies are expected to be doing the most hiring.
Employers in the South say they
plan to hire 27 percent more new
grads this year, compared with 23
percent in the West, 16 percent in
the Midwest and 9 percent in the
Northeast.
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--Education evangelist
··EKU's Robert Martin brought university to the people
entucky lost a titan of politics and public education
with the death of Robert R.
Martin.
Martin's influence reached far
beyond Eastern Kentucky Universi'ty where he was president for 16
years. His influence reached into
every corner of the commonwealth.
From today's perspective, it's
easy to fault what Martin helped
create - a freewheeling system
of regional universities competing for scarce resources in a poor
state.
But it's impossible to fault Martin's dedication,
his drive, his myriad abilities, or
hls love for his
home state and
alma mater.
, Critics should
remember that
Martin's was a
strong but lonely Robert R. Martin,
voice for popularizing higher education at a time
when the advantages of advanced
learning were not widely recognized
.m Kentucky - when, in fact, higher education was a benefit reserved
for elites.
.:: . Even before becoming president
,of what was Eastern Kentucky
·State College, Martin was involved
:in vital issues of state policy. He
.helped design the minimum founda-tion program that pumped state
:money into local school districts
;from 1954 until it was replaced by
:the school reforms of 1990. He was
:Gov. Bert Combs' finance-secretary
:when the legislature enacted a three

K

cent sales tax to improve roads, education and state parks.
Martin became Eastern's president in 1960 and oversaw a period
of incredible growth until Iris retirement in 1976. Looking back on that
era, Combs, at a 1981 meeting of the
Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, acknowledged some
misplaced priorities. But Combs,
who died in 1991, said Kentucky
would have been
a far poorer place
without Martin
and his contemporaries: Adron
Doran of Morehead State Uni. versity, Kelly
Thompson of
Western Kentucky University
and Ralph Wood
of Murray State
University.
They brought
to the public-policy debate a "spirit of evangelism"
and a belief that
1910-1997
higher education
was "critically important," said.
Combs.
"In the early '60s the people of
this state were, reluctantly perhaps,
convinced that lrigher education
was important," Combs said. "So we
spent substantial money on higher
education . . . It's perhaps true that
too much of it went into big buildings and facilities rather than to improve the faculty and education instructional process. But there had to
be a starting point"
Bob Martin worked tirelessly
and meticulously to push Kentucky
to that starting point, and for that,
this state should be forever grateful.
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Judg~-b'~m~!l!~~,!!=~~~~~. yearbook
free speech where ti ts perhaps
most important - in academic
cent~rs," s_aid Mark Goodman, <•xecullve director of the ~ludent
Press Law C~nter, a Was_hm!(lon,
D.C.-area media law organr,.atrun.
Somerset attorney Bruce Orwin, who represented the l wn students who filed the lawsuit, said
yesterday he ':'!ready ha~ asked
Hood to reconsider his rulmg, and
said his ~lients would probably appeal to the Sixth District of the lJ.S.
Court of Appeals, which includes
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio ,111d
Michigan.
Bruce Edwards, Kentncky
Sta_te spokesman, applaud~d tl1<•
rulrng. We feel what we d,d wa~

By Holly E. Stepp

HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

A Kentucky federal jrn:1ge ~as
ruled that college and umvers1ty
administrators can censor stud_ent
newspapers and yearbooks, without violating First Amendment
free speech rights.
Frankfort Judge Joseph Hood
rul~d N'?v. 14 that Ken(ucky State
Unrvers1ty had not v10lated the
free speech rights of student io1;1rnalists when it refused to distnbute its 1993-94 yearbook, The
Thorobred, because of its quality.
National media law observers
say the r~lmg could threaten college lnedta free speech beyond
Kentucky.
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Court case, Haze/ronod School Dtstricl vs. K11hlmeier, has been ap-

not of a quality befitting the university," F.clwards said.
Hood, in his ruling, cited a 1988
U.S. Supmnr Court case where the
justices ruled that high school publicalions could be censored by a
school's administration.
But in 8 footnote in the same
ruling, the high court said it refused to apply the ruling to universities and colleges, saying "we
need not now decide whether the
same.degree of deference is appropdate."
According to Goodman of the
Student Press Law Center, this is

pli~d to a university student publication. ,
.
.
Hoods ruhng brmgs to ~n end•
the ftrst stage of the case ftled by
two Kentucky State students in
1995.
. .
S_tudents Charles K1_ncatd an?
Capn Coffer,_ former yearbook ed1tor, mamtamed that Kentucky
State violated their constitutional rights,
and suppressed free speech when administrators refused to distribute the
yearbooks.
KSU administrators said the book
did not live up to their standards. The
1993-94 yearbooks, unlike previous
ones, had not used the school colors of
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yellow and green, did not identify all the
students pictured, and contained current
events rather just university events,
said Betty Gibson, KSU vice president
of Student Affairs, during the trial.
The 1993-94 yearbook had a purple
cover and was titled "Destination Unknown."
Hood said in his ruling, that it was
reasonable for the administration "to
want the animal to explain who the students were in the pictures - so that fifteen years from now, the students could
look back and remember, for example
who the KSU homecoming queen was."
Goodman said that Hood's application of the Hazelwood case was misguided and that the appeal could set the
precedence for the four states in the
sixth district.
"When government officials can censor an article they don't like simply by
saying that it's poorly written - you've
a made a joke of the First Amendment,"
he said. "No credible student journalism
program can operate under such constraints."
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The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, December 2, 1997

Look before leaping_ into
early~~~ollege. decision
ByMAIIYH1u
~RIPPS HOWARD NEWS.SERVICE

:Jn- the world of college ad'
missions, it is now the time of
Yliar when high school seniors
opt whether to elect for early
crecision on their college applications.
: Early decision is a terrific
option, ·if you first do yourself
the favor of considering all the
options.
: Early decision programs
qffer early notification to students who are willing to make
this commitment, and who
promise to withdraw all other.
a'pplications if admitted. At
Golgate University, for ex~mple, students who filed their
:wplications by Nov. 15 and
qpted for early decision, will
know if they are accepted by
Dec. 15.
. Early decision is very different from non-binding early action, where notice of admiss;ion does not require the stuqent to forego filing other ap!llications.
I Early decision programs·
have gained tremendous media ·
attention in recent years, a
rihenomenon which most admission officers trace to 1995
when several prominent coll)lges - Stanford, Yale and
lj'rinceton - began early decision programs. The public
soon learned that the odds for
4dmission improved via early
(jecision, and tl\at roughly, ·a
1Jhird of the entering class enrolled through early decision.•
A few highly selective institutions enroll as many as 40 to
50 percent of their class
through early decision or·early
action. Colgate's recent early
decision- numbers have gr:own
in response·, to the talent. and

interest of our candidates, but
we ·are not in the ;'extreme" of
early decision practices.
In 1997, for example·, we received 443 early decision applications and enrolled 210,
which represents 29 percent of
the class of 2001. The early decision acceptance rate was 47
percent, compared to 41 per·cent of our regular .decision
candidates.
.
App}yiµg," for early._,. decis_ion
usually·· providesc< a slight advantage in·the"i{c~eptance rate.
Most early decision candidates
are· well-matched to the ·institution. Usually, an. early decision student's eagerness to attend, ancf frankly, ·.the-·appeal
· to ·the admissions staff of a
guar.an teed enrollment, makes
the program attractive on both
sides, but not if a student has
rushed the decision making
process that !~ads to a happy
college choice. ,
The increased public -awareness. of all the issues surrounding' early decis~on als_o adds
unfortunate anxiety to . an already. diffiCUif and.momentous
decision for any high school
senior ... This year, -the hype
·over early -decisiQJI,'inay have
leveled off, yet many students
and parents are anxious about
early decision ·or finding an
early decision choice. It is not
uncommon to hear a student
say, "I know I'm applying
early, but I don't know
where."
Disco;irering a first-choice
college should be the outcome
of a thorough college search,
not the",_gp_al that pre-empts
that searcli:, Much time passes.
between, November and May 1
of the senior ye!U\ ·.in, high.
school. The lnost-disappolnting

scenario of all can be the student who is admitted to his or
her early decision choice; only
to have regrets next spring
when friends are choqsing
among several offers of admission.
.
My advf~e to any college·
candidate is to think about the
early decision option, but not
to let the potential edge in admission distract you from a
thorough search for• the best
match with your talents.
Finally, if you are admitted
through early decision, don't
keep applications open at
other. colleges. Many colleges •
exchange information on admitted early decision students
and you could very well wind
up losing both your early decision and regular offers of admission if you tempt fate.
MARY F. HILL is dean of
-admission at Colgate University in
Hamilton, N.Y.
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Robert, ~-: J,\1art_ii(jias,Jg a.:_~~rin,:.· a~/the-electe_d ~uEastern Kentucky Uruvers1ty --:-: per1nJendent ·.of public mw hat ·his -contemporary;:· . structiori... •~"''·
AdJ:o~ Doran,.; . was. 1:o., Mi>r~-.
It was ~k political slqlls
head--State University: A- ...that helpe<ll'both Martin and
powerful.ancf'effective vision~,; .Doran gaiiff recognition and
ary who: turned a "stµall·· col0:· · • money for,'. ·their.•-:respective
lege no~ed·:.mostly f0!t·1J'.aiil, .·.:: · scgqpl.§,., They--~~ then;, ining teachers 'irifo>'a'major .!.'#''"', .sidel'·-knowledge, of Frankfort·
gionai/:u.n1ver-siff.' ci.$tJ.ng":'1f;.f:1~ipciliiic's\ to . gaiil! uniy:ersity•
diversity'tifprcigrains.
· ' "' status :for. Qieir schools and
Although.-Doran; ser:ved as to greatly ~Grease their acapresident of Morehead State demic ·programs. Both men
longer than Martin headed .· :. were·,visi<ift~ies who. opened
East'iirric•Kelituckyj,th~rlf,~e ..:,,,,·thehtl6ors,of,highl!i::etlucation
many parallels between=the~~:ab tliousarids;;"df,'yoi.mgi'adults
careers of the two men:· ··· in their re~'fons,
Morehead was a little known.,. :Eastern,fentµcky Universtate teachers college. with·' sity b'egan'l·niany new aca698 students when Doran
ciemic
dliring the
named president -in 1954. 8Y ·.. M:artfu·years"including a nathe time he retirE;!d 22 years tfonally,, known and respected
later,. th~-,;universicy;,,_!fu<k'.~.',;:;r..degr~,.;Pf.R~,in -~~.c_l:!]1·_c
enrollment of7,318.
forcement, a four-year nursEastern ·'Kentucky· Colleg~ :·_)ng" program, and nuiri:~rous
had an enrollment of 3,000 graduate- degree programs ..
students . when M~ ;was . ~-~n,ie[Ol!S\',bU.ildings · were
named president in 1960. a'dded to the Richmond camWhen Martin stepped 'dowfi-:.. - pus durir1g'Martin's·l7·Years
17 years later, EKU's enrollas president
ment topped +3,000.
Martin, -w:ho served two
Another important parallel . _ t~rml! in ~~- Kentuc~ State
between Doran and Martin is.· ·. Senate.· after,;'his retirement
that, at·the tiine .. of>llieir,;;ap:~--:: from:iE'astenii,~died,.Saturday
pointin:erits, lfotli"were ~er .. 'at .thif~~o( 86;·. His, critics
known for·-their politicij]} a¢~~•/;, cillle(ie,~'aUtocratic aruttoo
complishments than their ac- polificiil, but even they: admit
aderiiic:/ctedentials~I>ornn-:,,,;l_::-ffiaf:-: h'iFusecF his sklllii'-t(f,
had:s~rv.ed.~.. s!i~W{(W__ti>Aillii§'.},~;-~:·$~a1h.collew,_s~ingKeii t'iiclfy' Housif~ o(l::R'll'i;>i':~r"cinly a::'1'ew:-mfo''a.'1lfilversity'.
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STEVE HAMILTON \_
1934-1997
/ -------------------------

Friends
remember
MSU's
Hamilton
By Rick Balley
HERALD-l.EADER STAFF WRITER

Bobby Richardson remembered his former New York Yankees teammate and friend Steve
Bamilton. who died Tuesday night
after a 10-month battle with colon
cancer.
"When I retired from the Yankees, he made a presentation to
me." Richardson said. "He made a

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689

''He told me. ·rm at oeace with
myself. I've lived a good ·life_ I'm at
peace with mv maker and mv iamily,"' Kubek said.
.
Morehead President Ronald
Eaglin said: "Not onlv have we
lost one of MSU's finest ambassadors but also a close personal
friend. He will be sorelv missed
and his accomplishments will for:
ever be etched in the historv of
this university."
·
Mike Mincey, vice president
for student life. said Hamilton
·represented everything right
about education and athletics. He
worked at helping young people be
successful."
Mincey visited Hamilton ani::I
his wife, Shirlev, at middav Tuesday.
.
.
"You would think it would be a
solemn atmosphere," Mincey said,
"but when I walked in, the grandchildren were running all over the
house. Bobby and Liz (two of the
Hamiltons' four children) were
looking at old photographs when
Steve was in baseball. The familv
had things in perspective because
Steve did. He wanted things as normal as thev could be."
Frank · Spaniol. who played

statement that ·Were really going
to miss vou. and each 1.me oi us
will be
little richer for having
known you.' Those are my senti•
ments right now."
Colleagues
and
iriends
shared those 'feelings after learning oi Hamilton's
death. Born in
Columbia, Ky.,
Hamilton went to
high school in
Charlestown,
Steve Hamil- Ind .. and became
a major-league
ton died
Tuesday after baseball star folfighting colon lowing a successful athletic career
cancer.
at
Morehead
State. He returned
·to his alma mater as baseball coach
and athletic director.
Hamilton, who turned 63 Sunday, had cancer surgery in February, He responded to treatment until the disease recurred about two
months ago. He had been hospitalized in Morehead for five weeks
before returning home last week..
Former Yankees teammate
Tony Kubek spoke with Hamilton
about a month ago.
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AN UPBEAT VISiT TO IRELAND
BY RONALD G. EAGLIN
Tho writer la president of Morehead

State Unlverally,

R

ECENTLY. I was privileged
to be a pan of the Sister
Cities International delegation to Nonhern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland from Oct.
19-27. This delegation, composed of
seven U. S. mayors, several business
and
economic
development
representatives
and others, participated in the
1997 Mayoral,
Business and
Friendship Meeting, which was
held for two
days in Belfast,
Northern Ireland, and a day
·and a half in
Dublin in the Republic of Ireland. The goals of our
mission were to establisb sister city
partnerships, discuss cooperative
ventures and develop opportunities in
rrade and tourism.
Because of the city of Morehead's
interest to "twin" with a sister city in
Ireland, I accepted an invitation to
make a presentation on the second
day of the conference on the subject
of "Buildin~ Educational and Cultural Bridges.' Our city developed a
profile which was given to Sister
Cities International that paired us
with Ballymena in Nonhern Ireland.
We then had the opportunity each
day durinJt our visit to meet with that
city's officials. Ballymena is more
than a city - it is a province that
includes the city proper and three
other picturesque villages.

I must admit that I was very apprehensive about meeting in Belfast. My
concept of Belfast had been shaped
by the news media. Thus, I envisioned a city under mania! law with
highly visible, anned soldiers. My
preconceptions could not have been
more wrong. In fact, I found just the
opposite. Upon arriving at Dublin International Airport, our delegation
boarded buses for the trip to Northern Ireland. Had the bus driver not
mentioned when we entered the six
counties that make up Northern Ireland, I would never have known the
difference. The only real difference
was the currency. ·
Our delegation attended a dinner
that night that was hosted by the
Lord Mayor of Belfast in City Hall.
His remarks about the future of
Northern Ireland and its great desire
for peace were inspiring. While I do
not know all of these issues or the
history sun:ounding their internal
conflicts, I sensed that the people
want lasting peace. This impression
was reinforced by our hosts from all
six counties and, particularly, by our
paired host, the people of Ballvmena.
Our conversations were op'en and
candid, and I was amazed by how
much alike we are as people. Their
wishes and desires are no different
from what I hear in every community
I visit in Eastern Kentucky - the
need for economic growth and sustainable communities.
The people of Northern Ireland
have gone to great lengths to demonstrate historical ties to the United
States. While many examples were
given, the one most repeated was
that.four of our presidents' ancestral
homes were in Northern Ireland. But
beyond these historical ties, the peo-
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pie exhibited the type of values and
the sense of community pride that I
would want in a neighbor and friend.
In Ballymena, they have been successful in attracting world-class industry. They also have aggressive
community development plans to enhance tourism and to meet the recreational and cultural needs of their
people. Moreover, they have an ambitious business incubation program
with an excellent physical facility.
And to preserve their heritage, they
have an interpretive center located at

the ancestral home of President
Chester A. Arthur.
Their villages are quaint and the
people friendly. As a community,
they are proud of their accomplishments. One could not help being in
awe of the cleanliness and number of
flower gardens in every city we visited.
Obviously, there are still issues
that must be resolved. And although
these issues were discussed openly, I
felt their comments were somewhat
!lllarded. Religion plays a major role
m the country. The historical rivalry
of Catholics and Protestants in
Northern Ireland can'.t be denied.
However, there seem to be many
community programs to create a better understanding among the youth
of these two religions.
This historical conflict is difficult
for us in America to understand, but I
left the country optimistic that they
will resolve their differences. I don't
know if our two cities will "twin, 11
but all who attended the meeting returned home with the feeling that we
had made friends - whi_ch may, in
some small way, add to global understanding and peace.
SRclallaTlll~I

HAMILTON:
baseball for Hamilton. served as his
.i:;s1stant L·uach and then as head
coach. spent Fridar at the Hamilton
11ome.

"Stew was like his old self."

~aid ::3paniui. a proie~::-:or at Georgia
:oouthwestern College in Americus.
1;a. "\Ve laughed. told ::;tories and
•hared some hearrielt things. He
was thankiul ior !ife :md how
iJlessed he had been. Ht ielt he nev•
er had to work for a living irom his
;:,laying days to coaching and then
administration."
Spaniol recalled a story Hamilton told from his years in the major
:eagues.
"Steve said. When ·you put
your hand in a
bucket of water.
"He wa.~ a the
vou leave
great guy. will hole
be how much
He was
vou·re
missed
a big,
;vhen vou leave
herk.11:ferky the game.' We're
!JU.IJ and a all replaceable,
and the world
fun gu_lJ
goes on. But
to be with." Steve leaves a
hole no one can
Yogi Berra,
who managed fill."
Hamilton with
\Io re head
the Yankees in football
coach
1964
:Vlatt
Ballard
said there were
mixed emotions
about Hamilton's death.
"We ieel the loss and the hurt.
but we know Coach Hamilton is
with the Good Lord now. That
makes it a little easier. He repre·
•ented all that is good in college
athletics -- :-ponsmanship. work
ethic. how you should do things.
His legacy will be carried on. but
he'll be deeply missed."
Ohio Vallev Conierence Commissioner Dan ·Beebe called Hamilton "a great model for so many of
us in athletics."
"He was also a great role modd in how he li,·ed his life and in
how he leit his life. the wav he
carried himself with dignity· and
grace. I ieel blessed to have

known him.··
Rep. Jim Bunnmg, R-Ky .. who
will be ,me oi the pallbearers.

L·ai\ed Hamilton "a man's man and
,me of the most gentle men you ·ve
ever met. He alwavs had a smile

on his face. and

he

was always

upbeat."
Bunning. became acquainted
with Hamilton when both were
player representatives.
"We went through some turbulent times together." Bunning said.
"We were starting up the (Major
League Baseballl Players· Association. and all of the player reps were
taking a lot of grief. But he didn't
mind. I knew him and Shirley well.
~ind when Rowan Cuuntv became
- part of my district. 1 got to know
them even more.··
Hamilton turned to pro baseball after a three-sport career in
basketball. baseball and track at
:Vlorehead and a tour of duty in
the NBA. He and Gene Conlev
were the only two athletes to play
in a World Series and the NBA
Finals.

Mafoo·leape-

T-.
W-L•
Indians ....... 0-0
Senators:.,-..•. 3'8.
Senators/Yanks . 5-2Yankees•...... 7-2
Yankees ....... 3-1
Yankees, ••.... ~
Yankees ....... 2-4
'68 Yankees •. , , ••• 2-2

ERA
2;70
3;n
294
3.28
1.39
3.00
3.48
2.13

'69 Y"')kees. .• , • , , 3-4
'70 YanksjWhtte SOX 4a

3.'32
2.98

Yr.
'61
'62
'63
'64
'65
'66
'67

'71 Giants ........ 2-2
'72 CUbs ......... l.-0
T40a1

Hamiiton. a ci-t()<lt-- .:\II-American who :'.'et fh·e rebounding
records and is fourth in career scoring at :\lorehead. was a secondround drafr choice oi the ~linneapolis Lakers in 1958 and went to the
t\nals in his rookie season.
.:\fter another :SBA season. he
switched to baseball and reached
the majors with Cleveland in
1961. He spent eight years with
the Yankees and appeared in the
1963 and '6-1 Worid Series. He had
a 40-31 record wfrh 42 saves and
a 3.05 earned run average in 12
seasons. He also played ior the
Washington Senators, Chicago
White Sox and Cubs. and San
Francisco Giants.
Hamilton also developed a
blooper pitch. the "Folly Floater."
which he threw from a hesitation
motion.
··He was a grea1 i-:.ruy:· :-aid Yogi
Berra. who managed the Yankees
in 1964. "He was a big, herky-jerky
guy and a iun guy to be with. He
kept you loose anrl everything. He
did a great job for us."
Richardson recailed Hamilton's
election as the_ Yankees· player representative in 1965.
"Ralph Houk 1the manager! said
we needed :-omebodv who was not
playing e,·ery day t;, handle insurance and \·arious things,"" :;aid
Richardson. who had been the player rep.
..Jim Bouton was on our club.
and he talked Hector Lupez into
nominating him. I nominated Steve.
The ,·ate was :?5-0 for Steve. Somebody said. ·Wait a minute,' Hector
,aid. ·J nominated him I Bouton!. but
I ain't voting for him.' ..
Hamilton managed the Johnson
City Yankees in the ..\ppalachian
League in 1973 and was pitching
coach for Detroit in 1975.
He won 305 games over a 1,.
year stint as ~lorehead's baseball
coach. He became athletic director
in 1987. The school won four OVC
.:\cademic .:\chievement banners
· during his time as .:\D.
In addition tc1 his wiie. Hamil•
ton is survived by his mother.
Ruby Hamilton nf Charlestown.

IP
G GS
3
2 0
41 10 107
37
o 64
30 3 60
46 · 1 58
44 3 90
44 O 62
40 0 51
57
38
0

BB
3
39·
26
15
16
22
23
13
2:1

so
4

83.

:', Steve.
51- - Hamllti>n
57 made itto
55 the NBA Fl~~ nals_his
36 rookie year.

17
3.00 39
0 45 11 38
13
17
8
4. 76 22 0
:LOS 421 17 664 214 531
38

0

48

;nd.; two daughters. Stephanie
Fightmaster oi Lexington and Elizabeth :\lonnett oi ..\berdeen. ,Id.:
two sons. Robert Hamiiton of Morehead and Daniel Hamilton l)f
Cincinnati: a brother. Tom Hamiiton oi ShelbFille: and nine grandchildren.
Visitation will be aiter • p.m.
todav at :lorthcutt & Son Home,
for Funerals in :\lorehead. Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Friday
at the \ISL: .\cadem,c-..\thletic
Center.
:Vlemorial giits may be made to
the \!SU Eagle . \thletic Funo,
St. Claire Medical C:enter and Jesus
Uur Savior Catholic Church.

■
The .-l.ssuciated Press
tdbuted to this amde.
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State Universify,.iost1one; ofi
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Steve Hafuilton;,the'fonneri
major l~ague;-. pitcliert,andi
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NBA ·player, died-'at"the~iige·of 62. He• hiid- been'·battllilg
cancer for, som:e.tffiie;~t'p,·-,,
,..:r~Hamilton was;'Mofeliead
State's athletic director.. an<l
former basebali-:'~ach~.~d
had·> been a., three;sP9rt\athlete atthe school : · · · :
"We're an gre_atly saddened;" said MSUcJ?resident
Dr. Ronald Eaglin.. "Steve
was probably one of{thii:tlnest ambassadors of:this'insti•
tution. Steve, dedicated'• 40
years of his life to•MSU;-.,'
"His death is a· fl!!ll loss to
•

- -- ·-

X"'-\•

us both symbolically and realistically ...
Others associated with the
'.\lorehead State University
program. expressed similar
grief.
"They don't make th~m like
him anymore ... said Eagles
(ootball coach ~latt Ballard.
"Steve was a tremendous role
model for student-athletes. a
tremendous leader for the ath·
letic department. and a tremendous friend. When 1 think
of Steve Hamilton. I think of a
gentleman."

Ballard. choking· back tears.
rnminned: ·-rm very thankful
that
not hurting any-

IH',

more.

Wayne Martin. a former
'.\ISG head basketball coach for
nine years and former Board
,,t' Regents member at the
school. retlected un Hamilton's
contributions.
"Ifs a sad moment for Morehead State and for Steve's
many friends and familv," he
said. "He brought MSU · a national reputation of not onlv
performance but also character that will be greatly
missed ...
Frank Spaniol knew him
well as a former baseball player ('.81-83). baseball assistant
coach (88-89) and then baseball
head coach (90-95) while Hamilton was athletic director.
"He had a gift." Spanoil said.
"He had an anointing to make
people feel special. He taught
me about class. He taught me
about respect. He taught me
how to treat people.
··we had a special relationship, the kind there are very
few of... where you could finish
his sentence and he could fin•
ish yours." .
Current MSU baseball coach
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.John Jarnagin. who has
known Hamilton since "82.
fought back tears while talking
about him.
"He was a great example to
me:· he said. "He believed in
me. 1 appreciate that he gave
me a chance."
Jarnagin sent E-mail· messages to his players this morning. "l told them there are two
people responsible for this pro•
gram. and that's Coach
(Sonny) Allen and Coach Ham·
ilton. They are Morehead State
baseball:·
MSU women's head basketball coach Laura Litter. who
also is a former Lady Eagle
player. said Hamilton·s name
will forever be linked with
MSU sports.
··when you mention Morehead State Univerity and ath·
letics. Steve is the first name
that comes to mind." she said.
Hamilton. a left-hander.
pitched in the majors from

1961 to 1~7~ with the <"le•:eland
Indians. Washington Senators.
both Chicago teams. rhe San
Francisco Giants and the :slew
York Yankee,.
His eight-year stint as a reliever for the Yankees gained
him his greatest fame and put
him in two World Series. in
1963 and 1964.
Toward the end of his career. Hamilton rleveloped a
blooper pitch. the "Folly Float•
er." which he threw out of a
hesitation monon.
Hamilton. who was an allOhio Valley Conference athlete
at Morehead in baseball. basketball :md track. played two
seasons t11r the ~inneapolis
Lakers.
He coached baseball at Ylorehead for 14 seasons and was
the school's most successful
coach with 305 l'ictories. He
took on the added duties as
athletic director in 1987.
Funeral arrangements were
pending.
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Morehead athletic boss,
former major leaguer
Steve Hamilton dies
By DAVE KOERNER
The Courier-Journal
Steve Hamilton. Morehead State
University's affable athletic director
and a former two-sport professional
athlete, died Tuesday night at his
home following a IQ-month battle
with cancer.
Hamilton, 62, also coached baseball at Morehead for 14 seasons and
was an outs!anding athlete for the
Eagles, earning all-Ohio Valley Conference honors in baseball, basket•
ball and track. He had excelled in
sports at Charlestown (Ind.) High
School, from where he graduated in
1952, and eventually enrolled at Pur·
due University as a walk-on basket·
ball player.
.
"That's one of the better stories
about him," said Bruce Bottorff, a
Charlestown city councilman and a
former basketball teammate of Hamilton's. "Steve was a tremendous
overachiever. He couldn't get a
scholarship from Purdue. so he mi•
grated to Morehead after one year
and later became a third-team All·
American (by Look Magazine)."
But in time there would be more

stories about the native of Columbia.
Ky.. and Hamilton himself enjoyed
telling them, often sining in his office amidst memorabilia that included autographed pictures of ex-New
York Yankees teammates Mickey
Mantle. Yogi Berra and Roger Maris.
Hamilton particularly was proud
of being one of only two athletes to
appear in both the World Series and
the National Basketball Association
finals. Gene Conley was the other.
The 6-foot-6 Hamilton played in
the NBA from 1958-60 with the Min•
neapolis Lakers and averaged ~.5
points.
But he was better known for a 12year Major League Baseball career
that began in 1961. A left-handed
pitcher used mostly in relief, he ap•
peared in the 1963 and '64 Series
with the Yanks and also played for
Cleveland, Washington, the Chicago
White Sox, San Francisco and the
Chicago Cubs.
He originated the "Folly Floater,"
a lazy, high-arching pitch that would

--:.·•'T."'

·Hamilton
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tantalizingly approach the plate like a
softball but occasionally leave batters
in twisted frustration. A prime example was former Detroit Tigers slugger
Willie Horton, who once crawled back
to the dugout after striking out.
Hamilton compiled a 40-31 record
and had 42 saves.
U.S. Fourth District Congressman
Jim Bunning's memories of Hamilton
tranScend the diamond.
"What can I say about probably
one of the finest human beings I've
ever met?" said Bunning, a Hall of
Farner who became friends with
Hamilton as player-union representatives. "He was just a gentleman's gentleman. I can't say enough good
things about him."
Hamilton was hired as Morehead's
baseball coach in 1976 and became
the school's winningest coach with
305 victories. Two of his teams advanced to the NCAA Tournament.
Several of his players reached the ·
majors, including pitchers Walt Terrell. Willie Blair and Drew Hall.
"He was a very happy person and
enjoyed life. He was very sincere and
he felt for his players," said Blair,
who was 16-8 last season with Detroit
and currently is a free agent.
·
Hamilton became Morehead's ath·
letic director in 1987.
Frank Spaniol. who played under
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\UK, university
in South Africa
begin exchange
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALDlEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

Just six months ago, Lesleilane Mampuru was a
professor (eading his own undergraduate classes of
biochemistry at the University oi the North in Pietersburg, South Africa.
The roles are now reversed and Mampuru is the
student - this time at the University of Kentucky's
Chandler Medical Center.
Mampuru is the first student of a new UK exchange program with the South African university.
The program is designed to allow South African instructors to conduct graduate-level research in clinical
laboratory science at UK. but earn those doctorate degrees from the Universirv oi the North.
·The University of the North doesn't have the laboratory space to conduct high-level research, but they
award doctorate degrees in the clinical sciences," said
Dr. Vincent Gallicchio. associate dean of the UK College of Allied Health Professions. He ndped develop
the program with South African Professor Paul Becker.
·•But at UK. the situation is the opposite - we have
the lab space but don't offer the degree." Gallicchio explained.
"So it really is just natural for the two universities
to collaborate."
Mampuru, known as Les by his classmates, is
among several instructors at the University of the
North. a historicallv black universirv in South Africa's
C'lorthern Province." who don't have doctorate degrees.

Hamilton and later was an assistant
and head baseball coach at Morehead, said Hamilton's "greatest quality is that he had a gift from God to
make people feel special.
"We lost a great one. He always
told me: 'Frank, in the big leagues we
had a saying. If you put your hand in
a bucket and pull it out, the hole that
you leave will be how much you're
missed when you leave the game.' I
said, 'Well, that is true.'

;_,,.,-

"But it's not true in this situation,

because he will be missed and there
will be a big hole that won't be filled.''
Hamilton is survived by his wife,
the former Shirley Potter; daughters
Stephanie Fightmaster and Elizabeth
MoMett; sons Robert and Daniel
Hamilton; his mother, Ruby Hamilton; a brother, Tom Hamilton; and
nine grandchildren.
The funeral will be at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow at Morehead's academic-athletic center, with burial in the Forest
Lawn Memorial Gatdens. Visitation
will start at 4 p.m. today at Northcutt
& Son Home for Funerals and at the
academic-athletic center after 9 a.m.

Because of apartheid, the Universrty of the North has traditionally been disadvantaged in funding
. and focused on training teachers.
..\s apartheid ended in South ..\frica.
the university began to include a
h1gh~r l_evel oi research as part oi
its m1ss10n.

But conducting that research
proved to be difficult because oi the
lac~ oi quality laboratory space and
protessors with doctorate degrees.
'"',!any oi our professors have to
go :iutside oi the country to obtain
their degrees.'" :v!ampuru said.

tomorrow.

Memorial gifts may go to the MSU
Eagle Athletic Fund, St. Claire Medical Center or Jesus Our Savior Catholic Church.

;
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The program is funded joimlv
through grants by the U. S...\gene,·
for International Development and
by ?the~ South African agencies.
Galhcch10 and Becker are in the
process of reapplying for funding to
connnue the program.
Mampuru's UK research focuses
o~ eel_! death in bone marrow oi
!!!Ice mrected with an AIDS-like
VlnJS.

Gallicchio said that '\,lampuru·s
r ~ h experience is one nf the
.biggest beneiits for l:K. Graduate
·schools at South African universi-

ties don·t reqmre students ro ~pend :

a ye~r or more in the classroom ,
learnmg theory ~before beginning 1
laboratory research.
··Les has been able to dn some!
re~lly s~ronf: research that other:- at ,
this pomt m a graduate program'
wouldn"t have been able to ... he 1
said.

··We will ha,·e the ,rudems.
needed to conduct the research 1
even though we don't hm·e the 1
graduate program.'"
.
It will take ~fampuru ab,,ut.
three ~·ears to complete the program and ~e will return to South 1
..\fr1ca quahf1ed to direct the work.
ot other graduate students.
Lo.ng-terrn plans ior the pro- ,
gram mclude all?wing UK students i
to earn degrees tram the Universin·.
ot the North in South Africa whil~ ,
conducting their research at L"K ·
Gallicchio said.
· I

!

For :v!ampuru. the exchange
proip-am allows him to plav a role !
m his country"s future.
·
'"Our_govemment has said that
top notch research in ail !evels
•.vnul~ be ~he future ni the nation:·
he said. ··t,ettmg a Ph.D. is the nrst ,
step towards that future:·
I

____________ ,
I
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Area student . loan default MSU ARCHIVES
rate b
..... i
t ren
Overall improvement attributed to economy, enforcement
By CHRIS RICE
OF THE D AILY INDEPENDOIT

ASHLA ND - Default rates
on federal student loans are
falling nationally, but they'r e
still incr easing at most schools
in the region.
U.S. Education Department
officials attr ibu te the over a ll
drop in the default ra ce to a
s trong econom y a nd greater efforts to make borrowers pay
up.
But offic ials a t local schools
ba ttling esca lat ing defa u lt
rates al so point to the economy as a reason , blaming a lack
of jobs.
'•It's t ied dir ectly to employment in the area," said Ron
Damron. dean of students a t
Pikeville College.
Some students don't want to
leave the ar ea a nd can't fmd
work. he a id. a nd others ta ke
jobs making significantly less
tha n they s hould with their
level of education .
Pi k e v ill e 's d e fault r a t e
jumped 3.5 points to 15 percent
from 1993 to 1995, the most recent year for which figures a re
available.
At Morehead State Uni verity. the default race was up 2.5
points in the same period.
Tim Rhodes. director of finan c ial a id t h ere , said he
thought the school's 14.4 percent rate was acceptable considering 1\'1ore head's ser v ice
regio n - "one of the poorest
region in the sta te ...
Few jobs greet gradua tes of
the un ivers ity if they choose to
tay in the a rea. he said . and
becau e of the lack of good
jobs a nd reductions in the
grant pr ograms. more students
have to apply for loans.
Federa l offi cia ls a id the
likely expla na tion for the increase in defaul ts at colleges.
communi ty college and universities was a rise in loan
numbers and amounts.
School loa n volume rose drama tically after 1992. when Congress made student loans easier co gee. raised loan limits
a nd created an unsubs idized
loan program. Enrollment and
tuition also have risen.
Rhodes sa id the num ber of
loans ass ume<;!_ by students at
MSU had tripled in five years.
But the d efa ult figu res
weren 't bad news for everyone.

Ashland Community College
cut its rate by 7.5 points over
the last two years. but a t 23
percent it's still considered excessive by federal standa rds.
Schools where default rates
are high can be dropped fr om
student loan and other aid programs. About 270 institutions
nationwide had lost o r r estricted eligibility because stu dent default rates wer e at least
25 percent for three year s or at
least -10 percent for one year,
or both. education depa rtment
officials said.
Will ie McCu llough. ACC's
dea n of s tudents . a tt r ibuted
che school's improved collections to a management plan
the school was required to implement after its default rate
hit 30.5 percent for 1993.
Federal regulations require
the establishment of a management plan for a ll schools with
a default rate between 20 percent and 40 percent. At ACC.
that figure reflected just 29 s tuden ts - less than l per cent of
the school's enrollment.
ACC's plan exerted tighter
contr ols over loans and gave
more counseling to st ude nts
w ho a ppli e d fo r loans. lt
weighs grade-point ave r a ges
a nd helps students avoid unrealistic debt levels by prov iding
them with a realistic budget
based on th eir expected star ting salary.
A s imila r progra m a t Prescons burg Commun ity College
hasn 't been as effective. The
default rate rose . from 25. 1 per cent to 29.l percent. despite
counseling and restrictions.
"Being in Eastern Ke ntucky
with the low economy. a lot of
s tude nts ta ke ou t loa ns to
cover li ving expenses while
t hey a r e enrolled here a nd
may gradu a te or withdra w
without a job that makes a
large enough salary to cover
hou sehold bills a nd student
loan payments,.. said Sandra
Kaiku m ba. Presto n s b u rg ·s
dean of student affa irs.
The school pla ns to be more
aggressive with its counseling
in hopes of reducing the default rate, she said.
Nation ally, 10.4 percent of
student borrower s whose loa n
repayments came due in fiscal
1995 missed payments for at
least s ix months. That compa red with 10.7 per cent the
year befor e and a h igh of 22.4
percent in 1990.

The improvement in the default r a te was fueled mostly by
a drop in rates at inst itutions
that normally account for a
high percentage of loan losses
- for-profit enterprises such
as barber . bea uty and technical schools. The rate for them
in 1995 was 20 percent. compa red to 21 percent the year
before.
Barba ra Ba ldridge. a manager a nd in st ructor at T r iS t ate Be a ut y Acade m y i n
Morehead. said that school had
been cut off by the bank that
pr ovided loans for its students
because of high default r ates.
The school is cur rently listed as having a 15.4 percen t default rate. but Baldr idge said
the school hadn ·t par ticipated
in the loan program for about
three years.
" In this area you have a lot
of people who don·t or ca n 't
pay them back ... she said.
According to a federal r eport. al most 200,000 bor rowers
a t more than 7.600 schools
were in default as of Oct. 1.
1996. The num ber was slightly
higher than for 1994. but the
number of borrowers also rose.
A s a r esu lt . t h e dollar
a moun t in defau lt has been
ris ing, from $2.5 billion in 1995
to $2.8 billion in 1997.
The Education Depar tment
has garnisheed wages and incom e tax r efu nds a nd dramatically raised the number of
lawsuits a ga inst student defaulters - from 200 in 1995 to
25.000 in fiscal 1997.
Half the students who graduated with bachelor's degrees in
1995-96 owed the loan program
at gradua tion. T he average
a mount borrowed during a college career was $12,000 at public schools, according to fede r a l da ta com piled by th e
American Council on Educa tion . The average monthly paymen t on such a debt was $150.
Student-a id legislation comes
up for r e newa l next year .
when Congress will have to decide whether to raise loan limits and change interest rates
a nd borrower fees.
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Bill would use
lottery ·money
for scholarships,
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALDlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Do well in
high school and the state will pony
up the funds to help you go to a
Kentucky college.
That's the idea behind a Jefferson County legislator's bill that proposes using state lottery revenue
for college scholarships.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D-Jeffersontown, says the hill is his top priority for next month's regular session of the General Assembly.
"This gives us an opportunity
to invest in the future of this next
generation of Kentuckians," said
Shaughnessy yesterday at a meeting of the Joint Interim Committee
on Education.
The meeting focused on higher
education financial aid and included a presentation on Georgia's
HOPE Scholarships, on. which
Shaughnessy's plan is based.
Under the proposal, co-sponsored by Majority Floor Leao.~iDavid Karem of Louisville, st!fe"
lottery revenues - which totl!!eH
$151 million last year - would"_&
removed from the state's Gen~!
Fund and put into trust for 'tlie
scholarships.
: ··
The lottery revenue supplt~.
about 3 percent of the General
~und and _supports a variety offfe,
Jects.

.....

Shaughnessy said the proposal
would keep the perceived promi~e
of using lottery revenues for educil,
tion, which began in 1989. •A)l<J
more importantly it will make higli•
er education more accessible •to
more students."

The first "Commonwealth Merit
Scholarships" would be awardectfu
the fall of 2001 and would be based
only on high school academic pet·
formance, not financial need. Tney
could be used at any Kentucky university or college.
··
Under the proposal, students
would earn a scholarship covering
one-eighth of their total college tuition for each year in high school
they have a B average. Students
would earn a scholarship covering
one-fourth of their total tuition for
each year in high school they have
an A average.
That means students who earn
an A average each year of high
school would get a full scholarship,
those earning a B each year, a 50
percent scholarship.
The bill calls for a gradual
weaning of the General Fund from
its lottery revenue over a sevenyear period.
Shaughnessy says support for
his bill has been "guardedly optimistic." It was greeted cautiously
by education committee members
yesterday. ·
Rep. Charles Walton, R-Florence, questioned whether the
scholarships would have the unintentional effect of lowering academic standards rather than challenging students to excel.
"If parents really wanted to
make sure their kids qualified, they
could send their children to a school
with lower academic standards,
places where they could be sure to
get A's," Walton said.

Joseph Creech of the So~thern
Regional Education Board said programs like Georgia's requ:red that
students maintain a certam grade _
point average to keep the scholarship once in college and places a
limit on the credit hours taken.
Other legislators · questi®,
whether lottery revenues should be
dedicated for a particular program.
Democratic Rep. Harry Moberly of Richmond and chairman of
th~ House budget committee, has
said that while the concep! of th_e
scholarship was appealmg, 1t
should be weighed against other
state programs.
.
Georgia's HOPE Scholarships
have been extremely popular.
The state has awarded the
HOPE scholarships to more than
268 000 students since 1993, and 95
per~ent of the freshmen thi~ Yea:1"entering Georgia's largest 11:111vers1ties ~ Georgia and Georgia Tech
- received them.
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·
. Under the proposal, students
would earn a scholarship covering
one-eighth of their total college tuition for each year in high school
they have a B average. Students
would earn a scholarship covering
one-fourth of their total tuition for
each year in high school they have
an A average.
That means students who earn
an A average each year of high
school would get a full scholarship,
those earning a B each year, a 50
percent scholarship.
The bill calls for a -gradual
weaning of the General Fund from
its lottery revenue over a sevenyear period.
Shaughnessy says support for
his bill has been "guardedly optimistic." It was greeted cautiously
by education committee members
yesterday.
Rep. Charles Walton, R-Florence, questioned whether the
scholarships would have the unintentional effect of lowering academic standards rather than challenging students to excel.
"If parents really wanted to
make sure their kids qualified, they
could send their children to a school
with lower academic standards,
places where they could be sure to
get A's," Walton said.

Joseph Creech of the So~thern
Regional Education Board :ia.1d programs like Georgia's requ~red that
students maintain a certam grade
point average to keep the scholarship once in college and places a _
limit on the credit hours taken.
Other legislators questi,on
whether lottery revenues should be
dedicated for a particular program.
Democratic Rep. Harry Moberly of Richmond and chairman of
the House budget committee, has
said that while the concep! of th_e
scholarship was appealmg, 1t
should be weighed against other
state programs.
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The state has awarded the
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Thb writer Is an es■oclate pioteuor
In the department of educaUonal
leadership at Western Kentucky

mo.re of a daunting task than may be
initially realized. Most of the conventional wisdom (or at least the rhetorUniversity.
ic) seems to revolve around 'the key
issues of necessity, accountability,
IGHER EDUCATION in the quality, and their relationship to ecoUnited States is at a cross- nomic reality. True, all of these conroads. Since about 1980, col- siderations are relevant when disleges and universities in this country cussing academia's rightful place in
have been increasingly under the mi- the societal hierarchy.
croscope - scruBut the notion of what actually
tinized more in- constitutes "quality" within the hightensely than at er education arena seems to be the
any time in their most elusive. Without a doubt, it is
400-year history. certainly the most divisive.
Who
should
What does it really mean when we
have access to say that a particular institution propostsecondary vides a guality educational experieducation? What ence for tis students? Are we referrole should these ring to some philosephical dimension
institutions play that relates to enhanced awareness
in contributing and a higher level of functioning (you
to the culture have to love the way we typically
Aaron Hughey
and quality of phrase things in academia)? Or do
life of our 'citi- we mean that the institution's graduzens? What should be the relation- ates seem to do well once they leave
ship between the ivory tower and the institution; i.e., do they receive
business and industry~ How does jobs in their majors? Or do we simply
higher education affect the economy? mean that the overhead projectors
What does it really mean to be an work, the professors tend to show up
"educated" person?
for class, and the libra~ has more
These are just a few of the ques- than three journal subscliptions?
tions that permeate our collective
It is my contention that a precise
dialogue.
and shared definition of quality is
With all this mindpower focused needed before we can make meaninj(•
so intently on academia, it seems ful progress toward its realization m
likely that the answers to the ques- higher education. How we define qualtions listed above must be close at ity ultimately determines our goals,
hand. Unfortunately, nothing could methods and priorities in pursuing it.
be further from the truth. Even a curIt all comes down to that old Zen
sory review of the profusion of news- proverb .that you cannot. take aim
paper columns, magazine articles, without a target:
and scholarly tomes devoted to the
Quality tends to be defined from
topic quickly reveals a somewhat dis- one end of the spectrum to the other.
turbing reality. Most of the people As a result, there is very little chance
writing about higher education obvi- that two people who happen to be
ously do not have much of a clue discussing the subject are really even
about what's going on there.
·
speaking the same language.
The only point everyone seems to
Once again, it must be noted that
agree on is that we do, in fact, have a the bookshelves and magazine racks
problem. Beyond that, the digression are filled with various attempts to debegins. Perhaps a good analogy fine what constitutes quality in higher
would be the economists. Several education, and, more important, how it
claim to be experts, but nobody can be initially achieved and subseknows for sure what the market will quently sustained. Of course, the same
do in the next five minutes.
could be said of just about any subject.
Admittedly, clarifying what's We are a culture with an overabun-yrong with_. higher -~ducatio~. and d_anc_e of ":'.~r_ds coupled with a severe
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BY AARON W. HUGHEY

In the m1111ufactunni: and serviee sec- careful," then the ~tate111ent is simply
tors, the Total Quality Management self-serving. If he gets hurt, I can al(J'QM) approach d11Veloped by Deming, ways claim that I told lilm to "be
Juran, Imai, Crosby and others Is having careful," arid therefore I am absolved
a profound Impact on the way man~ from any further responsibility.
ment sees its role in the organization
Much of the discourse related to
and in the implementation of work sys- quality In higher education contains
tems. But just how applicable Is TQM to the same flawed logic. It sounds wontoday's colleges and universities?
.derful but is absolutely useless upon
It would certainly be dangerous to closer examination.
reach a point where our colfeges and
When a college or university is reuniversities are considered "good ferred to as a "major center of learnenough." The only way to remain re- inj(," what kinds of things spring to
sponsive to the needs of a dynamic and mmd? In most cases, we tend to asdiverse student population 1s constant- sume that the Institution has a large
. ly to strive to provide better programs research budget, its faculty contains
and services without comparable in- a lot of well-known names," its
creases in cost. Administrators must graduates receive preferential treatstay in touch with the students they ment in the job market, etc. In other
serve and offer programs and services words, it could mean virtually any11

that best meet their 'needs at the current moment. The overriding goal of
continual improvement must permeate
every discussion and ,dominate every
management decision; this is the essence of the TQM doctrine.
Most higher education advocates
would no aoubt be hard pressed to
disagree with the assertion that
achieving and maintaining the highest qualfty standards possible is of
paramount importance. The problem
1s that without more specific direction and elaboration, such statements
are· essentially meaningless. They
add to the confusion rather than help
alleviate it.
Consider this. If I tell my 12-yearold to "be careful," what is he going
to do differently than he would have
done before I made that statement?
Probably nothing. He can do just
about anything and still claim he was
''.b~_ing _car~(ul." _Unl~ss I ex_pllcitly

thing depending upon the frame of
reference of the person arguing their
particular point.
Adding to the problem has been an
increasing tendency among many
pundits to define quality in ways that
are easily quantified. Consequently,
quality has often been interpreted in
terms of test scores, library holdings
and publication records. After all, we
all know that if we can assign a numlier to something, it is somehow more
"real."
In the minds of many of our nation's most influential political and
educational leaders, "quality" is
measured almost exclusively within ~
materialistic context. Whoever has
the most must be the best. Or as Alexander Astin has so eloquently stated, 11 many academics seem content
to define educational excellence in
terms of what they have, rather than
wh!'! they_ do.'' _ . .
_

seems far. more important than their•
allocation.
,
·
Tliis is not to say that money is not
essential to the development or maintenance of a quality educational enterprise. It 111ost delinitelf is. The fact
that academics complam so vehemently about a lack of needed funds
says more about the misplaced priorities of our legislatom, and to some
extent our society as a whole, than
perhaps anything else.
But it is very naive to assume that
quality in higher education is directly
proportional to the amount-of dollars
spent. If it were, institutions with the
most financial resources would, by
definition, have the hiimest quality.
And how do financiru resources relate to such important considerations
as institutional commitment to fosterIng diversity of thought and creative
problem-solving, faculty and staff
commitment to educational goals and
ideals, and student commfttnent to
the le1ITT1lng process and community
service. Quality also encompasses
such intangibles as undergraduate
advising, student services delivery
systems, and facilitation of student
involvement in the total educational
process. These dimensions are critically related to overall quality, but
they are also much harder.to quantify
and measure. And they are often not
economically driven.
With respect to academic pro1!'""!"5, it Is traditional to define quality in terms of rigorous adherence to
a set of pn,deteniilned standards. But
consider the notion that true quality
may not hold every institution or every individual to the same yardstick.
Although standards have their place,
quality also implies the ability to respond flexibly to the individual needs
of a diverse population of students. It
takes' into actount the particular
streniiths and weaknesses of individuals m relation to their specific educational and career aspirations.
The relative quality of the education received at a given institution is
largely a function of the level of commitment exhibited by the administration, faculty and staff. employed
there. Having millions of dollars in
ext~~al -~~~ing ~oes _not_ insur~_hiJ:h_

guished faculty,. a student population
satumted with :National Merit Scholars; or a highly respected reputation.
On the other hand, having admin·
istrators, faculty and staff,whb share
a common commitment.to the genet:al welfare of the studellts.they sel'.Ve,
goes a loni: way toward instlrhig
quality within academe. For the !DOSI
part, parents and other consumer!;
are not overly concerned with wheth·
er the school their son or daul!hter
attends has eight to nine Nobel Prize
winners on the faculty. They are pri•
marily concerned with whether the
school is treating them, fairly and
providing a solid education.
Those who derive their livelihoods
in the academic world sholild ptobably spend a little more tinie thinking
about what really. constitutes quality
in their delivery of services. Are we
continually trying to do a better job of
assisting students in the .ijltainment
of their educational goals l!lld objectives? A"; we contin~a\lY _lo~kl~gJi>r
ways to improve our mtem,i: oeerations to make them more;effic1ent
and effective? Are we continually
striving to work as a team within the
institution?
1
.
Every institution has. SO!De room
fot improvement on all fronts -ftomthe blackboard to the baloitce sheet
But with all of its inherent problems,
and difficulties, higher education is
still a bargain. The return on Invest:
ment, both tangible and intangible, la
truly enormous. During the course of
his/her lifetime, the avenige college
gtaduate can expect 10 earn ljlproilmately $500,000 more than_ .those who
do not acquire a dep (thete's that financial factor agalil). Yet this is rela•
lively insignlficallt 1Xtmpered with the_
impact on an individual's total quality'
oflife. Being "educated" entails more
than the mere acquisition of technical
skills and job security. It entails som_ething much deeper.
,
It is high time !hat we acknowledge
that the benefits of higher education
extend far beyond the students wbo
currently sit in the classes, listen to the
lectures, participate in the labs, or interact with the websites. It benefits society as a whole - a fact that should be
foremost in any discussion of what
constitutes quahty iii academe.

Lexington Herald-Leader
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UK students construct racing con-trap-tions:
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALOLEADER EDUCATION WRITER

''The class always ends with

a mousetrap project to give
Build a better mousetrap and
the world will beat a path to your
students a chance to apply
door.
what they learn. Sometimes it
Build a better mousetrap car
i,s a boa~ tractors or cars,
and your professors will give you a
better grade.
· but there 'i,s always a standard
they. must meet. "
With that in mind, 175 Univer•,
sity of Kentucky mechanical engiCliff Cremers
neering students prepared 37
UK engineering professor
mousetrap-powered dragsters for
·speed trials Thursday and finals
yesterday.
Cliff Cremers, who teachers Me"We'v.e been working on this chanical Engineering 101.
since October, so here goes," said
"Sometimes it is a boat, tractors
Tim Ketterman, a junior from Dan- or cars, but there is always a stanville, as he prepared to launch his • dard they must meet," he said.
team's black .balsa dragster.
The standard for the UK High
The drag races were part of a Performance Mousetrap-Powered
mechanical engineering orientation Dragster Company, the name given
class, consisting mostly of fresh- to the project, was quick times.
men, sophomores and transfer stuStudents designed their dragdents just beginning their classes.
sters to complete a six-meter track
The class introduces students to in the shortest time. "Electric eye"
mechanical engineering principles sensors tinied the cars, which raced
and career options available to en- in Old Anderson Hall -- dubbed
gineers. It culminates with the "Rough Arena" for the o~c-dsion.
mousetrap races, which account ,for
The 37 student teams raced
40 percent of the students' final Thursday, arid the 10 fastest teams
grade.
raced in the finals yesterday.
"The class always ends with a
Dragsters ·came in a variety of
mousetrap project to give students styles, from sleek bal.sa wood with
a chance to apply what they l!!llm," light foam tires to plywood autos
explained engineering professor . with tires made of compact discs.

,

All used the spring action of the
mousetrap to propel the car.
Ketterman said his team',/' car
applied a lot·of physics, math and
teamwork to come up with the design that would record the best
time. The car recorded a time of
2.29 seconds.
Students .from a fifth-grade
math class at Northern Elementary
attended yesterday's finals with a
car of their own to race.
"But after they saw the UK students' cars they decided to rail until they refined their own car," said
teacher Virginia Pyle. Her husband,
Austin Pyle, is a mechanical engineering professor.
"The kids actually took notes
on what th~ college students did for
their cars," Virginia Pyle said.
The winning car was created by
a team of seven led by freshman
Stephen Hutchinson.
Built with balsa wood for lightness, fiberglass tape for strength,
ball bearings to prevent friction,
and high-tech fishing line to control
the mousetrap lever, the silver car
recorded the fastest time, 1.67 seconds.

1,
~\

Tim Kettennan, a junior in mechanical engineering, tinkered with his team's black balsa wood
car one last time before yesterday's final race.
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MSU spotts~-·:gr:e:at::.is:·lail to rest
ly TOM LEWIS
)F THE DAILY

INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Nearly 1;000
1eople gathered on a cold imd
nowy Friday morning for:the ~
uneral of former Major ·
,eague pitcher and Morehead·
,tate University Athletic ·Dk
ector Steve Hamilton.
·
The service·. was the first
ver conducted at MSU's Acaiemic-Athletic Center - Hamlion's second home.
···
"Even though it might be
trange that we gather here at
fieldhouse ... I think it's ap1ropriate," said the Rev. Ste1hen Gallenstein, because it
vas where so many people en·ountered Hamilton's God;iven warmth. "Steve Hamlion was here. The presence of
fesus Christ was here."
Gallenstein was Hamilton's
·armer pastor at Our Savior
;atholic Church in Morehead.
"If we could hear he were
cheduled to pitch tomorrow
n heaven,. no greater news
ould be heard by the human
ar," Gallenstein added. "If
here's baseball in heaven,
,teve's pitching today, and
.e's pitching for you and me."
Hamilton died Tuesday night
1t his Morehead home after a
LO-month battle with cancer.
-le turned 63 Sunday.
One of Morehead State's
nost successful athletes, Ham.lton was in his 11th year as
1thletic director at his alma
nater. He also spent 14 years
1s Eagle baseball coach, comiiling a school-best 305 wins.
During his collegiate career.
1e played on championship
:earns in baseball. · basketball
md track. He ·was a basketball
.\ll-American in 1957 and is
v1SU's all-time leading re·Jounder and fourth leading
;corer.
After two years with the
'-!BA Minneapolis Lakers, he
;pent 11 seasons in baseball's
v1ajor Leagues, beginning in
1961 - most notably with the
'-Jew York Yankees. He was
me of only two professfonal
1thletes to play in both a
World Series and an"·,NBA
:::hampionship Series. -- ·
Hamilton was a member of
the. MSU, Ohio Valley Confer?nce and Kentucky athletic
halls of fame.
But those athletic accomplishments · were ."ju·st a
small part of the legacy of
Steve Hamilton," said MSU
Sports Inf9.i;m!\tion Dir_ei;tor _
Randy Stacy; who eulogized
his boss ahd friend :Friday ..
"He was a gentleman. and· a·
gentle man." • Stacy said the ·
divei:sity in Friday's throng>of'
mourners reflected Hamilton's
universalappeal;;· :'"'.~.:.:: 0:'f

"Everywhereiyou-were, you
felt Steve' was.'{yi11i.r' best
friend," Richardson: said. "He
was a Christian:•.gentleman
who had tremenduus,character
...,,tio wjll be.. sorely(m'isi.ed by
so many:''
·
.
Hamilton's sori'Robert Christopher was named after Richardson and Kubek, whose-middle nani~ Christopher.
Hall of ·Fame pitcher and
U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning ·was a
pallpearer Friday, as were
former MSU presidents Adron
Doran and C. Nelson Grote.
Bunning got to kno.,v Hamilton
when they were player representatives in the early days of
the Major League Baseball
Players Association.
"Steve was a man's man and
one of the most gentle men
you've ever met," said Bunning. "He was. always smil-

"He was a friend to congressmen and little boys." ,
Stacy said. Hamilton just
wanted to be "a· regular guyt
but he was thought of as "big ·
time in the''. eyes\of;,many.:•
Ahd . Gallenstein:.'sa~~'.:.~iV; &
foot-7 Hamilton "stood, tallest
when he acknowledgeq,;:his
humbleness befm·e, his Savior;''
Hamiltonwas· a· man of faith
that "went .be.yond. titles or
doctrines or. peoP.l~,:i..~l!tiicy
added. " ... Stev~.st;ln~Joda:r
on higher groun\l.." ,, , · .. ·
A collage· of family photographs with the theme, "Families Can Be Together Forever,"
was placed at one of the entrances to the . arena. In the
center W(!S a se,ies .of candid
photos of Hamilton, surrounded by the words,. "We
love you!!"
~ ·
There \\'.as also a display of
photographs, largely from
Hamilton's big-league car'eer,
including a shot 'of him throwing the "Folly Floater," the
blooper pitch·. he developed
later in his career.
One of Hamilton's former.
roommates and closest friends.
with the Yankees, Bobby Richardson, attended the funeral.
He brought. condo~nces from
another foritiei'Yarikee,. shortstop Tony Kubek:: •'

is

ing."

~--- . ·
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Hamilton was
big winner in
game of life
Morehead State Athletic Director Steve Hamilton bowed
out of this game we call life
around midnight Wednesday
after a painful bout with cancer.

Like all great sports figures, Steve left a mark on
every game he played - from
his days as a multi-sport star
at Morehead State to his
years as a successful journey-

man relief pitcher in the
Major Leagues and a professional basketball player that won't soon fade away.
But it was his impact on

was still for those around
him, not himself.
· In the game of life, Steve
Hamilton played many positions. He was athlete. He was
coach. He was teacher. He

was lifelong student. He was

the game of life. and each
person who played that game
with him. that will endure

mentor. He was comedian. He
was encourager. He was hus-

most significantly and vividly.

heart. He was mediator. He

I have followed MSU athletics as a student, fan, broad·
caster and reporter for more

than a decade. I did not know
Steve as long or as well as

many others. But I considered him a friend, and I'm
fighting back tears as I write
today. One needed to know
Steve for only a moment to
be touched by his sincere
warmth, graciousness and re-

band. He was father and
grandfather. He was boy at

was trouble-shooter. He' was

role model. He was Christian.
He was administrator (a position I'm not sure he ever re-

ally liked). He was friend (the
position I think he loved the
most).
As a reporter, I watched
Steve's involvement in a

number of coaching searches
and in some cases saw him

deal with the consequences of

spect for all. Even in the

throes of cancer. his concern

.

Richardson recalled bird
hunting with Hamilton and
said his late friend loved guns.
Hamilton was ·buried• in Forest
Lawn Memorial<G;ardens in a
casket made of. walnut, the
same wood used in the stocks
of his guns.
The Morehead· State men's
and women's basketball teams
will wear· black bands on their
jerseys in ·Hamilton'-s memo_ry
for the rest of the season.

SEE

LEWIS
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Billy Reed

►Lewis
(ear.+-'"'-)

HERALOlEADER SPORTS WLUMNIST

Class like
Hamilton's·
is -in- short .
gunril~now
. Jt.'~ ·Jt., ; .
•lna,sad, mad·

tif\!e ~ a pr:q

• b:!sk~u,/au'player
tlifuttles his
coach and threat• to kill him,
iffheh·amajor''leagtie:baseball
player-spits in rui"wiipiril's face,
and when a boxer chomps a foe's
ear, the sports world i;ould use a
lot more people like Steve Hamilton, the Moreliead State athletic director who dieil Wednesday at 63.
A two-sport All-American at
Morehead in the 1950s, the 6-foot-7
Hamilton was sort Oi the Deion
Sanders of his.generation- but
without Sanders' posturing. In fact,
along with Gene Conley, Hamilton
is one of only: two pro athletes to
appear ill both the World Series
and the' NBA finals.
After graduating from Morehead, Hamilton earned a job with
the NBA's Minneapolis Lakers in
1956. Three years later, he averaged 4.4 pointsfor the Lakers team
that lost to the Boston Celtics in
the chrunpionship series.
.-.After the 195~ season,
Hamilton gave up his hoops career
tO: play b;lseball full tiine. He made
it to th,e'big leagues with Cleveland
in the summer of 1961, then spent a
season and a half with the woeful
Washmgtoil Senators before joining
the New York Yankees in 1963.
· After posting a 5-1 record to
help the Yanks clinch the pennant,
Hamilton pitched an inning against
the Los Angeles Dodgers in the
World Series, which the Dodgers
swept in-four games. The next season he also pitched a couple of innings in the World Series the Yankees lost to the St Louis Crudinals.
Not exactly a fire-baller, Hamilton befuddled hitters with a lob
known as the "Folly Floater." In 11
major-league seasons with five
teams, he had-a 40-31 record with
531 strikeouts to only 214 walks.
In 1966, the Yankees elected
Hamilton to replace Clete Boyer as
their player representative in nego.tiations with the owners, an indicatiim of the high regard in which
Yankees like Mickey Mantle,
Whitey Ford and Roger Maris held
·t11e lanky southpaw. ·: -: Indeed, Hamilton was a gentle· • · and a sportsman of the old
:school. He never bragged, ·never be·-iittied an opponent, hever did any'.t1tfug to draw attention to himself
'.except to try to win. He had class,
:aiid class is something that's in
:y,~y short supply th~ days.

ens

poor selections. Admittedly, I
did not agree with every deci. sion he made, l1-nd he may
have caved in too quickly at
times to pressure applied by
university higher-ups.
But that is not what I will
remember about Steve Hamilton. What I will remember is a
smile as broad as the lanky
southpaw's 6-foot-6 frame was
long. I'll remember his bellowing, contagious laugh. I'll re~ell!ber finding myself sitting
m his office for an hour just
shooting the breeze, no matter
how hectic the day had seemed
up to that point. I'll remember
stories about bus rides with
Mantle and Berra. I'll remember the high-five he gave
me as I walked down the
church aisle as my wedding
was ending. I'll remember the
"Folly Floater" and how he
"hurled" more than a baseball
on a pitcher's mound on national television. I'll remember
one of the classiest men ever
to play this game we call life·.

ics. But Steve Hamilton was so,
much more.
"He had a gift," said Frank
Spaniel, who played and
coached baseball under Hamilton for a decade at MSU. "He
had an anointing to make people feel special."
"He's one of the finest indi.viduals I've ever known. One
of the finest athletes I've ever
known," said Sonny Allen,
who coached Hamilton in baseball and basketball. "I loved
him dearly."
"They don't make them like
him anymore," said Eagle football coach Matt Ballard.
As the game of life ends for
Steve - at least on earth - it
seems fitting to paraphrase a
line coined by a another
former big-league pitcher
who's now a Cincinnati Reds
broadcaster: The old lefthander has rounded third and
headed for home.
As you get there, Steve, I
pray that you're safe.
The game won't be the same
without you, but we're all winners just for having played on
your team.

In many ways, Steve HamilTOM LEWIS is a news reporter
ton .was Morehead State athlet- ·for The Daily Independent.
· : Whenever I ran into Steve, I al-

·w;iys brought up the time in 1966
·when I made my first trip to New
.York. Steve had told me that if I
ever was in town, he would be happy to get me tickets to a Yankee
·grune.
:- When I called Yankee Stadium
:and asked for the clubhouse, the
:phone was answered by a husky
voice with a country twang.
"Steve Hamilton, please," I said.
: · · "He's already on the field," the
:voice said
- : I explained what I wanted.
"Well," said the voice, "this is
Mickey Mantle, and nobody's using
-my personal box tomorrow, so I'll
·1eave you a couple of tickets there."
I hung up and inlmediately fig_ured somebody was pulling my
leg. But the next day, sure enough,
two tickets behind the Yankee
dugout were waiting. When I finally got Steve's attention, he laughed
and shook his head in amazement
· Then, after the game, he took
-m~ and my friend Larry Langan
into the Yankees clubhouse to meet
Mantle, who spent 10 minutes
sliooting the bull with us.
. "You guys don't really know
·how lucky you were," Steve told
me years later. "If I had gotten you
tickets, they would have been in
the second deck."
. After his retirement, Steve
taught and coached baseball at
Morehead uiltil being nruned athletics director in 1987. That's a-tough
job at any university, but it's especially hard at a place like Morehead,
where pennies must be pinched.
• -· Yet Steve.did the job the only
way he knew how.- with.quiet
h6n9r_and simple dignity. He was
a big man, in•more ways than one.
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Steve Haniilton
Athletic director served M;SU well
It is difficult to imagine
Morehead State University
without Steve Hamilton, the
easy going, soft spoke.n
former professional athlete
who became a fixture at the
university where he had
been a three-sport stat'."Hmn:·
ilton died Tuesday after a
long, courageous battle with
cancer.
Hamilton, j;me of the most
gifted athletes ever to play
for the Eagles, won all-Ohio
Valley; Gonference honors in
basketbali, baseball ·and
track while attending what
was then Morehead State
College in the 1950s. Long before the days of Bo Jackson
and Deion Sanders, Hamilton
proved he could play at the
hi~E,i,sj )E\yel, in two professioithlL\sj:)brts, He played for
two · years for the old- Minnesota Lakers in the National Basketball Association, before concentrating
his efforts on baseball.
Hamilton, a crafty left.
hander, pitched in the majors from 1961 to 1972, playing fur, the Cleveland Indians,. Washington- Senators,
both· ,ehicago teams, the San
Franciscb Giants and, most
notably, the New York Yankees. As a major force out of
the bullpen for some mighty
good Yankee teams, he
pitched in the World Series
in 1963 and 1964.
After retiring from baseball; Hamilton returned tohis alma · mater to become
the school's. most successful
baseb~l,L ,?Oach:,. T~e E~gles
won,-3Q4 !s!!Pl-,9,S durmg his 14
years Jis,jlrasilb;¥1l coach and,
as ceacli\"'1;\iis 1-former major
leaguer helped hone tJ+e
skills that launched the
· major lell.g\'.l& careers of Walt
Terrell .·and Drew- Hall, the
former·Ashland Tomcat who
was drafted-''in the first
round by tlie Chicago Cubs.
Al?}~Jl~SU athle~ic direc!or sq).ce,,l~i,jiamilton was
mstr&n£iht1w m the school's
difficult· -c!edsion to cease
granting football scholarships. He took a lot of heat
over thitt, but''·if'clearly was
the best d\¼p1!!iO~,for- not:·only
the MSW.·1(~<!'.tball progr~~
·but a}s,9,t!te sohqol's otl,ier intercoi:i'!)'gltfte sports.
.

Mor~ ¼W-P~r.tant than all
his accoht'plishments on. and
off the athletic field is the
fact than Hamilton was a
genuinely nice man. Never
one to brag about his athletic
achievements or abuse his
powers,,- it.Y· is·. difficult to
imagine ruiyone could work
with-' ~ilton 'and not admire an~i:espes,t him.

Hamilton and his wife,
Shirley, thii director of development for Morehead State
Univers,itY;-cformed a dynamic team that·spenLmany
hours pronJ,pting the school
th_ey lov~q,;;;,~V:~- Hamilton
will be saclfy; .~1ssed by all
who, ~fi:~w hini. His death·
crellt~: ~.:WQi,dJJhat will be
difficulf,to fill ..-,.
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Y-uneral is· Friday
for Steve -Hamilton
MOREHEAD - Steve Absher Hamilton will be buried
in Forest Lawn Memorial Gardens following a funeral at
10:30 a.m, Friday at:_Morehead
State University A'cademicAthletic Center. The Rev. Bill
Feders, the Rev. Steve Gallenstein, the Rev. Tim Rhodes
and Randy Stacy will officiate.
Hamilton, Morehead State
University dlrector of. intercollegiate athletics, died Tuesday
at his home in Morehead. He
was 63.
.
,Born Nov. 30, 1934, in Columbia, he was a son· of Ruby
Absher Hamilton of Charlestown, Ind., ann the late James
Hamilton.
He was the only athlete
known to have played in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association basketball tournament, the National Basketball
Association championship and
baseball's World Series.
Hamilton was in his 11th
year as athletic director at his
alma mater where he had received a bach~lor's degree in
1958 and a master's degree in
1963. He was a standout collegiate athlete in baseball, basketball and track.
He spent 14 seasons as the
Morehead Eagles baseball
coach and is one of MSU's all-·
time winningest coaches with
305 career victories. His teams
won five divisional championships and two Ohio Valley
Conference championships.
His 1977 and 1983 teams participated in the NCAA baseball
tournament.
During his tenure, the graduation rate of Eagle athletes
improved and MSU won the
OVC's Academic Achievement
Banner on four occasions. He
added an academic counselor
for athletes and began a compliance program.
During his college career, he
established five MSU records
in rebounding and is , the Eagles' all-time:• leading re-'
bounder and fourth-leading
scorer. He earl'led · basketball
All-America honors in 1957.

He ·played 11 years o( major
league baseball, pitching for
the Cleveland Indians, Wash· ·
ington Senators,• ~ew-: York
Yankees, Chicago W/iitE1: SCJ!!,
San Francisco~ Giants and, the
Chicago Cubs. The originator
of the Folly Floater, he pitclied
in two World Series with the
Yankees. He also played basketball two seasons. with; the
NBA's Minneapolis_-Lakers;·becoming one of only. two professional athletes to play in both ·
a World Series and an NBA
Champ~9nship .~ries. -, ;. ..
His PI'QfessioJlll!..:qaching:ca•·
ree~ included··ais@t_.as._!.]lan-. ·
ager of the 1973 ·Johnson :.City
Yankees of the Appalachian
League, He al!\9. s~rv.e.d_ a;s
pitching- coach· fo_r·tlie ·Detroit
Tigers in 1975. . . . ·Jc ·.,, •s.
Among his many.honors are
· spots- in the Morehead State
University Eagle Athletic Hall
of Fame, the Ohio Valley Conference Hall of Fame and the
Kentucky Athletic Hall of
Fame.
He was player representative for the Senators in 1963,
the Yankees in 1965-70 and the
American League during 196770, acting as treasurer of the
Players Representative Association and a member of the
Players Relations Council and
the; Executive Council.
In addition to his mother, he
is survived by his .. wife,
Shirley Potter IIamilton; two.
sons, Robert Haniitton of
Morehead and Daniel Hamilton of Cincinnati; two daughters, Stephanie Fightmaster of
Lexington and Elizabeth Monnett of Aberdeen, Md.; a brothll.i-, Tom Hamilton, ·of Shelbyville; and nine grandchildren.
Friends may call-ailer 4 p.m.
today at Northcutt & Son
· Home for Funerals in Morehead.
Contributions may be made
to the MSlr Eagles ..i\tliletic·
Fund,! .St. Claire Medical' Cen-

ff[ ~~Wteg;s f1f ,~Y~?:;;9it~~i,
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Highway builder
Equipment
donates $500,000
breakdown
to Pikeville College

silences

By Lee Mueller
EASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

PIKE\'lLLE - Highway contractor Leonard L:l\\'·
:-.on has pledged Sl million to reno\'ate an 89-year-old
<lonnitory on Pikeville College's hilltop campus.
Lawson ~ave college officials a check for $500.000
Sarurday night and pledged SI00,000 more annualh·
for the next ti\'e vears.
"There's a lot of srudems in Eas1ern Kentucky that
have a hard nme going (to college) in other parts 01 the
::rnte." Lawson told a ){TOUP that mcluded Gov. Paui
Patton. "\Ve hope this will help keep them at home."
Pikeville College spokeswoman Gerri Kinder saici
Lawson's gift was the largest single contribution to the
school since former East Kenrucky Beverage Co. uificial Jack Dupuy donated $1 million two ~-ears ago.
Patton. a Pikeville College trustee ior :20 Vear-5. ""
pres::;ed grawude 1or the <lonL,
tion. Kinder said.
"That was a mighty generous
giit." Sammy Chane\'. Patton·:-:
chief executi\'e assistant. said
yesterday. ''I'm proud of Ll'onard
for doinl{ it. He·:-: dont: ;i lot oi
Pike County. \\'hen ynu think
about 1t."
Lawson, 58. 01 Le:-.ington 1s
an Eastern Kentucky nati\'e who
previously contributed ,_300.0<JO
to a cancer-treatment center at
Pikeville Methodist Hospital.
"Leonard Lawson and his
family have been very generous
supponers of education and
health care through the Appalachian region." said Terry
Dotson. chairman of the Pikeville
College Board of Trustees.
Lawson and his \\'ife. Bonnie
.\dams l..a\\'son. a Letdll'r Count\·
nati\'e, both 1-,rraduated from Red
Bird Mission in Clay Counry.
As chairman of the board of
Mountain Enterprises. Inc. in
Lexington. Lawson now operates
the largest paving, road-building
and quarrying operations in Eastern Kentucky.
Kinder said Lawson's gift will
be used to renovate Derriana
Hall, which was built in 1908 and
served as a women's dormitory
until it became vacant in recent
years.

The private four-year college
opened in 1889. Founded by the
Presbyterian church, it is now an
independent institution, but still
maintains strong ties to the
church, Kinder said.
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WUKY
Instead of \'ic Damone and
Garrison Keillor. instead of Ario
Guthrie on \lnuntam Stage. \\'hat
!isteners heard \\'hen ther tuned in
to \VCKY (91.3) on Saturdav was
dead air.
·
The transmission problem also
affected radio reading service.
which offers newspaper and magazme readings to physically and vi-:ually impaired radio listeners.
That service is provided through a
non-profit organization called Central Kenruckv Eve.
Earl\' Satur.day morning. the
station's studio transmitter link
failed. just one of many recent
transmission glitches for WUKY.
After working through the next
evening. staffers. including General
~1anager Roger Chesser, were able
to find a temporary alternate route
to get back on the air.
Although WUKY's signal has
been temporarily restored, the
reading program is still off the air.
and will be for at least a week. or
perhaps three. Chesser said. In addition, the WUKY signal isn·t perfeet - it's coming through in
mono, not stereo.
To correct the problems. the
station is lv0king into various options. including having the trans•
mitters removed and sent ior repair. or finding new. more suitable
technology.
Chesser estimates either option
to cost about 55.000. which is not
in WUKY's operating budget.
- HEATHER svoKos

606-783-2030
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Readers~ views

Community college
aid slow to trickle
down to campuses
When (.;o\·. Paul Patton came to Ashland Community College last spring to unveil his Post-Secondan· Education Improvement Plan. he :-a1d he would gin:•
our commumry colleges Sl l.7 million.
_ House Bill I. the lunding- legislation
tor Patton·:- plan. :-lated ..... pro\·ide a
general fund appropriation of Sll.768.700
in _1~7-98 .to address the equity funding
obJect1ves tor the communit y colleges and
for administrati\·e costs .....
Patton signed House Bill ..J. on Mar 30.
but the community colleges have yet to
see one cent of this monev. It seems this
money is to be \\'ithheld until the Southem Association oi Colleges and Schoob
approves the new governance model for
the UK Community College !::iystem.
I searched Ilouse 8ill I from top to
bottom. and SACS is not mentioned even
once. So. what is Patton's justification for
withholclinl! badly nL>eded funds from our
communit>· L'olleges? I unders tand the
money has :-.tarted to flow to the regional
universi1ies. \\'hy has Patton singled out
1>ur communny college?
Does 11ur governor hold a grudge? Is
Patton withholding funding because
SACS dared 10 find problems with his
od I f
governance m e or our community colleges?
1 hesitate 10 recall this painful memory
for Patton. bur thi seems to be most appropriare. :\ \·isitor at ACC. having just
heard l'atton·s plan for our communirv
colleges. asked some \·err poinrcd queslions. \:or liking the answers. this gentk
men remir1ded Patton that he \\'a~ thl'
elected servant oi the people of 1,:enruck\'.
not their master. He told Patton, "Govci·nor, you are a short-timer!"
Although I had a fair idea of what it
me~rnt. a pers~n seat~ next to me explamed that a · short-timer'' was a person
who had only a short time left to work, or
serve, us_ually due to retirement - a person on his way out. It certainly fits!
John B. McClanahan Jr.
Ashland

\
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·New UK library
won't be ready
to open in Jan.
Facility now set
for partial opening
after spring break
By Holly E. Stepp

606-783-2030
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The Daily Independent. As ,land, Kentucky,
Wednesday, December 10. 1997

1JK trustees
OK transition

LEXlNGTON - The

University of Kentucky
board of trustees has paved
the way for the transition of
the management of the UK
community college system
to the board of regents of
the Kentucky Community
and Technical College
System.
The agreement will
become effective when the
Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools gives
its approval to the
substantive administrative
changes passed into law by
the General Assembly in

May.

HERAL04..EAOER EDUCATION WRITER

The home stretch has gotten
longer for the University of Kentucky's W.T. Young Library.
Despite plans to open the new
facility next month when students
return from winter break, UK officials now say the library won't be
open until late March. after the students' spring break.
And even then, only computer
labs. meeting and study space will
be open in the five-story building
- books and periodicals s till will
be housed in Margaret L King Librarv until the end of the semester.
.:Right now we are aren't on
schedule for a January opening, but
we expect to take over the building
in mid-January,'' said Paul Willis,
UK director of libra ries.
Willis said there were no major
construction problems delaying the
project, just some "typical setbacks."
Dall Clark, UK project manager
for the library, could not be reached
yesterday.
Clark said in October there had
not been a ny major cost overruns,
adding that the library's price rag
should fall withjn its estimated figure of $58 million.
The new W.T. Young Library
sits on 30 acres on the southeast
side of campus, between Rose
Strdet and Woodland Avenue. It
will house 1.2 million volumes and
accommodate more than 4.000 peo-

MOREHEAD, KY 40351 - 1689

JANET WORNE/STAFF

Adalln Wichman and other volunteers have been relabeling
books to prepare for the move.
pie.
The original completion date for
the library was spring 1997.
Once the building is completed.
Willis said the university will begin
installing computers. microfilm
readers and printers, and copiers.
That equipment and many rooms
should be available for student use
no later than March 23. Willis srud.
That's the first day of classes after
spring break.
The fo'ur UK libraries - King,
Agriculture, Biological Sciences and
Chandler Medical Center - that
evenrually will be housed under one
roof at the Young Library, will 6e
transferred in Ma y.
;
The university has set April 3
as the official grand opening and
dedication day. The new library is
named after Lexington businessman William T. Young, a 1939 UK
gradua te who donated $5 !Tlillion
towards its construction.

UK Presjdent Charles P.
Wethington Jr . said
Tuesday he expects to hear
from the association
possibly b y the end of the
week.
'
"I believe it will be
approved," Community
Colleges Chancellor. Ben W.
Carr said.
He expects the letter will
likely contain
recommendations that will
need to be negotiated
between UK and··the KCTCS
regents regarding the
transfer of management and
the provision of
administrative and legal
ser vices.
The trustees gave their
approval Tuesday for the
univer sity to conduct the
negotiations with the
KCTCS.
Lexington Community
College is excluded from the
transfer. which could
officially take place as early
as Jan. 1, but no later than
July 1.

Lexington Herald-leader
Friday, December 12. 1997

U of L to bulld larger ptanetartum: The
University of Louisville announced plans yesterday
to raze the ~auc~ Memorial P!anetarium this spring
and replace 1t with a larger, high-tech facility. The
planetarium will be located near the current facilitv
and will cost about Sl.6 million. The university ·
made the decision after learning it would receive a
$1.1 million gift from Gheens Foundation Inc. for
the project. The university plans to raise additional
funds for the project. which needs the approval of
the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education
and the legislature. The planetariwn will carry the
name of Rabbi Joseph Rauch, who led the Ada th
Israel congregation for 44 years and was a university trustee. The new planetarium will seat about 200
people, more than twice the current facility's capacity.

,
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Planetarium
gets $llmillion
and a new life
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
The Gheens Foundation, which is
led by a lover of the night sky, has
agreed to give $1.1 million to build a
new, bi~er home for the University·
of Louisv!lle's Rauch Memorial Plan-

etarium.

The i;ift by the Louisville-based
foundation is one of its biggest ever,
and will go to construction of a planetarium building on U of L's campus
to replace the one scheduled for destruction early next year.
The Rauch Planetarium, which is
behind the newly renovated J.B.
Speed Art Museum, is to be destroyed and the site turned into a
parking garage for the museum.
Gheens Foundation President Joseph Stopher said talk of not replacing the planetarium "struck a rather
sensitive note" because of his long .
interest in astronomy. In fact, he took
a U of L course in the subject·several
years ago.
Stopher said William Rothwell,
U of L's vice president for development, asked him Wednesday if the
foundation - which focuses most of
its giving on education - could help.
Stopher said its seven-member board
unanimously approved the gift yes•
terday morning.

"There's been so much developa
ment - in the last five years, even in astronomy that it would just be a
step backward in darkness, as far as
I'm concerned, not to have this,"
Stopher said.
U of L President John Shumaker
said the university will raise another
$400,000 to $500,000 to make sure
the new planetarium "is properly
equipped, maintained and preserv_ed
so that it will be a permanent fixture."
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson
said the city and Jefferson County
governments would chip in up to_
..$250,000 each to help burnish "what
is a real jewel in our community, and
will continue to be for generations to

come."

U of L officials said yesterday that
they want to build a new planetarium
near where the Rauch now stands
that would be nearly three times as
big, and with a projection dome twice
as large and seatmg for more than
twice as many people.
They hope to finish it within a year
by hastemng the already sche_duled
demolition of Robbins Hall and start•
ing construction in the spring. Robbins Hall now houses special student
services, which has been relocated.
The gift was announced at a press
conference yesterday near the planetarium's entrance. It was a dramatic
turnaround for the 35-year-old
Rauch, Kentucky's first planetarium.
On Nov. 24, the U of L trustees approved the museum's request to demolish the Rauch for a parking garage. University officials sai_d they
would compensate by helping pay for
the display of an inflatlible,planetarium in schools, and might-desjgn an:
auditorium in a new research·6uild'
ing to accommodate plaiietaiiµin programming.
•A,::i:, • ..

After the trustees' decision, there
was an outcry by schools and ethers
in the community who said the pl~netarium was an important education
tool for elementary and middle
school children, who account for the
bulk of the Rauch's use. About
23,000 people a year visit the planetarium..
Shumaker read yesterday from a
letter from 8-year-old Kelsey Price of
Louisville. "If my friends come over
we want to go see the stars," she
wrote. "We don't want to see a parking lot. Please change your mind."
Kelsey, who said she had visited
the planetarium with an aunt and
thought stars and planets were
"cool." said last night she was
pleas~d to hear there would still be a
Rauch planetarium.
A spokeswoman for Jefferson
County schools' Superintendent Stephen Daeschner said Daeschner was
grateful for the planetarium's preservation and called it a valuable resource for science instruction.
Shumaker said yesterday that "we
' have always had m the back of our
minds the dream that we would be
able to construct a brand-new planetarium," and the foundation's gift
makes that possible.
Shumaker said Abramson and Jefferson County Judge-Executive Dave
Armstrong "si11ned on with enthusiasm and conviction" as they were
told of the foundation gift. Abramson
said he wants to make sure the plan' etarium is there to help his 6-year-old
son "be energized by astronomy an~..
by the stars."
The Rauch Memorial Planetarium.which opened in 1962, is dedicated to
Rabbi Joseph Rauch, who led the former Adath Israel congregation for 44
years, until his death in 1957. _Leaders of The Temple congregat10n, a
successor to Adath Israel, have made
it clear they want planetarium programming to continue and Rauch's
name attached to it.
·.
"With many thanks, we look forward to remembering our past by
building a new future," Rabb, Joe
Rooks Rapport of the Temple said
yesterday.
Shumaker said a $230,000 Rauch
endowment controlled by U of L will
continue to be used exclusively for
planetarium support.
Preliminary plans call for a 6,500square-foot planetarium with a projection dome 60 feet in diameter and
200 individual seats. The current
building has 2,200 square feet, a 30foot dome and bench seating for 85
adults or 100 first-graders. . .
.
The dome in the new bmldmg w!ll
be tilted to allow auditorium-like projection. The planetarium's main instrument - a Spitz 512 -will be fitted with bigger starball, allowing it to
project up to 5,000 stars, compared
with the current 1,300, and new video
and simulation equipment will be installed.
"Obviously, it's going to be a much
more spectacular type of an environ•
ment," said Ronald Moore, U of L's
: vice president for information technology. He said advanced technology
in the new building would lend itself
to other instructional uses, such as

THE FOUNDATION
The Gheens Foundation
was incorporated in 1957 to
finance educational and
charitable endeavors. Its
giving is primarily in
Kentucky,.wlth an emphasis
on Louisville.
The foundation supports
higher and secondary
education, ongoing teacher
education, social-service
agencies, health
associations, programs for
the physically and mentally
handicapped and cultural
programs.
It provides grants for
special projects, building and
scholarship funds,
renovations and equipment.
The foundation was begun
by C. Edwin Gheens,
president and owner of
Bradas & Gheens Candy Co.,
and his wife, Mary Jo
Gheens Hill. Both are dead
now.
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THE FUTURE _OF UPS:,Will it expand in Louisville?
'

'

Program would cater to student-workerst ·
UofL,JCC
join in effort
to help UPS
By DAVID GOETZ

The Courier-Journal
· In hopes- of ensuring that United
Parcel Seivice has enough workers to
undertake a major expartsion, the
University of Lomsville and two other
post-secondary schools in the metro
area are developing a special program for working students.
The program would include earlymorning or evening classes; special
hours for counseling and registration;
study spaces and remote computer
connections at UPS; transportation
between work and school; and even
separate dormitories with quiet hours
for daytime sleepers.
. "We'll sort of be creating a college
within the university;" said U of L
President John Shumaker.
The program would be a joint effort of the university, Jefferson Community College and Kentucky Tech
vocational scfiool. Its costs would be

borne by the three schools, the state
of Kentucky and UPS, Shumaker
•said, including tuition assistance
from UPS.
"We're on a fast track" to develop
the plan, said JCC President Richard
Green, with Dec. 21 target date for
• completion. The presidents said as
many as 1,000 student•workers could
be part of the pro~ram by next fall.
Ultimately it could mvolve thousands
more. (U of L's enrollment is about
20,000, while roughly 8,500 students
attend JCC and 600 attend Kentucky
Tech's Jefferson County campus.)
The presidents agreed to the joint
effort Sunday during a meeting with
Gov. Paul Patton ana representatives
of UPS, held to seek solutions to the
company's problems finding enough
workers.
I A· declining population of young
ad.ults has combined with a healthy
economy to tighten the labor market
and threaten potential .expansion at
UJ15 as well as job development in
i:.a .. =ndustries.
_
· o";sville Area Chamber of Commerte spokesman Mike Bose yesterday called work-force problems the
critical issue in mEl!ro-area development and the "biggest impediment to
prosperity."
.
Shumaker said the education olan

JCC, taking business and accounting
classes at UPS.
The schools hope that combining
classes and degree programs with
part-time work at UPS will help fill
the company's work-force needs
while it attracts students who might
not otherwise attend school.
As part of the work-force effort,
U of L economist .Paul Coomes has
been studying communities within
100 to 200 miles of Louisville, sifting
through population and welfare data
to find pools of entry-level workers
who might be willing to commute or

a
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The schools are "responding ... to
a pressing economic need,"· said .
U of L President John Shumaker.

"is an example of three institutions
responding very quickly to a pressing
economic need. r don't know of any·
place else in the country where
something like this has been done on

BY STEVE!: DURBIN, THE C-J

an effective ,partnership to meet educational and economic needs."
UPS estimates college students
make up 20 percent to 30 percent of
the 7,000 workers at its Louisville
hub. Most of them sort packages part
a similar scale."
Green called the plan "a unique time on the midnight to 4 a.m. shift.
opportunity to bring education, busi- About 200 high school students also
ness and the community together in work there through a program at_

even move to Louisville.
Shumaker said the new program
has the potential to attract as many
as 6,000 worker-students, many ,of
them from outside the metropolitan
area ..
Closer to home, Louisville Urban
League President Ben Richmond estimates there may be as many as 8,000
welfare recipients in Jefferson Cqunty who' could be trained to take jobs.
Some of that training could be in
specific job skills, Richmond said. It
also would include life skills - training that focuses on motivation, communication and issues like getting to
work on time.
"If we're really talking about getting people out of the welfare system

and into work, we're talking about
more financial resources . for job
training," Richmond said. "We have
to treat work-force development the
same way we treat economic development. We inv.est a lot of money attracting businesses; we have fo spend
money training and attracting people."
..
. '
.'.
Transportation ,- moving people·
from areas of high unemployment to
where the jobs are ~ is another important factor in getting the most out
of the area's work force.
·
The Transit Authority of River City
has been running a bus ~etvice on a
route from 34th Street arld•Broadwa;r
through.the Clarksdale housing proJect in Phoenix Hill and back to help
UPS find enough workers to handle
the holiday crush of packages.
UPS has footed the, bill for that,
but Bob Nugent, TARC's operations
planning manager, said TARC
wouldn't necessarily have to rely on
employer, subsidies if _it knows about
development or industrial expansion
six or eight months ahead of tune... .
"We're usually the afterthought,
and that hurts; sometimes we want to
do something and we can't," Nugent
said. 11 1f we know up front, we're
able to do some planning."

q l~dd--4- 8 - c.e,
Dec.,. II 2 I 't't1
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Community coJleges get new overseer
.

.

New board controls .
13 colleges, plus
technical schools
By RICHARD WIL5ON
The Courier-Journal
LEXINGTON, Ky. -The University of Kentucky's board of trustees
delegated management of UK's community college system to a new state
agency yesterday,
The trustees' action; required by
the General Assembly in its special
session oil· higher education last
spring, gives administrative control
of 13 of the 14 two-year schools to
the Kentucky Community and Technical College System's board of regents.
The action is contingent on the
schools' re-accreditation· by the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, which must _al~o approve
the administrative shift.
UK President Charles Wethington

told the trustees that he assumed the
changes would win the approval of
the association, which is meeting this
week in New Orleans. Most states require accreditation before they will
allow colleges to award degrees.
· James Ramsey, interim president
of the new community and technical
college system, said he understood
that the Southern Association has
approved the change. But Ramsey
said he will not know what specific
action was taken until the accrediting agency releases its official report.
"We don't believe there are any
contingencies, but what we've heard
is that there will be some recommendations," he said.
The legislature left Lexington
Community College under UK's administration, but UK vehemently opposed losing control of the other
community colleges in last spring's
special session.
Gov. Paul Patton initially called for
complete separation of the system.
from UK, .but a compromise· let the
schools continue to be called UK

community·, colleges and offer de-

grees backed by the university.

Ramsey; Ben Carr, the community
colleges' chancellor; and Wethington
said yesterday that they think any
recommendallons by the accrediting
association can be accommodated by
the boards of UK and the community
and technical colleges. They also
said they expect to get the association's official report within the next
several days.
Southern Association officials
could not be reached for comment
yesterday. ·
.
Legislative action placing management of the UK schools and the
state"s technical schools under the
new board said the _transfer of the
community· colleges is to occur no
later thari July-I:
Other trustee action yesterday included approval of the appointment
of Lloyd E. Axelrod as UK's new director of public relations. He succeeds Bernie Vonderheide, who retired earlier this year.
.Axelrod has held public-relations
posts in Atlanta'and White Plains,
N.Y., for the last two years.

Lexington Heralc!-Leacter
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Invest in education
The Council on Postsecondary Education recently approved a tuition increase
of 11.7 percent for the 1998-99 school year,
with an additional increase of 10.4 percent
for the following year.
This increase means students attend:
ing the University of Kentucky or the Uni,
versity of Louisville will pay $840 rnor~
per person for tuition.
In the meantime, the commonwealth
wants to spend $10 million of a surplus
for development and construction of a
baseball stadium.
The residency policy in UK's Bulletin
reads, "The substantial conunitment of
public resources to higher education is
predicated on the proposition that. the
state benefits significantly from the existence of an educated citizenry."

I am curious to know: If we have such
a significantly high budget surplus (a
public resource), why does the commonwealth deem it necessary to spend it fos,
tering a minor-league baseball team rather
than applying it as an effective means of
keeping higher education affordable for
its citizens?
The argument that a baseball stadium
will add to the quality of life for Central
Kentuckians is not holding up. If the
"finest p~Hticians money can buy" truly
want to 1mprove the quality of life for
Kentuckians, perhaps they· will see the
$10 million burning a hole in,their pockets
would be· best. spent as an investment-in
the t!ducation ofKerituckians> •_. . ·' ·
Kevin Holmes
Lexington

Lexington Herald-Leader
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Four more years

,

,, . ·

ccJj,

Morehead State football
Matt iard has,a_new ,x;~~

through, e 2002 season..

':B_a!.

~

.had one Yell!' left on his ,
currenCcontract befure tlie four.year,
extension was annoµnced yesterday,'.
· Ballard's teams liaveiri\proved ·'
froin 0-11 to 2-8 to 6-4 to 7-3 as
Morehead made the transition to
need-based scholarships, The '97
Eagles broke or tied 21 school
records,.including equaling the
mark for wins in i.:season.
. •
"l appreciate the tonunitment of
our,players and the administra- :
tion," Ballard said. "We look forward to taking it up another
•,

notch."
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Foundationsurprises~ollege~
in Berea with $150,000 gran~
HERALD-LEADER STAfF REPORT

Berea College was one of five
private colleges awarded $150,000
grants yesterday from the John S.
and James L. Knight Foundation.
The awards were a pleasant
surprise because the colleges didn't apply for them.
The Knight grants encourage
creative leadership at the nation's
private liberal arts colleges. How
the grants are used is left up to
the discretion of the college presidents.
The Knight Foundation commended Berea College President
Larry D. Shinn for his leadership
and dedication to Berea's mission
of serving low-income students
from southern Appalachia.
Shinn was out of town yesterday but Berea Academic Vice
President and Provost Stephen S.
Boyce said the college was very
pleased.
"We will have no difficulty

finding a whole range of uses for
this grant," Boyce said.
'
This is the second year the
grants have been awarded. Centre
College in Danville and its former
president· Michael F. Adams received one last year.
A panel of five educators .::.:.
·
including four former college aiid
university presidents - help the
Knight Foundation pick the winners.
Established in 1950, the John
S. and James L. Knight Foundation makes national grants in
journalism, education and the
field of arts and culture. It also
supports organizations in '!:7 communities where the communications company founded by the
Knight brothers publishes news.papers but is wholly separate
from and independent of those
newspapers.

Berea College
gets $150,000
from Knight
Foundation ~
From Staff and AP Dispatches
BEREA, Ky. - Berea College was
one of five private schools that got.
surprile grants of $150,000 each yesterday from the John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation.
The unsolicited ~nts, awarded
through the foundation's presidential
leadership program, go to college
presidents, who can use the money
as they see fit to strengthen their
schools' programs.
Berea President Larry D. Shinn
said he would use the money for one
or more initiatives in the college's
strategic plan. Those include undergraduate research, giving the curricurum·a more international flavor, making students' living environment
more consistent with classroom goals
and service work throughout the Appalachian region.
The grant program "acknowledges
the distinctive role of private liberal
arts colleges in the American system
of hii;iher education and their leadership m assurini;i the quality of undergraduate teachmg and learning," the
foundation said in a statement.
The statement praised Berea for
"an unusual clarity of purpose and
mission of service," and said it had
undergone a renewal of its mission

under Shinn.
. Berea offers preferential admission
to low-income students from southern Appalachia and has a compulsory
labor policy for students.
The other foundation grants went
to Carleton College in Northfield,
Minn.; Claremont McKenna Colle~e
in Claremont, Calif.; Colby College m
Waterville, Maine; and Oberlin College in Oberlin, Ohio.
The presidential leadership program awards up to five grants each
year to undergraduate liberal arts
colleges. There is no application process, and the winners are chosen
with the advice of five educators. ,
Centre College in Danville, Ky.,
wpn one of the five presidential leadership grants last year.
Established in 1950, the Miamibased foundation also contributes to
organizations in 27 communities
where the communications company
founded by the Knight brothers publishes or has published newspapers,
but it is separate from the newspapers.
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concept for college$

~iation 81)provesjoint go~~ for coitUnunity;
technical sch~ls, .but it questio:r;is quality control
By Holly E. Stepp .
HERAI.OlEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

A college-standards board has accepted
a -key concept of Gov. Paul Patton's higher
education reform act - governing the
state's community colleges along with its
technical schools.
The details of that t1I00el)t are another
story.
{'
~
The Southern Asaociation · of Colleges
and.'Schools ~ Yt.Alclliy that it had
accepted the state's plan to t'Wem 13 of the
community <;olleges under the same board as
the Kentucky Toch institutiam..
But .how that concept is implemented,
and its effects on-student&, will be reviewed
by another SACS committee\in the coming
monthsa
''
SACS, a standards board that ensures
that schools and colleges meet rertain quality levels, held its annual meeting this week
in New Orleans and considered the change.
"Welbave' appro\recf this'.dlange for Kentuckys community oollfges op di 'conceptual level only," said Tom Benberg, associate
executive director of SACS' Cotnmission on
Colleges.
,
"The next step will be ,to amd in a substantive cbangt OOlllli.dteee ht will ~ to
look at the details aoo implementation," Benberg said.
That committee will issue a report qn
whether the change meets SACS' quality
standards.
·

And the detajla are what raised eye;
brows for the SACS fact-finding committee
that visited Kentucky last month.
The committee questioned the University
of Kentucky's continued but limited au~
ty over portions of the 13 oommunity ciA;
leges removed from its ®trol in May._ ·' '
Patton's higher education re1.fx:lrm act oated tl)e Kentucky Cqm~ and"'rechnical College Sysud 23ve its board of regents
fii&ht to control the community
colleas and technical schools.
&wever, the law did leave UK
the risht to offer degrees for the
~ it began. And UK will
still-own the buildings and.land of_
the.-comm.unity rolleges.
, The agreement, Benberg said,
left the SACS committee wondering
who really controls the.colleges.
"There is a quality-control system currently in place that•will be
continued, but when UK has no
control over the faculty (members)
that are hired to teach and over the
evaluation of the individual faculty,

clearly control of the delivery of t'he
curriculum is not possible,"._t.9e
SACS committee wrote in its report
State Budget Director Jim Ramsey said earlier that he hoped that
any changes could be made "between the UK Board of Trus(ees
and the KCTGS without actua11y
changing the legislation, but ~tlid
not rule out that possibility. ~--~The law itself requires that_;my
disputes or problems be r~~
by the. two ooards, with the Cooool
on Postsecondary Education sei;:ving as final arbiter.
'."u~
Ramsey, who is overseein~:tl'te
transition for the communil)I "'t'Qlleges, said he was pleased witttt!)e
decision.
·
"We do ?Ot t~nk that it }~ .W,t·
reasonable m this type of process
for there to be recommendation~ o
be made," Ramsey said, additlfi't'liat
the KCTCS board had not re@'·Mki ·
the decision in writing yet ,,w..o ...
"And we hope that we w.iU,._be
able to work those recolTlJ'IW~Qil·
tions out."
·
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Board supports joint governing
of community colleges, tech schools
Associated Press

meeting last week in New Orleans.
The law left UK the right to offer de"We have approved this change for grees for the programs it began. And
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A college- Kentucky's community colleses on UK will still own the community colstandard board has approved one of the conceptual level only," said Tom leges' buildings and land.
the primary tenets of Gov. PauJ Pat- Benberg, associate executive director
l..ast month, the Southern Associton's higher-education-reform act - of the association's Commission on ation's committee questioned UK's
jointly governing the state's commu- Colleges.
continued but limited authority over
nity cotreges an<ftechnical schools.
"'the next step will be to send in a portions of the 1~ community colthe Southern Association of Col- substantive change committee that leges removed from Its control in
leges and Schools announced Friday will begin to look at the details and May.
that it had endorsed the state's plan implemen~tion," Benberg said.
The agreement, Benberg said, left
to govern 13 of the community colThlif committee will then report on the committee wondering who really
leges under the same board as Ken- whether the change meets the associ- controls the colleges.
tucky Tech institutions:
11don'.s quality_5!anfiiards.
"There is a quality-control system
How that idea is carried out and ' Htton•s higher-education-reform currently in place that will be continwhat effect it has on students, how- 'act created the Kentucky Community ued, but when UK has no control
ever, will be considered in the com- and Technical College System and over the faculty (members) that are
ing months by a separate committee gaw ia board of regents control of hired to teach and OYer the evaluaof the Soutf\em Association.
"' . ClQIUII~ 1 » ~ ¥cl tctcbnical tion of. the individual faculty, clearly
The association, which a ~ lcbools.
control of the delive~ of the curricuschools and coUeres, considered
The community colleges had been tum Is not possible,' the committee
,JCentudm'• cben«.,AUriuits annual NILoC the Jlpjpipnitu of KeAbacJrv,_ wmte.in.ilUfflOSt ,
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-~bury -seminary will expand to
Florida campus
By Greg Kocher
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

WILMORE - If the· students
can't come to you, go to them.
That's the basic reason behind
Asbury Theological Seminary's recently announced decision to start
an extension campus in Orlando,
Fla.
Today's seminary students
tend to choose the place where
they get their theological training
on the basis of convenience and
proximity, said Maxie Dunnam,
president of the interdenominational graduate school of tlfeology in
-Jessamine County.
' Asbury seminary, which
-marks its 75th anniversary next
year as a separate institution from
Asbury College, has•· nearly
reached its enrollment capacity of
1,200 students.
"So we are maxed out in the
number of students we can take
care of," Dunnam said,' ~Being in
another location would 'Ji:e!il' us ...
multiply our possible audience
tremendously."
"We're-simply responding to a
need. Our enrollment has gone up
over 60 percent in that last six
years," said Robert Bridges, vice
president for seminary :atlvancement.
'
Asbury officials think spend·
ing money to start a new 'campus
would be wiser than to embark on
art expensive expansion program
in Wilmore.
"The times d~d it and our
mission demands it," Dunnam
said. "Our mission is to· equip as
many young men and women as
possible for ministry within the
church. The only way to do that is
to expand that in another geographic location."
.
The Wilmore seminary and Orlando site will operate as one
school with one presid~
School officials say relatively
inexpensive air fares to OrlalJdo
could be helpful to potential commuter students who are entering
the ministry as a second career.
The Orlando campus may offer
"modular" courses that would last
several weeks rather than several
months, Bridges said.
That way, "A person in Charlotte, N.C., may be able to keep
their present job, keep their family
in North Carolina, and commute to
take courses in Orlando, and it will
be cheaper than uprooting their
family and moving someplace and
going to school," Bridges said.
Bridges, a Florida native, and.
othe{Asbury administriitors anif
board members_ looked closely at

the experience of Reformed Theological Seminary in Jackson, Miss.,
j,vhich put an extension campus in
Prlando in 1989.
, Reformed's Orlando enrollment
is now 700 students, 100 more than
the parent campl!s in Jackson, said
Lyn Perez, execµtive vi~. president
ilt Orlando. Reformed also' opened a
third campus in Charlotte in 1992.
It has 300 students.
s;iid seminaries, like colleges an~-~-iltijversities across the
country;'seek,to. reach out to.,stul!ents tlµ-ough extension campuses
and thrtiuglj' technology such as the
jntemet:_:;, and · · distance-learning
¢lasses:! "If you're not close to the student, an:d they're not able to get to
you, tlien you go to the student,"

;. P.er~.

alr~d;

~

rer11~has reputan a~.~.one . of the most technologily ·advanced-seminaries in the
unt:r}'. The -Wilmore seminary ofed,tliree .classes on the Internet
ljhis fall an( ~IL offer e!ght _more
asses•nextspnng. And 1t recently
ivel:J a $3 million gift to expand
educational capabilities via the
Internet.
/ The seminary also has an inter,lctive· TV classroom, so "it will be

.
re

'fery easy for one of our professors
Ip teach a class and have people in

1ur Orlando site to take that class •
~said.
'
, But is Orlando big enough for
t}vo seminaries?
l · "Oh, absolutely," Perez said.
"Y'fe're of two different traditions.
~ are of . t_he Presbyterian Remrmed tradition, and Asbury is of
the Wesleyan Methodist tradition,
we are not directly competing."
: And Perez expects that the two
puses will_ d/l qio~erative proms .tliat ·will· serve- students at
th schools.
A 'We're looking forward to them
t,-sbury) coming," Perez said.
, . J?unnam hopes to raise about $5
J1!1lhon over the next five years to
the new campus, which could
n offering classes as early as
, f?ll of 1999.
·: The seminary plans to lease
l!,mporary office space in Orlando
before building a-permanent cams. James Holsmger,.cna1rman·of
e seminary's board of trustees
so will head a sjte,selection com'..
~
spa~ t~-t ~~~:oo~.to~··a~ilable

'f

so

I Dunnain.sa1d he:liopes to select
~I new dean and five faculty mem,
~ for-the Orlando.site in the first
$-ee months of 199& A core group
or faculty will be invited to relocate.

Lexington HeralcH.eader
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.-PIPPA PASSES

~lfce Lloyd's accreditation renewed: Alice
tloyd College's accreditation has been reaffirmed
.'focI0 more years, the Southern Association of
~l]eges and Schools said yesterday. Alice Lleyd•is a,jpur-year Christian-liberal arts college. The c;ol,
lege·s strategic planning was given high marks bya
team of consultants. The school also has intensified
fund raising, created a new financial aid program,
expanded its central Appalachian service area. to
W<fcounties, increased social and academic support
s¥VYces for students and developed a campus techno'fligy plan.
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Murray State regents approve fee increases
' MURRAY, Ky. - His votes were more symbolic than anything but
Todd _Earwood, _a Murr~y State University student regent, foUdwed·
the wishes of his constituents and voted against every student fee
increase on the tab!~ at Friday's board of regents meeting.
All.the proposed mcreases, except the one increasing the parking
permit fee, :"ere approved by unanimous vote of the other nine regents attending the meeting.
Ea~ood, along v:ith faculty regent Nancey France and staff regentLon Dial, v.oted agamst the parking fee, which will increase from $20
to $40 next fall.
"This is not about the students against the administration " said
Earwood, president of the St~_dent Government Association.' "This
wa.~ Dr. (Kern) ~exander looking out for what's best for the university, Earwood said of Murray State's president, "and me looking out
for what's best for the students."

Lexington !ii!i'allf.Lealllli:
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Paul Patton
at midterm:
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Halfway througWfir:st' term,~
governor aiming at;a second
By Angle M·uhs and Jack Brammer
HERAI.DUADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

"I'm confident that· I have tried
to do what is right," he said. "Of
course, everything has not gone the
way I thought."

Praise and problems

Some of Patton's initiatives the changes in workers' compensation and in higher education have generated passionate support
and opposition.
Even Patton's critics grudgingly praise him in several-areas, especially in his political savvy, his
. work ethic and his knack for understanding minute details of an issue.
At times, tpose attributes have
been accompanied by an appreciation for hardball politics and by
flashes of temper.
During the higher education
battle, Patton left a University of
Kentucky board meeting visibly angry, and declared that he had "lost
confidence
in"
UK President
Charles T. Wethington.
Patton quickly .backed away
from that remark. He said recently
that he. was comfortable with
Wethington's performance and
praised Wethington for his "tenacity" and administrative skills.
By abandoning the attack on
Wethington, Patton "salvaged a
bad situation," said Bob Sexton, executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence. "I think he was very wise to
go and count. to 10, take a deep
breath, and behave- iit. a. more
statesmanlike way."
But a few ,months later, during
the special !leSSion'.on health insurance, Patton'fook the highly unusual"step of publicly berating House
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo, a
powerful Eastern Kentucky lawmaker.
In a letter Patton sent to the
state's newspapers, he· accused
Stumbo of "manufacturing chaos"
and said that Stumbo lacked a
"philosophical compass."
'
Stumbo responded by calling
Patton "a spoiled child who can't be
said 'no' to."
Recently, Stumbo, a Prestonsburg Democrat, sounded a more
conciliatory tone, saying he hopes
he and Patton "can put aside our
past personal differences and work
together" in the regular legislative
session that begins next month.
Patton said recently that he had
not talked fo Stumbo since the
health insurance session in October.
"The question is how he will work
with me," he said.

FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul Patton will have a
roommate of sorts in his CapitoJ?ffi,ceJor ~~ next two
years.
. .. ·
Candidate Paul Patton will be·a constant compan,
ion to Paul Patton the governor,. whose term quietly
passed its midpoint last weeli,.. . ..
That's because Patton is the. first governor in modem times to have the ~ !!) ~,l!- ~:m_1d,term an!}
hang on to tlfe office for eightyears,.tli)mlcs to a 1992
change in the state Constitution. '
· ·· ·
"
In a recent hourlong interview.Patton brushed aside most questions about his re-election hid, saying that the November.1999 governor's race is too far away for him to
think much about
But Patton, a Democrat, makes
no secret that he likes being governor and wants to stay put for-,~
~;six years.
:·. · ,.,:.~eattol'.l,h111t::;·
';:;;:;f.D,!. ~ing !!1.Y~,.~g;-,right,s.$wn:botfu1 naw~·lie said.
•.::'.
· kudos·anct::-:
He-starts that bid at the.,CQn<;lu-. crltlclsm .for:
sion of a year packed wi$,~Jr.whls,work.t7.'."":
and turbulence - some of<which, .:::.. . . c _alienateo'key supporters in Eastern·Kentucky and labor interests.
Patfoo,.a LaWl'elllll.County;.l!ll\iY~n,:pr.lise~m
supporters for tackling an aggressivelagenda - and
usually getting his wishes. . . :;f?;
·
•
He ·won major changes iµ workeiii\cpmpensation
laws and pushed tbrougli ·sweeping\clianges to ·the
higher education system that many:-;:thought would
never pass. _
But Patton also has-suffered setbacks recently. He
tried to disassociate himself from debate over Kentucky's health-insllrallce laws, but called a special session to try to change the laws anyway.The session fell
apart when lawmakers couldn't pass a.bill.
He weathered an embarrassment on the personnel
Ifront when longtime St!J.te official
Alice McDonald was indicted on a Courting business Interests
charge bf tamp/ring with evidence i
Patton who entered politics afduring an investigation of possible ! ter making millions in the coal busimisuse of her office. She has said ness unabashedly has staked himshe did nothing wrong.
self ;s a pro-business governor.
Patton had appointed McDonHe argued during the higher ~dald head of a training program for ucation and workers' compensation
state empl_oyees - a decision that debates that those changes were
drew criticism because of her con- needed ·to, jml(t;9.ve
troversial tenure as schools superin- the state's .ousmess
tendent. In the end, he recommend- climate, ancl ., in
ed she be fired. She-was last month. turn, increase KenAnd still, hanging over Patton's tuckians' standard
head-is a special grand jury investi- of living, his longgation of C:8"1paign spending in the tern(goal. 1995 el_ec_tJ.oi;i f~.gP.Yll!'l!Or. ~a~to_n
--~.We, hav.e to
could be rem_oveil_ frol!l office_if 1t 1s keep"\rlitisµfess-en1
found that, he,KfJ.!)_wmgly crrcum- , vironmenr· where
vented ;i__stj.!e,SPfl!1@gJimjt.
. ; companies
. can
Patton's,.pwn-.~ment of his· , make a profit," he
term is to the Jl()int.

·~ , . ~--•

~tl{irt~~

liiirg for one'ilf,tli"e'..
periodic visiiii;lie·
makes throughout
the state. "Ptofifis- ·
not a dirty word."
In achieving his
success ,vith workers' comp, Patton
alienated organized
labor and Eastern
Kentucky, where
black lung benefits
for disabled coal
miners have long
supported the local
economy.
Senate President Pro Tern Walter Blevins Jr.
said resentment--is strong against
Patton in East~Kentucky; but the
governor af'leasf'cleserves ·a good
grade for accomplishing, what he
set out to do.
'·•.
"Whether you·like or. dislike his
policies, this governor,. is .. very
courageous," said ·Blevins; D-West
Liberty.
Others are more wary. Ron
Cyrus, head of the state AFL-CIO,
said Patton has seriously"darnaged
his ties. with labor'....... which.played
a key role in his electi_o~..'Cyrus acknowledged that Patton backed a
prevailing wage law that helped labor in-1996. !nrt·the work~• comp
changes have·hurt, he said.
"Labor generally· feels he has
betrayed
us,"
Cyrus said..
Stumbo said he
hopes Patton will
re-evaluate priorities for his administration "more in
terms of the wants
and needs~of. real
people.· .' qf..t:Kentucky."
."I am afraid
that..he often has
rilisplacedf~~-~- the
ide.als.of'tlie Demacraiic•Party,:opting
to,·put- ·1119Ie ,concern· on big business than on people who are struggling,"
Stumbo
said.
In
October,
Stumbo had hinted
that he or former
Gov.
Brereton
Jones might run
against Patton in
1999. But Stumbo
said resently it
was too soon to
say what wo)lld happen.
"At this point, I'm not committed to him or any· other candidate in
1999," Stumbo said.
Another potential rival for Patton .in 1999 woajd be Attorney General Ben Cliandler, w])ose office is
runniµg the.grand jury investiga_ti01fof th11~1995 governor's. race.

IChan~.m-:.!ias'.fio\~fuinel\teij~iii ,his;

I Pialls. :. ?:..:;; 'l:'.~t~·tr ~~ ff.,\'.' 'i· · . · .
_ Any aissension:among Deinoc,
rats improy_es ·Repu))licans';cnahoes
against. Pa~o1_(,~q'ci '. C<1U)d,· be a.,
strong candidate, said state Repµblican chairman Tom Jensen.
"When his own party starts to
pick at him, y9qcstart ~ng cracli!l,.
. ii, the armor,"'Jeiisen said.
. · . : ··

f\,1b/?..E-;:,

;, PflTR/v
(cr,.J';L)
Patton's pro-business stances
mean Republicans will find it hard
to draw a contrast with him, said
Bill Stone, chairman o{the Jefferson
County GOP.
"He has been, in many ways, a
Republican governor," said Stone,
who allied with· Patton in the higher
education debate. "He's co-opted
some of our issues, but unlike (President) Clinton, he's done it out of
conviction."

An old college try
Most of Patton's second year in
office was dominated by the higher
education debate, the issue to-which
he deyoted his irtaugµral speecli,'"" ;
The plan that passed;!._ which
Patton says is· his p_roudest accomplishment - strengthened the:
Council on Higher Education:,, It··
pumped $100 million in new money
into the post-secondary system, and
called on regional universities to
speaalize in certain areas.
It also removed 13 of the 14
community colleges from the University of Kentucky's control and
put them under a new board that
also runs the Kentucky Tech vocational schools - by far the most
controversial element
UK, a force to be reckoned with
in Frankfort, mustered its. alumni
and launched _a statewide media
campaign against the idea.
Patton, a UK engineering graduate, threw himself into the fight.
He showed up at civic clubs and
business groups statewide. He
toured the community colleges and sometimes was received with
boos and catcalls. He was,a-:-fixture
at 7:3ll a.m.-strategy sessi~ "
· Stone-'· recalled ·t~t~; ?atton
slippe¢. away,icfrom:his,own;Ji9th
birthday party•·to phone hiin iiliout
the bill. "He built his coalition one
vote·at a time," he said.
"We had a lot of friends in ·the
legislature and he got enough of
them away from us," said former
Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt,
UK's board chairman. "He knows
how to use the tools of the governor
to get votes."
Rep. Jim Callahan said it took
the governor four conversations to
persuade him to sponsor the bill.
"He convinced me that if he
could put his political reputation on
the line, then I could step·forward
and do the same thing," said Callahlin, D-Wilder, the House Democratic caucus chair.
Opinions have differed on the
lasting effects of the fallout
Rep. Stan Cave, R-Lexington,
thinks Patton's administration still
harbors antagonism to UK.
"For those. of us who . have
strong loyalty io UK:- and there's
a bunch of us - that's going to be
a problem," he said.
But Breathitt said Patton has
been fair to UK and that he doesn't
sense any hostility. "I think we're
working well together." '·
Patton said . anger over __ the
changes to the•comn:runity" i,olleges
"is diminishing.by the day.•·
.

Goals as .govemor
Patton has several initiatives to
pursue in the next two years. Top
among them are implementing the
changes in higher education and
toughening Kentucky's crime laws,
a popular issue that's expected to
be a hot topic in the 1998 session.
Patton also said he'll .continue
to push his EMPOWER Kentucky
project to ·streamline state government and make it. more efficient
through technology.
But in the 1998 session, Patton
will be forced to confront the health
insurance issue, which dealt him a
public setback in the fall when he
called a special session.
After legislators failed to pass a
bill that had been endorsed by Pat- ton, some speculated that the outcome might have been different if
Patton had shown more leadership.
"He has a hands-on style when
he wants to be hands on," Cave
said. "But he called us into special
session and then he didn't lead."

Patton-said.he, stin:· thinks the
. speciaL session, which· cost
$600,000, was useful
"Obviously .we have not fmmd a
solution to health care,'' he said.
"But we have laid a good foundation for a bill."
Though Patton's political record
is far from over, he is the strongest
governor Kentucky has had in 20
years, said John Parker, head of the
government department at Western
Kentucky University.
"Certainly the days when a governor could control.legislative committee chairs are gone," Parker said.
"But here's a governor who has to
be reckoned with." ·
At least one of the other governors of the past 20 years agreed.
"I love his independence and his
commitment to change,'' said former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. "I'm
satisfied he'll be there for eight
years."
Lexington Herald-Leader
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Study:. Fraternity leaders
among-heaviest; drinkers
Although repeated studies'have
College officials whoJook to fra. documented the drinkingi,that goes
temity leaders to help curb drink- ·on at fraternities and sororities,
ing on campus,rnay;be~letting,,the there has been little research on the
fox guard the henhouse:
drinking patterns inside the houses.
A new study reports that frater· The new study found 'extensive
nity leaders are among the heaviest drinking among all students, but
drinkers and the 111ost out-of-control fraternity.-leaders showed the highpaftY.g~, ~1!i!t~,.~-)$,ad exarnpl!)}!;_~f j1,1ci4encej ?f heavy,..9.l'!pki?g,
forJ>.\!lfl":: §~lt~~};~r
. er,:,~ .,~(;~!J!c,li,,~::.15_fin~. as1MYID!i,;fiY.e
goo~t·one:t ... t~:~•;ryr.'!'-;~11/ ~ · · ,. ;-- It• ··-.:r:pz:~tp.R{g wll.Jl\b· at one s1tt;wg,.:,1.:4eat:'·
"One. :would:.· hope · the leadersj-Jy · 74 ·percent of -the lea~ers said
wolildAJ>eibe~~t _no~, worse, sai~'.;Si~~;!!Ad _en~ed in binge drinking
CherylrAf;P;!'!lSJeftdirector of-tli~~i!~t~time-tnthe p;1St,_typ,~,.
CORE'.•' !nstitlltll@iCenter. for ,th!:f,,.:'.'. ·c;,A.mong male students.who were
Study of:AICQn9[and·Ofuer Dl}lgs~\,oitlfsomewhat involved in:fraterniat Southerri'Ijlliiois University and"~ ties,58 jJercent said they-had had a
one of the,;llifee'· authors of the binge-drinking episode iii the previstudy, whicli";'wil!Jbe published ter ous two weeks. Among. those not
day in the ]oumiil'bfStudies on .A[:· involved in fraternities at .all,. the
coho!. Tbe-journatis based at• Rut- figure was 42 percent..
gers Universityit'- _
The. fraternity leaders · conColleges have' been searching: sumed an average of 14 drinks each
for years to fin\!:-ways to contain week; male students who were less
campus drinking. In recent months, involved in fraternities had an averstudents have died.in dripking-re- age of eight drinks a week.-Those
lated instances_.at~liotli.LouisiaQa_ who were.notinvolved at all averState University and the Massacbu- aged about six drinks a.week.-.
setts Institute of'Technology, and
The researchers .drew-their data
most colleg~ face. other alc:;ohol-re, from a 7994-95 survey .of "25,411.
lated problems among· their stu- students at 61 colleges · by.- the
dents, ranging from violence and COPE Institute, which c.onducts redate rape to property damage and search on alcohol and drug· use at
illness.
colleges. Jeffrey R. Cashin, assistant
Many college administrators director of the institute, was the
have tried to work in partnership third co-author .of the article.
with the leaders of their fraternities
The new study found-' that aland sororities, because studies have though the women on cam~us genshown that drinking is highest in erally drank less thari'.:t!Je( men,
the fraternity houses ·and because sorority leaders and th~)jn"iJiiti,ifd:
the leaders are often ·viewed as re- tive in their sororities ~till' drank
sponsible students in positions of more than women who were'less in:authority.
- valved in the sororities or who had
But Philip w. Meilrnan, director no affiliation'..
:, ,1P-'1.,~' ;\''•'·
of counseling. and'· psychological
Nearly 55 percent 6'ftlie_sororiservices at Cornell University and_ ty leaders answ«,ring· the-·suryey
another ofthe ·co-authors, said. the silid'that they.. had:engaged iit·binge
study, ~raises_,questions about tbe drinking in the two '!eeks. ~ore
abilit}Cof fraf · icy and' .sorority, the~sur.:v:ey•. i;oml!lll"ed..wi!W46'jief•
leaders.'to reall~cip:itt!'iffthore ceilt' o{~th'O!iii~who1:Were<l'.Jessr,Jn',
kiilcls of· discusl!ic\i/s·iira' riieruung:' vol.V:ed in~sorlmties·'art~6,~cent
ful.way."
"•. .
. , . --,:.. --:- of those·wn\j liad no
affiliation:
:i1;,:.:..,;. .1.U· ~,;::.,R.lh!!'i:::1:J!! • .!,:.t..,1, 1.,:--, .....Jt.,,l'l.1',:5J:ii..lA ..;>_,•...,:4•-Ji.~~
,- ....,.,;,_,_.,.. -
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UPS jobs and.would take classes perhaps on their own or another
campus, perhaps at their workplace
- in the evening or. early morning.
Shumaker said the fit between
study-and work could be smoothed
in other ways - for example, by
cramming an entire fall course into
the period before Thanksgiving, so
By MICHAEL JENNINGS,
UPS em1>loyees could work extra
BILL PIKE and SCOTI WADE
hours during the 'Christmas season.
The Courier-Journal
"It's a philosophical departure
from conventional academic pracThe University of Louisville has long shaped
academic schedules to meet the needs of emtieli;-because what we're doing Is reployed students.
sponding on a large scale _to the
But, as U_of L-Presineeds of a certain sector of the,econdent John Shumaker
omy,"• Shumaker said,
~
describes it, the new
THE PUN, foimalized·Sunciay
campus envisioned for WHAT UPS
in a meeting with UPS officials-and
United Parcel Service SEEKS IN JOB
Gov. Paul Patton, got a warm recepemployees will differ in CANDIDATES
tion yesterday at a retreat for U of L
kind, not just degree,
trustees, administrators and .faculty
■ A person genfrom that legacy.
members, Shumaker said. Two sen•
UPS · said Thursday uinely interested in
ior faculty members said in- l11ter•
that it's considering an a part-time-job.
views that they were comfortable
$800 million-to-$! bil- ■ A pe"rson who
with the idea.
lion expansion because can lift 70 pounds.
U of L "has long been attuned;to
of anticipated growth in ■ A person willing
students who do not follow the usual
its
package-delivery lei work in a warepattern," said history professor
business. It wants that house environLeonard C!1f1:Y, "This is an instltu•
expansion to be at its ment.
tion·that's intimately familiar with a
Although UPS
-Louisville hub, but to
lot of these problems."
.
do that it must find ad- says a college stuPolitical science professor:. Paul
dent is ideal, there
ditional workers.
Weber said U of L alreadi,o d04!s as
To help persuade aren't enough colmuch as any university in the nation
UPS to expand here, lege students to
to helf. students combine wotkwith.
U of L, Jefferson Com- satisfy its work
schoo. "So this is no blg·deal for
munity Colle~e and force needs.
us," he said.
·.·
Kentucky Tech s Jeffer- Studenis make up
Shumaker said the . anti~_lpated.
son branch are propos- only 20 percent to
size 0Uhe,UPS,expans1on - -6,000
ing·to build a campus 30 percent of
for students who work employees at its .'
new jobs- by• 2005~ - warrants: ii
large-scale revision of U of L's Icing•
at UPS and "whose dai- air hub in
ly routine would almost Louisville.
range plans. He said private develop•
turn the traditional acaers could be persuaded to bul!d what.
demic schedule upside
amounts to a new dlvision:of the
down," Shumaker said yesterday.
university, contalni~- "large•,num~
"It would be a significant departure for us to
bers of learning and hving complex•
offer whole majors and whole blocks of courses
es" for UPS employees,
... let's say, after they go off work at 5 in the
U of L would pursue a ''vb!orous
morning," he said.
regional and national recru1tment
If all works out as planned, students enrolled
strategy," based on the tailored fit of
at all three schools will live on a new campus on
work and school and, for some,. the
Fourth Street or Fifth Street near U of L that
prospect.of a UPS ma11Jgement'ca•
might remain eerily quiet during much of the
reer, lie said,J)PS may sweete1Hlie
day. Students there would be bused to nighttime
pot for stucleilts, he said, 'through tu•
1tion subsidies!
Shumaker said the state Institutions Involved might divide the educational task, with JCC perhaps conducting the first two years of undergraduate education and U of L providing upper-level undergraduate
and graduate education.
He said cost estimates probably
won't be ready before Dec;~!, when
a more.detailed proposal'is·to go to
the governor. Shuniaker said Patton
offered "to support us both· at the
policy and at the fiscal level."
JCC President Richard Green said
bis school already offers college-lev•
el· courses·for h1gb school selilors
who work pjlrt-time at UPS; as well
as compressed and weekend courses
for employed students.

Concept of campus
for student-workers
hailed as innovative
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.!l!Jetllfince'and work'·
ptJIP:> )$e ~•&IJOdfitfi!r him.
Bufhe·silfd·ltcOlildstandimprovement.-· ·
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He said heJook_ajob•at UPS in
1!11!2 becauseJhe._pay was good.
"Eight !lollars'an'hour was aboul'the
bestJou could fimtthen for a·part.
time Job," Hennessey said
. He entered u of L-. at the same
tim.e and
worldnitoli bacbe~
!Or's d~fo comiiiiliifcations.

....,,an
a
.-,tThe•.::company(;l,a,cj:oiruiiodates

you,"'.slifd Hennes[ey;(I!- ·:acfi!lgehand,ler,~-•If I got to,worlra-&tte late
on dtiy~ when I had,classeir;:]t:cwas
O!_<..,l'bey didn't mind;~~Jlo_9g;as' it
wa§ scbool-related.'l<~- ,:1,.,,.,,:. .-•. •
8
WI 11 tmprove ifUps·wurks out a program to accommodate:students, such
as s~heduling U of,L classesat UPS
or ru!)tilng blises,belween llPs:and.
the llelkruip ,.._..,.,,
"Having c~~ere could really
help motivate kids, especially you~er ones in their first or second year '·
of college, he said.
But Joye! Searight, 22, an English
and elementmy education major,
said she wouldn't give working at
UPS sorting packages a second
thought. She saw what happened to
friends who tried:
"No way I can do that. My friends
tried and their grades fell."
The idea of a company and unlvers_ity workin~ together did interest
io_uumalism_ -maJor:,~~-McCoy,-20,
Employers tend:to liave llttle,9Ylllpa0

tli.:~l~it,Jfe;.i~!~ At

tl)Y,, with-students' si:bool iiei!crs,and

teachers· -have ljttle sympaihy' fcir
~op_le tired from work; she said.
"If they're working together; kids.
may think they cail handle 11:.:.- .
. State.edilcatioii officialscalled the
three schools' effort.to-help ·bi'iilg
_about a-UPS expansl11n:compailble
with their educational missions;·
·"This is. an excelletit.eiiample of
how the educational system· In ·the
state c~n work witila,major.employ•
er," said Leonard ijer!llni,~~lii!'.DIIIII
of, the Kentuc1<y,9o1111c1l,o)t,Postse•·0

~~gi1J:ft~:~~~li'itr:em'tefd~
we-

the· business coriimunity, and'
would·,Jike to ifo,QllYthing,we ~"
to make1the• jjjliit'olfer;~qrk;sald;·
James'Rams-ey; interim<pieslilent of·
the Kentucky Commiiiiily:att)lJ'echnical College Syste1g_C:,:. . , ,
Robert'Sexton, ~ve·illrector
of the Prichard Comlillttee fOl"Academic Excellence, called the plan an
example of the wa31_'sch~ols can an~ should- adapt-:to;jlje:natlon's
rapidly ~ g acadeoilc lliarltet.
Joseph Marks, who moliltois higlt•
er education trends for the Southern
Regional Education Board in Allan•.
ta, said he knows of no close coun•
terpart to the offer made to UPS.
But he said urban research universl•
ties like U of L l}>pically consider
economi.c d"!~~ment an important
part of their · on.
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The agnTmL·nt hl't\\een Midway
College and 1\1.:1111111- ~ l\:d1 1\ill a llow
HERALD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER
student:-; '" 1vn:ivc 11,·,11 h ~H hour:-; of
Uonnie Nicholson and Karman
college credit for about 1J1;._ · 1•;11 ·~ wort h
Wheeler realize thar most of their stu•
of vocational scho()I 1rork
dents are looking for a job, not a college
Students 1r1II ihln l,l· ·1bh· 1,1 enroll
degree.
in Midway College's gent!ral education
But the women, insrrucrors at KenCOUfof'" such a:- l•:1wli...h 1·, t1 11posil io11.
tucky Tech's Centr al Campus in Lexing1.: ,tor} and foreig-11 lang-u,1gL·~. to gd an
ton, want to make sure they at l,·,,sl
,1 ,:,,<x:1a1c degree.
have the opponunity to have both.
"'\\ hat we are saying by signing 1111s
Kentucky Tech Central Campus ~ es•
agreement is that college work i:-; college
terday announced that it would begin a
work, nu matter what your philosophy
transfer program with Midway College
on higher education is," said Midway
allowing vocational students in the medPresident Robert Botkin.
ical laboratory technician program to reOfficials at Kentucky Tech think the
ceive four-yt.?ar college credit for their
new agreement will encourage their stu•
rlaS:->l'S.
dents
who are often older than the
"\\'hat we have done is open tliL'
typical college freshman and dun'! hold
doors for you to L"Olll111t11.: your academic
high school diplomas
to rnntinue
r.rn·n:;," \\'hec:ll'r. t!1 medical lab techtheir education.
nician pmgra111 i11 11 uct, ,r told her stu"For most of our studc111s. one of the
dc:111s during a sig11111g ,cit 11 nny yestermain issues is confidenct!," Nicholson
day.
said.
"Once they realize thl')' c;111 :-;ucceed
Often, stude111:-, 11 I"' t·,trndl diplomas from \'Ocati, ,1111 ~d1111I~ ,mtl who
in this program. g\'l ·• i11li ;111cl lie sucwanted to earn ,111 . "~"' • 'L' d\·gree
cessful. that gi\'I· 1'1, 1.· 1lw 111, 111·;11io11
iound mn"t follr-year coll, L'S wouldn't
to do more and L·1111. ,ti I g11111g 111r that
give credit Im 1hl'111 ,1(.1111,1,.l courses.
next level."
llll.' Dc1il, l.1(l,•pt•11de11l, Asllldnd. Kentucky, Monday, December 1 i1 1 ' 1'
By Holly E. Stepp

Midway

Current ly, most of the dozen or so
students enrolled in the medical labora-·
tory technician program take jobs after·
graduation.
The vocational school's agreement
1rith 1idway College could be the fi rst
of many such agreements, said Kentucky Tech director Ron Baugh.
"Greater access to post-secondary.
education and creating a seamless system were two of the top goals of (Governor Paul Patton's) refonn act," Baugh .
said.
"We hope this will only be a begin-.

MSU awarded $200,000
in agricultural funding
Grant money to be used for farm improvements
By TOM LEWIS
O F T HE D AILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - T h e Ken tucky Departmen t of Agril:ul ture has given Mor ehead State
University a $200.000 gr ant for
the school's Derrickson Agri·
cultural Complex on K y. 377
northwest of Morehead.
I\ISU was one of fo u r region a l u n iver s it ies tha t r ecei\'ed such grants this month
th ro u g h th e sta te·s Ag ricultural Incen tive Initiative.
'"The purpose of these grants
is to help regiona l un iversit ies
f ur t h e r d eve lop ongo in g
projects an d enhance agricul•
ture education,"' said sta te Agr iculture Commissione r Billy
Ray Sm ith . who vis ited the
l\lSU l·ampus last wPck.
I\ISlJ will use its gra nt pri·
maril\ for upkeep at the 325:icre ikrrit:kson complex. com111t1n ly call ed the un ivers ity
fa rm . which ser ves as a teach·
ing laboratory for MSU's agricultural program s.
Most of th<' gr:rn t money will
bl' used to \·11111 ,·rt ti\<> poultry
h o u ~t•s in to 111 ul ti -pu r p11:,c
huilcli llg!:- ;111d Ill r1 1rt lwr II))

grade the fa r m·s swine oper ation. sa id Dr. Lane Cow ert.
cha ir of l\lSU's Departmen t of
Agricultural Sc iences.
A new breeding and gesta•
ti on bui ldi ng will be con·
structed, and the existing one
will be converted into a fini shing lluor for swine.
If a n y m o n ey r e m a in s ,
Cowsert said it will be used for
other impro vements, like technological upgrades und experi mentation with a lterna tive agri c ulture
s u c h as mC'at
goats.
This year 's Agriculture Ik
partment gr ant was twice as
large as the one given to l\lorc·
h ea d S ta te las t year. T h e
gra nts ta ke "a great deal of
pressure off of the uni versit)
budget to address these problems ... sa id Dr. Gerald DeMoss.
clean of MSU's College of Sci·
ence and Technology.
Last yea r's gran t paid for
fence repa ir. improvemen ts to
the form 's sw ine operat ion.
correction or drainage problems in the cattle fct•d lot .111d
construction uf an cnc111,.,111 l·
where ca ttll- arc "wor ked ·
ma ki ng th.i t job ea~h.:r 011 \I 111
ler day:,. Dl'l'vlo~s s:tirl .

606- 783-2030

In recent ~'L a rs. when !\foreh ea d S ta te adminis t ra tor:,
have looked at a r eas for budget cuts, the un ivers ity farm
ha s b ee n m e n t io n e d . But
DeMoss said agr iculture is the
No. l industry in Kentucky,
a nd it is important for farm
wo rke r s t o r ece ive prope r
training.
"This kind of s upport demonstrates the state's commitment to agriculture," DeMoss
added, a nd the grants help universit ies keep up with technological advancements in agriculture as well.
"Technology c han ges so
fast ," said Cowsert, and the
tax do ll a rs have n ot bee n
available to a llow ma ny university progra ms to keep up.
With tobacco under fire on
the federal level, Cowsert sa id
state gra nts help agricultural
education programs expJore alternatives tha t can be shared
with students a nd farmers in
the surrounding commun ity.
Three MSU aca<lemic programs use the Derri r k:.nn com pl1•>.: a haclie lur·i, cl1•g1 cc prog1a 111 in ,1gr it'11 1l 111 t• ed 11cati1111,
a n assnc w ll! tl l'gl L' £• progrrlln in
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Morehead's Macy
out to make steak
of Vienna sausage
By ASHLEY McGEACHY
The Courier-Journal

Kyle Macy wanted revenge. Armed with a
can of Vienna sausal!es, he went in search of
retribution before his new• basketball team,
Morehead State, played agilinst his o[d·team,

the University of Kentucky, in the season
opener for both last month.
Before the season Macy had been the butt
of a Ralph Hacker joke at a UK booster
luncheon. Hacker, the Wildcats' radio playby-play announcer and the man Miicy worked
with before becoming Morehead State's
coach last March, said Macy wanted to attend
the event but was scheduled to appear at a
similar function for the-Eagles in Morehead..
Unlike the UK luncheon, which was held at
a posh Lexington hotei Hacker joked that the
Morehead State get-together was ·held at a
SuperAmerica station with a feast of Vienna
sausages.
.
The crowd roared,_ hut Macy wasn't
amused.·
"That was the image here before," he said
yesterday. "Some of the peop!~ in.the.administration didn't take too:highly to-it." • So before the Nov. 20 game in Rupp Arena, Macy strolled toward-Hacker and new
color analyst Sam. Bowie. as,.lhey- previewed
the game live on the radio. As Hacker spoke,
Macy presented him with the can of sausages.
So goes life as the 40-year-old coach at the
littlest of little brothers .in a state crowded
with former national championship teams.
Macy is the head coac_J!,·but he also dabbles
in public relations, discipline, radio contracts
and university politics, all in the name of rehabilitating Morehead's image.
''Whatever it takes," he said with·a laugh.
"It's a pretty liberal job.description."
Tonight his image-building-will extend to
Freedom Hall, where the ~es (1-6) will
take on the University of Louisville (2-4) at
7:38 EST: .
.Macy bas been a winner his entire life.
Named Indiana's Mr. Basketball in 1975, he
played a year at Purdue before transferring to
UK, which he helped lead to the 1978. national
championship in his sophomore year. A consensus All-American as a senior, he went on
to play seven seasons in the National Basketball Association, hopping from the Phoenix
Suns to the Chicago Bulls to the Indiana Pacers before settling down back in Lexington as
a banker and UK radio announcer.
That kind of success is foreign to Morehead State. The Eagles. haven'.\. been to .the
NCAA Tournament since 1984. and have had
only one winning season in the past six.
Dick Fick's contract wasn't renewed alter
the Eagles finished 8-19 last season, the third
time in his..six-year tenure that they won
eight or fewer games. At one time .they, were
last in Division I in a computer ranking.
Needless to say, Macy inherited a task as
daunting as a Rick Pitino full-court press, and
it has been about as easy to solve. He drew notice for his recruiting ability
when he · signed Owensboro High School
guard .Brandon Davenport, the first Mr. Basketball to choose Morehead since Sonny Allen in 1946. Dave,npprt joined four. others Kentucky All-Slaters Thomas Jenkins of Allen Central and,Jonathan Beasley_.of Anderson County, phis Ballard's Aaron Knight and
Indiana standout-Dewayne Krom - in Macy's
first. recruiting class. . ,· .
Krom has developed into a;starter, a11erag_ing 9.5 points and 4,7 rebounds. But:Beasley,
wlio Macy said would have·started,-.decided
he·didn't want to .play..basketball and went
hon;ie; after two. weeks otpractice. .
_
· "That was a setback;!'-.the-coach•sald; "But
at the same time, it's better to find J>lil earlier

. :. l . -_ .

,.., ,..

rather than later."
During the summer Macy. took a
public relations hit when he didn't re- is a significantly better team than
new the scholarships of three hold- Morehead, but he said his return to
overs from the Fick era. Two·of them, Rupp Arena was fun even though the
reserve guards Heston Beverly and- Eagles lost 88-49.
Mark Spurlock, were former walk-ons
"They gave me a real warm recepwhom Fick had given scholarships, tion," he said. "I wish we could have
and Kyle Sherman was a recruited been able to field a better team, but it
scholarship player.
was good for our players, although
"It was like a slap in the face," Bev- not the fact that we got crushed."
erly told the Lexington Herald-Lead- · After enduring six losses - three
er. ''. (Macy) told me he liked my en- by 30 or more points _ the Eagles
thus1asm and he wanted me to come beat Marshall 65-50 last week.
back ... but as a walk-on. I had no
.
interest in-doing that."
"I finally got to taste V1ctoiy the
School President Ronald Eaglin re- _•other night," Macy said. "It was good·
stored Sherman's scholarsliip, saying: - good for me and _good for the team.
"To me it's a matter of principle. 'Not '.f!ley've been working veiy h~, and
playing well' was not enough reason it s_g_ood_ for_ them_ to get to enJo~,the
to pull a scholarship.' "
· frui~ of the_ll' labor, so I? speak.
Sherman, who averaged 2.5 points . H~kerstill.has~efruits ?fMacy's
last season, isn't playing.
h!tle jOke. As. a,tribute,to his former
Macy said the decision w:!lrol! the ,s1del\j_ck,_~ ~,t_l_le:ean. o! Vienna
three.was ·_-'Iike"every·oiJiei.llecliion ,sausageso11 ~-~Iielf In his office.
he's made at Morehead:_ in the best
''I lhink"he'.s,gQlng .. to be a good
interest of the program.
,- CO!lch,,, a r;eaHY,.g(!OO coacJ!," Hacker
"Our mind-set is what has hap- sru,d. Hes I ~ the ropes, but
pened here the past seven to 10 years he ~ g?I a g~ JUDlP on the game....
1s behind us," he said. ''We are now He S like. my little bro!her; I wouldn't
committed to running a first-class Di- do anything to hurt him.
vision I program. You can either jump
on board or Jump off board.
M~REHEAD AT U OF L
"It's been tough on some upperclassmen who were doing whatever
Game Ume: 7:38 pm. Sita: Fre&they wanted before. It was like whodom Hall Tlcketo: Fewer than 500
ever got past halfcourt first was firinJ:
tickets remain at $18. Fmmte: No
a three-pointer. We put in strict disciline. 1..!111 meet1ng:.1..ouisvi11e won 11961 in Freedom Hall on °""- 6, 1995.
pline on the court and off and asked
Solfel: Louisville leads 26-11. Televlthem to follow those rules."
llon: WFTE-68. Radio: WHAS-AM
Jumping on board means workihg
(840).
out before classes - sometimes at
6:30 a.m. - and attending study hall
Morehead State (1-61
five times a week.
"It's a chan~e, and eveiyone has
had to adjust,' said senior forwari:l
Chris Stone. "Everybod_y. went
through that adjustment time. The
older guys, we're1ike freshmen again,
We're learning a new system. He put
his foot down and said he's going to
do it his way, and we've adjusted real
well."
Putting his foot down extends beyond the court.
Macy insisted on raising money so
the basketball program could buy a
fax machine and a copier. He fought
for more office space for the basltet-.
ball staff, updated the decor in 6,500seat Ellis T. Johnson Arena and
worked out a radio contract with Host
Communications. He also has a weekly coach's show and a one-hour radio
snow on Mondav nights before UK's
"Big Blue Line.''
"All that is pait of the process of
changing our image," Macy said.
He couldn't change the fact that UK

Hi.

a.

Pos. Player
. wi
lib.' i>1L
F-Cl1rls Stone ..... 6-7 205 Sr. 3.4 6.8
F-1.uke Uoytl ..... 6-9 t90 Jr. 6.6 8.3
C-Oewayne Krom .6-8 215 fr. 4.7 9.5
G-liezlie Boone .. &-0 182 Jr. 1.7 9.1
G-Ted. llocl<s ..... 6-8 155 Jr. 3.7 5.4
A - Aanx\ Knight, Gf. 6-3, Fr•• 8.0;
Jeremy Webb, F, 6-8. So., 7.6; Brandon Dav.enport, G. 5-9. Fr., 5.1; lllornas Jenkins, Gf,
64, Fr., 3.3; Jeremy Pra1er, F, 6-8, Jr., 0.0.

Loulsvllle (2-4)
Pos. Player

Hl WI. Cl. Ill>. Pis.
F-Nate Jolmson ... 6-8 205 So. 8.710.0
F-Oamion Dantzler 6-8 225 Sr. 5'7 6.5
~ex Sanders ••. 6-7 260 Jr. 5.812.3
G-Marques Ma)tin 6-3. tao Fr. 2.5 10.s
GICarneron Murray 6-0 180 Jr. ·2.0 t0.7
Resaivas - Tony Williams:F, 6-7, So.,
8.7; Eric Johnson, G-F. 6-3. ~r.; s.s; Troy
Jackson, C, 6-9, Sr., 4.8; Jeny Johnson. G. 63; So., 2.8; Jeff McKinley. G,- 6-5, Fr. 0,8;
Tra'lis Bes!. G, 6-t, Fr., 0.0; Craig Farmer, F,
6-8, Sr., 0.0; Trtus Kennebrew, G, 5-11, Jr.,
0.0; Mall Akridge. G, 6-2, Sr., 0.0; Hajj Turner,
F, 6-8, Fr., 0.0.
-
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Counselor
indicted,
accused
of-abuse
Man's job was to teach
foster children life skills
By_ Ty Tagami

.

SOUTH<:ENTRAL l<ENI\JCKY BUREAU

MOUNT VERNON - A man
who supplied counseling services to
the state for foster- children has
been accused of molesting three
boys he was counseling.
A grand jury indicted- Matthew
Getsi, 32, of Mount Vernon, on
!liree ·charges -of --first,degree, sexual
abuse yesterday, The charges involved forced sexual contact with
three boys.
· Getsi said last night he didn't
know he'd been indicted. "I knew
tliere was a big to-dp going on, but
I didn't know it was that ,.. I think
it was more of a personal slander
attack tban anything else."
Getsi works for Eastern Kentucky University's Training Resplirce Center. The agency contracts with the state Department of
Social Services to provide counseling to foster children, officials said.
· "The investigation is continuing
as to the role, if any, pis role with
S_ocial Service playedcm)lill, atilse
of any kids," said Commonwealth's
Attorney Ray Carmichael.
: : Carmichael said thednvestigation was begun after j:he foster parent of the children reported.the alleged abuse ~ the state fx,li& The
children also told police. that abuse
had occurred, Carmichael said.
A spokeswoman for the Kentucky Cabinet for Families and
Children•said that, although Getsi
was performing a service paid for
by-the state, he was not an employee of the cabinet
"He was actually a contract person," working for EKU as an independent-living program manager,
Margaret Hamey said.
Hamey said the job entailed
teaching youths in foster care how
to get by in the real world. Getsi
was to teach the children everything from hbw to liuy. a car to how
to rent an apartment:,
· · As soon as an investigation into
the allegations began, Getsi "was
put into a position that didn't involve children," Hamey said.
, Hamey said . the Cabinet for
r'ainilies and- Children bore no responsibility for checking Getsi's
background..,Rather, that was the
responsibility of _EKU, she said.
"Once we've' contracted with ·them,
tllen we're trusting them_ to do what
needs to be don~"-'llhe said;"
. : Ron E. Harrell, EKU:s'<lirtictor of
pupHc information, said last night
thafhe hadijust been iu\l<le awa.e of
'tbe liidi~;l!Dd tm,Jf~)miversity would 11\\lffitoi° the ~~tion.
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Grissom endows scholarship at Centre
DANVILLE, Ky. - Louisville businessman David Grissom has do•
nated $800,000 to Centre College to endow a new scholarship pro~ for students with strong leadership potential.
The firBt recipient is Villa Hills freshman Jason Crosby.
Grissom said he established the program to help cultivate future
leaders and to ensure that the schoof could offer scholarships to
ex~tional students from middle-inconie families.
..
Earlfef this year Grissom donated $500,000 to endow professqr•
ships honoring two of his former Centre professors, Paul L C&J!treU
and Charles T. Hazelrigg.
_., ,, , ·
Grisso1i1, a 1960 alumnus, retired in 1989 as chairman arid chief
executive officer of PNC Bank Kentucky. He is now chairman of
Mayfair capital.
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Morehead, situated just off busy Interstate
folk art collection. That same year, Adrian
Friday, December 19, 1997

64, will become the tourist gateway to
Swain was named curator.
Eastern Kentucky's rich folk and historic
Then came the opening of the little museheritage.
um, then the move this year to its new localt's already more than just talk.
tion.
\lD-LEADER COLUMNIST
•
The !(entucky Folk Art Center, previously
The entire permanent collection, which
located ma cramped two-story house on
, has grown to 720 pieces by 150 artists, soon
·
campus, has moved to a new home, the
will be displayed in the museum's new
brick-facaded, two-story, 10,000-square-foot, , home. One hundred and fifteen pieces are on
1 tum-of.the century former Morehead Grocery display now,
Co. building, later known as Union Grocery.
The grand opening will be held the last
MOREHEAD - Fciur years ago,
Another important improvement already week in June, Barker said.
Main Street here took a slight turn
on First Street: The old railroad depot is now
But first must come renovation of the secfor the better. Several slight turns, in the city's chamber of commerce and tourism and floor and installation of a new elevator.
fact.
1 headquarters. On the opposite side of the
It should be completed by late spring,
This Rowan County city hired a street at)d down the block is the new and .
Barker said.
construction crew to install islands, improved public library.
The $1.25 million project is being paid for
planters and trees and to route its
Plans for the revitalization of First Street with federal money.
.
main drag though a series of gently began in 1993, says Lexington's Jill JayneBefore being named the museum's first
aving curves along a three-block downtown area.
Read, temporary special assistant to Eaglin. permanent director, Barker, 54, spent 12
Now, there's a movement afoot to change the face
That's when the university purchased the
years as director of the student crafts proand the significance - of First Street, which para!- 1906-vintage grocery building.
gram at Berea College and 10 years as direc1 Main.
But the idea of a folk art museum began
tor of the Kentucky Guild of Arts and
It might take 20 years, but if Morehead State
evolving in 1985, when Tom Sternal was
Craftsmen, which has its headquarters in
iversity President Ronald Eaglin is correct, the pro• hired as an art professor at Morehead, says
Berea.
t could create major economic benefits not only to museum director Garry Barker. Sternal
"This is the only folk art museum in the
,rehead, but to communities in 22 surrounding coun- became interested in lsonville artist Minnie
state of Kentucky and one of only five in the
,.
Adkins' carvings of roosters and horses.
United States," Barker said. "Most of the
Eaglin's idea: With the university's folk art museum Sternal began attending community festivals ai1ists are from Northeastern Kentucky and
First Street's - and the city's - major anchor,
throughout Eastern Kentucky.
are self-taught."
Ont of that interest began a university
The museum is open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday and from I to 5
p.rn. on Sunday.

ick BffrdeHe,:

[orehead tounsm hope
ges on folk art center
in,
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Former NKU chief takes new job
COVINGTON, Ky. - Former Northern Kentucky
University President Leon Boothe has taken a job
with the National Underground Railroad Freedom
Center. Boothe, who is senior adviser for development, administration and programming, has been
working at the Freedom Center for a month, but his
appointment was officially announced Wednesday.
The museum, which is scheduled to open in 2003,
will be devoted to America's Underground Railroad
history as well as addressing racial issues.
Boothe, 59, served as president at NKU for 13 years
before retiring last year. He is a tenured history professor. He was scheduled to begin teaching this fall,
but instead will be on loan from NKU for a year and a
half to work on the project.

rHE COURIER-JOURNAL• FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1997

Does WKU hire too many alums?
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University has been hiring too many of its !lraduates, and
"it's probably holding us back a little, according to
its new president, Gary Ransdell.
.
His statement was made Tuesday dunng a question-and-answer session at a Kiwanis Club luncheon.
"ls Western a little too Western?" asked Mickey
Riggs, a Western alumnus, referring to an institutio~al review rel~a.sed this month \hat suggested the university. was hmng too many of its graduates.
,,
"Yes. I agree with it," Ran_sde_ll answered. T_he
university has had a propensity m the past to hire
people who have come up through the ranks at Western. That's good and bad.
"You need people who understand the traditions
and have that extra passion, but it also takes people
who have been somewhere else and understand how
things can and do get done."

Lexington Herald-Leader
Friday, December 19, 1997

R COVINGTON
Former NKU president accepts post:
Fonner Northern Kentucky University president
Leon Boothe has taken a job with the National
Underground Railroad Freedom Center. Boothe, who
is senior adviser for development, administration
and programming, has been working at the
Freedom Center for a month, but his appointment
was officially announced Wednesday. He will combine his experience as a historian, fund-raiser and
hdministrator to help develop the center, which is
scheduled to open in 2003. The museum will be
devoted to America's Underground Railroad history
and will also address racial issues. Boothe, 59,
ser.yed as president at NKU for 13 years before retiri1ig last year. He is a tenured history professor. He
was scheduled to begin teaching this fall, but
iilstead will be on loan from NKU for a year and a
i\;11f to work on the project.
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AROUND KENTUCKIANA

Murray, Morehead players get
·OVC Scholar-Athlete Awards
From Lafayette Journal and Courier
and Special Dispatches
Murray State place-kicker Robert
Hart and Morehead State tennis player Karen von Deneen are among SIX
competitors picked to receive Ohio
Valley Conference Scholar-Athlete
Awards for 1997-98.
Hart, a two-time All-OVC football
pick, led the conference with 13 field
goals this season. He earned thirdteam All-America honors in 1996,

when he set conference records for
field IJOals in a season (22) and points
by kicking in a season (112). He
graduated last spring with a 3.84
grade-point average while majoring in
history.
Von Deneen has been the Lady Eagles' No. I player two of· the past
three seasons and has 26 career victories in singles and doubles. She has a
3.?I GPA w~Ue majoring in pre-vetennary med1cme.

•. -
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Goat farming·
at the heart of
Morgan initiative
Pupils take kids
home to raise
By TOM LEWIS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Kids raising
kids.
That concept is frowned
upon by many Eastern Kentuckians. But in the case of a
new initiative involving about
15 students at Morgan County's East Valley Middle School.
the idea of kids raising kids
could have educational and
economic benefits for the entire region.
The kids being raised are actually young goats.
The Morgan County kids of the human variety - were
at Morehead State University's
Derrickson Agricultural Complex near Morehead Wednesday. Each received two young
female goats as part of the
East Valley Goat Project,
launched in June by Larry
Brown. East Valley Elementary School physical education
teacher and member of the
Family Resource Center Advisory Council there. and Carolyn Bishop, the Family Resource Center's coordinator.
The East Valley Goat Project
is designed to teach students
responsibility and proper farm
practices and to help them
make money by breeding
goats. Over time, experts at
MSU will conduct research

into breed combinations and
pasture lands favorable for
Eastern Kentucky, potentially
diversifying local agriculture.
"Tobacco's losing its appeal.
and we really don't !mow what
we'll be able to replace it
with," said Brown. " ... Maybe
goats can be part of that combination."
The project has the funding
and guidance of Heifer Project
International - which began
as a program to place livestock
in Third World countries and
has since spread to Appalachia, including Carter and
Floyd counties, and other
areas of the United States.
The East Valley initiative
marks the first time the
project has worked with an elementary school in the United
States, according to regional
representative Steve Muntz.
"It's kind of like a classroom
outside a class," said Muntz. "
... It's a living loan of livestock." Some of the goats' offspring will be passed down to
other students at the school to
start their own herds. The
Heifer Project will fund the
program for three years, and
East Valley will report to the
organization for two more
years.
Bishop said students volunteered to raise the goats, but
their parents or guardians had
to sign contracts as well. Participants were trained this fall.
·-· The goal of the project is to
inC1:;;nsc the l'egion ·s meat goat
population as a possible economic hoost. Muntz said.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Friday, December 19, 1997

Getting ready
Brian Shimer, ·a 1985 graduate
of Morehead State, is using a break
in the World Cup bobsled schedule
to rest his tender hamstring at
home in Naples, Fla.
Competing on the World Cup
circuit "was tough,'' America's top
sled driver said yesterday. "I
haven't been 100 percent all year
because I started with a strain,
strained it pretty good. But I survived the first half (of the season)
and now I'm able to rest a little
bit and heal. I should be all
i-ight."
■ Shimer and Olympic coach
Steve Maiorca agree that the
United States has sophisticated
equipment with its Bo-Dyn sleds.
Maiorca and Shimer aren't on the
same page regarding runners,
though.
"I think we've got the equipment
down pat to_ a science, runner tech-

nology and the athletes are bigger,
stronger and faster this year than
they've ever been in past Olympic
Games," Maiorca said Tuesday.
"Runner technology meaning that
you have to have certain runners to
run on certain ice conditions on the
track. We've done a lot of experimenting and we've got a number of
runners that we think are going to
be ready for Nagano."
Shimer has another view.
"Our weakness in the four-man
.. . and where we've been lacking
forever, is our runners - our runner technology," Shimer said yesterday. "We've just never had the
funding to manufacture and study
and do testing with runners. We've
got to go with what we've had for
the last six or seven years, whereas
other countries are getting better
steel with better design and seem
to be finding some time there."

"That doesn't mean these kids
arc going home and eating
these goats." he added. "But a
lot of different ethnic groups
prefer or like goat meat, and
s11pply has not kept up with
demand."
Meat goats are popular almost everywhere except the
United States and Western Europe. said Neil Hoffman, president of the Eastern Kentucky
Goat Producers Association.
"There are more goats ·1n1he
world than there are cattle."
Hoffman said the domestic
meat goat market has been
supplied primarily by farmers
in Texas, Arizona and New
Mexico - far from the East
Coast where Hispanic, Middle
Eastern and African populations are growing.
The Eastern Kentucky Goat
Producers Association was
founded in 1994 to boost the
size and quality of the region's
goat herds and to market the
animals cooperatively.
"We've got the brush. We've
got the hillsides. And that's
where goats do well," Hoffman
said.
The goats given to the Morgan County students arc half
Spanish and half Boer. Three
male Boers, considered the
top-of-the-line breed of meat
goat, will be placed in the East
Valley area for breeding.
The East Valley students
who got goats were excited, albeit nervous.
"They're bigger than I expected," said 9-year-old Ashley
Settlemires. who received two
goats and promptly named
them Carolyn and Sarah after Bishop and Morgan
County 4-H Agent Sarah Fannin.
"The bigger they get, the uglier," added JO-year-old Casey
- Burks. who w,ill receive goats
next year.
Ten-year-old Jessica Dulen
was the first student assigned
a goat. When the animal tried
to squirm away, Dulen
screamed, then laughed, then
petted and hugged her new
kid. "They're just real pretty,"
she said.
With the average age of the
Kentucky farmer rising, Hoffman said the East Valley Goat
Project was a good way to inject young blood into agriculture .
"Goats are fun and goats, are
easy to handle for kids," Hoffman said. "It's a perfect match
with kids."
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Flawed scholar hipSsu
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State can't afford to give free college to least needy
Tell us, too, how schools and
ay it isn't so, Gov. Paul Patton.
teachers
are supposed to respohd to
Say you aren't seriously thinking of throwing your consider- the inevitable pressw-e from parents
this program will inspire? You
able support to a variation on that
know it's going to come. You know
'~et a B, go for free" college scholarship proposal floated by Bob Bab- Mom and Dad will put on golf
spikes and jump all over any
bage when he ran against _you in
teacher who dares deny little Bubba
the 1995 Democratic gubernatorial
and Bubbette the "A".average they .
pnmary.
need to get a full-tuition scholarship
:· Tell Kentuckians that state Sen.
Tim Shaughnessy, who has picked - or at least the "B" average they
up Babbage's fallen banner, was
need to get half of a free ride. Have
wrong last week when he said you
you ever heard of grade inflation,
governor?
were "excited about the concept."
Prove you're smart enough to
Speaking of inflation, ask yow-self what this $150 million windfall
spot the huge flaws in this plan to
for the commonwealth's colleges ·
use all the state's lottery proceeds
(about $150 million a year) to subsi- and universities will do for the cost
dize college educations for students of higher education - not for the
who, by and large, will come from
scholarship recipients, but for those
who have to pay their own way.
families least in need of help.
That $150 million amounts to
The people who study this kind
of thing will tell you that
about 3 percent of the
sl;flte's General Fund revsuch subsidies - from the
That $150
G.I. Bill forward - have a
erme. Who's going to bite
millwn in wttery history of prompting inflathe fiscal bullet for its
funds amounts t,o tion in academia. They
loss?
about 3 percent compare it to health care.
Poor kids in elemenof the stat,e's
tary and secondary
When the market is domiGeneral
Fund
nated by a third-party
schools who need extra
revenue. U'ho 's payer, the provider and
help preparing for college?
going f,o bit,e the the recipient quit worrying
Communities that need asfiscal buUet for
about price. Imagine how
sistance in developing viits
wss?
this state's public universibrant economies? Downties - with their history
s.ized workers or welfare
of wasteful duplication
r.ecipients who need more
training and education to qualify for and expansionism - will react if
jobs? Kentuckians who need better
they're freed from worrying about
water and sewer systems? Kids who getting bang for their bucks.
~uffer abuse and neglect because
Finally, Gov. Patton, tell us how
the state doesn't have enough social you - or more likely, yow- succesworkers - or pay those social
sors - will respond when the lotworkers well enough - to protect
tery hits an off year. There was a
them?
reason lawmakers refused to earTell us, Gov. Patton, which of
mark lottery money for any one
these, or other state needs, will be
program. That reason was the inrelegated to runt-of-the-litter status
herent volatility of the lottery as a
~ pushed aside from the mother's
revenue sow-ce. So, what will you or
milk of public revenue?
yow- successors say to students
· And for what? So children from
who have been promised scholarmiddle- and upper-income families
ships when the money isn't there to
can have a free or semi-free ride
fulfill that promise?
through co11ege? You must know
Say you won't .shortchange Kenyoungsters from these backgrounds, tucky's real needs. Say you won't
where education and achievement
spend state money on what promisare valued, are the ones who will
es to be an elitist, inflationary scholqene:fit most from this program.
arship program. Say you won't fall
They're the ones who wouldn't
victim to the temptation of earmarkqualify for need-based scholarships
ing lottery revenue.
available to smart kids from lowerSay you won't support this
iµcome families.
clunker of an idea.
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.~m.11,, ~.;~:f.Wfal- ·tWPM~ul.!lJ~.fQ!ll~.Jl!lre In l991,Jt I
!(;:.,c_o,.!1:1!11'•!!\J~Jly.(!)!i~.tli"ere:are
·sli i · a,~iy_ery1J</,lJl;l.g,t-li'lk
t~a~i!\JV_ery good move for both.
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PRESTONSBURG. ·....:::::saiira Kaiku:mba-'be!i~ii"es
hen God gives a person a
ft they need to use it. Kai~mba's .,·s put·t,"ng·.ih. er'":g·1·rt
r helping people into acon at her new job.as the,
,an of student :affairs for
restonsburg·· cioinniunity
Jllege. - ·
"The position was a cha!"
·' ·
nge, ,but one I was<·ready
meet," Kaikumba said. "I
1ve had tl).e help of Dr. De,rah Floyd,. president of
-estonsburg Community
allege, who is a very
rong visionary)E!,lder.',\
ft ·was the-ieadei='ship abiith
f'
y
at trst drew Kailmba to Floyd and Preonsburg. She was working
"the .. Hiil.ard. ..Community
Jllege as dean of minority
'fairs and. adult· sfoiiimt
:ograms l.w···hen she r1·-r's·t
,.,_
fard; of :the(posifio11 at
ire. Kaikumba. said there
as something,•in- Eloyd
.at insplredihefr:Sfie:')v'antI to wori{"witu\iiFio'ya' to
·ing some diver,sity to

X.

·

____

!felt llecause. she

is Cauca-

',.'-'•,;;,,,n''d;.,.f.'·...m.n1<.'.lr~...·t·n'anu-a

·

,;,. "

1erlcan we cbulll
- :1i1(',reill
··
vers and· shakei;-s together,"
kum~asaid. -~-~ .
rh~re,. !t!tsn't· bern. al}Y-.neg,~st~-'" ~ aJJ.,
1t
: ""'HLrang~.w,llJQ.Ye.m,m

-t,Pt,ajlg1!t

so_ many A,frJfan,Amerlcans to -'' e ,<!U. ¥&.'l\!IY.~";}:W.1! . 'Mer I ,!lf,u~t h· - , . . ,
· · ..
I
a community with so few, If molh er'for·a•·short·wlille•:be- .,, ~t.HCC.she staried as a site
anr;.but al,l the·1Ieople on cam- fore she took her two young coordinator in 1992. Then in
PU§)m?e,. b,!len·very_ warm an,d ~ys ai:\~.mov~d Into a.PJ1!£e of 4,!Jgust of 1992 she was pro•
0
friendly.'•' ·,,.,,,"·,c, l
.;.,s·
'"
,. eSlrh.. ri'1:k' \J:i' "i '· ~• i~}i
1 ,;!no.lei;! to (jlrector of minority
· ......,. , -'.. · . e w.or ea' m a ·department . affairs
.·
Kalkumba's. pastor·:of six store. as-a.clerk and:went.;!iack .>nii~ N I
It
d
years, Di;. Jofln_.Pfay,:.Jas_felt to'get;ner'GJ:;D;'t:,·1.•·,o;• i'''.;iil
. '··"''"· .. _ap.er, ass s ant. ean.
the loss of her since: her move · :,_'(knliw;thifonJ ' .Wa ;f&,•~t
"<lf1,~t.udent ,llffalrs .at HCC; was I
from,Hazard. .
off of p'UliiI-:•·· r~----.l'_,,Q,.~ aty !lef1;rl~ed by Kalkumba as a
Prl\Y, of -the,;·Fcl_rst · Baptist
• , 1;,.,1ss.~ a_nc.e: wa;1
mentor.
•
Church In Hazard, said Kai- get an ~u~~pn! '.~At,dld:'.;~~ha · .Kaikumba said she looked to
kumba Is the type of person sa!d. • ,.., -· ~•=h4
,Napier for direction and Jeadh al .
ak
I w~s eventually promoted_,ershlp.
w .o ways m es friends.
to fasb1gn-wear manager, . .but . ·"Sandr
"Sandra-ls ..v~ry rearing, 'this w:js,,{fot wlll'-r' "m\'t~
• .·, . a. 1s a ·very quallfled
warm 8.!lilifrJendly,~Jpziy said. do,forevm;:"
a w ''•~\'r to · . apd, .deserving person for the
"She is·very"intelllgent and
'During,lthis tiine Kafitiilba :new,job,she has earned," Nap!,
capable'ii(.outstandlng'•things. ,!l!a,rle.C,_f~oy Jacksoi1\;;"iind. _eri~d.is'
I belleve;~!!e· could fit in, any- ,moved'.• to Spring[ieJif , 111 · ""·'"- e, .a very caring pl)rson
where becailse·her;personallty 'There iilie''enrolleci in ·-Lliico~ . and,wllJ,go to ,the extremes _to
is so great."
Land CoinnjJ\nlty •'Co''ege -~elp people. She is Just so willKalkumba, 43,-·cif Jackson, where sJierecelved;" ·d,Jisoci'. '.mg. to•,take ~e time to help
said she developed her persont d ·~· · · ..d.JW"-'-·· . ·them. ·This will-really help her
a 1 t t,y fr.o.m .. her ,great- ~~ egree m e ucatton m out in her new job."
fl!'ll~~ot\t~/)tne~ate :•Eliza- ;,,withN.a'cksi'.fll.osh"e';';Jilfd a L· ' 1BaS1cally,I,am In charge of
beth•·,Tally :,Qf:}'>iarion, Ark., daqghtiir'sharJoh now !!?'.''and ~ing,Jhat,Jllay. affect the
who she'llved with all her.life. adopted''
u;:;.•·· ·«~,.
life of a student" Kaikumba
!/M,.;.,'i,.'o""e·a"'i.g' r·.andmo.th·e--r · i · ;,!!·son, "$!/US, n,mr;is. said · ·; 4 ,,.,~• '• .; •.· ~
..
J' -~'u.
r,:~;Itcwe~ on;:,.to; state !q' \rem.. · _
-· .i -..~ • · ·
'
~
r:ilsecVine'l/eiiause lily parerits 'l\!imt afler LinctilrilJ:ian~; t~1- l . M.Y f~':'.<!rlt~ part of the Job
Where separated when I was liumba;sald.
· -· -· !.\ ! t1th1qnp~t llriportantpart, the
y~ung,~;~1)8,Sl~~.,..,,.•"I al.$o-went .on',to':'tii:lf;;Uni•' tudents.' Without them we
··'-''I'he•home••\vas,not strict or versltyrC>C.,illlnolF1h:,;SPJ"lhg- :-W,ljld1.!.\~t,e'(e)J h!IY!!,!l.:ll~hool;"
even crowded. It was -Just the ·field anil•recelvild'Mth'1r1iach~qgill{!,§aj1i!sb11,,hopes f,fo.
two of.' us. My grandmother elor's degree In legal studies ·be at . i:,e~tonsburg for at least
was very,_!()ting:iiitd,f/arlng."
and a_~!~~,,!;l~llr.,~.,ID;;llUh- _flvFroeY:_11;5h: .
· h
,•
Kalkum.,a.~.was ~married ·11c·.adu~sqjttolt.'!t;m;~,,..~"'1•j
,
'!"' ere,·onc{)Ut s e sij.d
1
when".'ilh__e;,~_#:a,a:Zt,~' to 'W,lIDie : ''I{aik•;mtu,iii,~o,;i~Jii'(i!'i;efl!fled .s,.he.'(Wµl~~oµow
.w)lat f'.<Vl ,,h$s
1
Janies.Hiill·,,t9,,aiso1ofMarlon. ;biethe ~rt'~:!tp,ua.~·y,,:i;~'c'1a·. iil stonltorii'er. '":"" _ ,:~:, i]
·
,~~\ ""'i""""" _
"' _,.nft• lia. _ye,any·'ueslre
-· Y
Together~,they,•had I.two -chll- -tion,as
aoI~asslsiaJif.a.g,
.P<1.t"1""'''·tll
;lodrenc.James'-'26·,arld;Fretlrlck ,''~he tj~Lh\r de~.-:,·i~~';x. ue~a'iiprellldenf,'i. :Kl!i!(9m~;i
25.~·'
- ·-·'.'-·· .';;?"
' perlence{kii_getta€Jo1>..wlt&:the 1
. sale!~ ,,.1, .....
· ,:
·2:Tnigedy ,striiclfii'i&lkumba's Illinois sDe,i,artmeilt ..ofi;!I'nins"f'1ust wa:nt to do my job
life In 1973 when her first huswell and serve the •Lord. God,ls
.the greatest ,influence In 1IIY
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Mazzoli takes job with U of L
By SHELDON S. SHAFER

The Courier-Journal

Romano Mazzoli, who retired from

Congress in January 1995 alter rep.resenting Kentucky's 3rd District for
24 years, has accepted a top stall position at the University of Louisville.
The job, with a salary of $100,000,
will include teaching, program development and dealing witfi state and
local government. His title will be

Former U.S.
Rep. Romano
Mazzoll's .responsibilltles
wlll Include
teaching,
program
development
and dealing
with state and
local

his position as a Spalding University
trustee poses a potential conflict.
· Mazzoli indicated .he will try to

government.

course in immigration law. Specifics

senior distinguished fellow in law

and public policy.
U of L's laW' school, said the job
Mazzoli said U of L President John starts Feb. I, and the one-year deal
Shumaker offered him the post, and can be renewed. He said he hopes
he will report directly to Shumaker. his U of L affiliation will be long.
Mazzoli's office will be at the U of L
Since leaving the U.S. House of
Brandeis School of Law, where he's Representatives, Mazzoli has had the
Jik_ely to devote much of his time.

Mazzoli said the job description,
for now, "is a little fluid. But 11 will

allow me to be an ambassador with a

very broad portfolio and give me a
chance to assist U of L in many

ways. It is right up my alley. I con-

sider it a real adventure."
"It's not often that a university can
lure someone with Congressman

Mazzoli's ability and background to

campus," Shumaker said. "He brings
unique talents and experiences that

will benefit students and others."
Mazzoli, who graduated from

status "of counsel 11 at the Louisville
law firm of Stites & Harbison. Maz-

zoli said his legal practice has developed into a full-time workload. He
said he may stay with the firm and
sharply cut his workload.
Mazzoli, 65, also has been volun-

continue other volunteer work, in-

cluding serving on the boards of St.
Xavier High School, the Kentucky
Center for Public Issues, Boys Haven
and Neighborhood House.
Mazzoli taught one course in legislation last semester at ·u of L's law
school and previously had taught a

on what he'll teach in the new role
haven't been decided, but U of L said
the subjects may include law, public

policy or political s_cience.
Mazzoli's service will cut across
several departments and programs.

He will consult with, and help develop programs for, U of L's Institute of
Public Policy.
He also will advise law school
Dean Don Burnett on programs to

expand the school's public service
goals, including setting up forums on
public policy issues. Burnett said

teering as president of the U of L Mazzoli will help bring national exAlumni Association and as a member perts and leaders to speak at U of L.
of the university's Board of OverMazzoli said the work will include
seers. He will seek advice from
U of L attorneys on whether he can
keep those positions once he joins

the university stall. He said he may
·ask the attorneys to review whether

local, state, national and international elements. "It t;rives me a chance to

resume my life m public policy and
to do so in the setting of a beautiful

collegiate campus."

